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I NTRODUCTORY REMARKS 
The present work resulted from the activities of one of us (TRG) as ' informant ' 
on projects at the University of Hawaii involving the Kiribatese language . I t  
became evident that some preliminary thought and organisation would make the 
informant sessions more fruitful . As there was still lacking a satisfactory 
description of the Kiribatese language , we decided to present our thoughts in 
the present work . Except for RJ we are not expert lingui sts , and thi s  work 
doubtle ssly has many shortcomings . Nevertheles s ,  we believe that we have 
succeeded in finding and describing many of the features of the language that 
will interest lingui sts and cause di fficulties for students of the language . 
This work is therefore intended as an aid to descriptive and comparative 
linguists and to beginning and advanced students of the language . 
As we progressed in the preparation of this work it became apparent that there 
was no convenient stopping place . Practically every section has ramifications 
that would take months or years to clean up . We thus abandoned the idea of 
postponing publication until a ' complete ' work could be presented in order that 
students and linguists might benefit from the amount of materials which we have 
at hand at this point . A rough version of thi s work was circulated in mimeograph 
form a few years ago . Since then a few corrections were made and a little more 
information has been added . We are confident that we or others will improve 
thi s  work , enlarge i t ,  and present a more comprehensive description of the 
language at a later date . With thi s  in mind , we shall greatly appreciate all 
suggestions and critisisms . 
One of us (TRG) is responsible for the factual information presented . Another 
( GWG) did most of the writing , and the third (RJ) provided the organisational 
framework for presentation . 
Our many Kiribatese friends have provided invaluable assistance , and it would 
be difficult to l i st all thei r  names . We would like to thank Dr . Alolae Cati , 
Bwere Eritai a ,  Jeff Marck , H . E .  Maude , Kaitara Meetai , Malcolm Mitz , Father 
Raimo n ,  S tephen Trussel , members of the Vernacular Committee of the Kiribati 
Government ,  and participants in the Kiribatese ( then called ' Gi lbertese ' )  study 
group at the University of Hawaii ,  for their help . We are grateful to Carol 
Misko and Gregory Hayward for their help with PEACE SAT communications . Much 
of this work was written while one of us (GWG) was visiting Professor of 
Geophysics at University Sains Malaysi a .  
1 .  I NTRODUCTI ON 
The Kiribatese language is used today by about 60 , 000 people , including the 
inhabitants of Kiribati , which became an independent republic in 1979 . Thi s  
new nation contains the Gilbert I slands , B ' aanaba (Ocean I sland) , the Phoenix 
I s lands , and the Northern and Southern Line Islands . Before European contact , 
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migrations or military campaigns had already carried the language to Mili in 
the Marshall Islands and to Nui in Tuvalu . In recent times Kiribatese emigrants 
have taken the language throughout the territory of Kiribati , and to Nauru , 
Fij i ,  the Solomon Islands , and vanuatu . Some inhabitants of these places have 
become proficient in the language through contact with Kiribate se immigrants or 
migrant workers . In addition , many Tuvaluans are proficient in the language 
through contact with Kiribatese speakers during the time of the Gilbert and 
Ellice I slands Colony , when the two e thnic groups were included under the same 
British dominion . The language is quite uniform throughout , so any two speakers 
will have a mutual inte lligibility of near 100% . 
The language i s  one of the Malayo-Polynesian group of the Austronesian family of 
languages .  It resembles many of the Micronesian languages as well as Polynesian . 
I t  i s  nominally classed as one of the Micronesian languages , and it i s  the most 
Polynesian-like of any of them .  Like these languages ,  Kiribatese is not a tonal 
language . Some common roots occur throughout the Malayo-Polynesian are a ,  from 
Malagasy to Easter Island . 
In recent times ( since European contact)  words from other languages such as 
Tuvaluan , English , etc . ,  have been introduced . The language may now be diverging 
in outlying areas due to the incorporation of words from the various local 
languages .  The American missionary , Hiram Bingham , introduced some Greek words 
into hi s Kiribatese version of the Bible (Bingham , undated) , and a few of these 
have survived as an integral part of the language . Since Britain established 
the protectorate over the Gilbert Islands in 1892 English has become the pre­
dominant foreign influence and provider of loan words . But until very recently 
Kiribatese was not really a dynamic language in the sense of rapid change through 
incorporation of new speech patterns , new vocabulary , etc . Among the maj ority 
of Kiribatese there i s  a strong tendency to stick to the traditional speech 
patterns .  But on South Tarawa , seat of the Kiribati Government headquarters 
and containing about one third of the nation ' s  polulation , Anglicisms are 
becoming more and more popular . 
Kiribatese has a very loose or flexible structure which enables roots or bases 
to be used in many di fferent functions ( as nouns , verbs , etc . ) . The ordinary 
Kiribatese speaker , in fac t ,  is seldom aware of the different functions his 
words perform . An exception to thi s  overgenerali sation i s  the class of transi­
tive verbs , whose rigid inflectional scheme unmistakeably marks them as such . 
The description given here makes use of the traditional English terminology in 
describing function classes ( nouns , verbs , etc . )  and other features of the 
grammar ( clauses , etc . )  but thi s  is done more for the purpose of aiding under­
standing for the speaker of European languages accustomed to such classification 
than for lingui stic logic . 
The written language dates from Bingham ' s  Bible (undated) , parts of which must 
have been in use by the early 1860s , and from hi s Gilbertese-Engl i sh Dictionary 
(Bingham 1908) , based on his transcription of the language into the Roman 
alphabet using 1 3  letters plus the apostrophe . The Bible i s  universally read 
by nearly all Kiribatese and is a strong stabili sing influence on the language . 
Although the amount of written materials prepared in Kiribatese i s  small , the 
orthography is still not uniform .  In the early 1960s as much as 98% of the 
adult Kiribatese population was literate in the language , but in the following 
years the emphasis on English and deemphasis of Kiribatese in the schools has 
led to a considerable reduction in thi s  literacy rate ( apparently without a 
corresponding increase of Engli sh proficiency) .  But educational policy has 
now changed , as elsewhere in the Pacific , and the local languages including 
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Kiribatese are now emphasised more in the schools . Thus , Kiribatese , important 
now in the region , may become more important in the near future . 
The following description of the Kiribatese language is tentative . It is hoped 
that the inaccuracies found in this work will be corrected in subsequent works , 
and that the questions raised will stimulate further study and discussion. 
1 . 1 Ki ri bati  and i ts peopl e 
The large majority of the population inhabits the Gilbert Islands , which is a 
chain of low coral atolls and reef islets stretching in the NW-SE direction 
across the equator near the longitude of the in ternational date line . The 
maximum elevation of any of them is only about three or four metre s . There are 
about ten atolls , the largest being about 70 krn in length , which consi st of a 
thin ring of discontinuous land around a central lagoon . The amount of usable 
land is quite small . At low tide , when the wide lagoon mudflats are above water , 
the area of e xposed land may be almost doub l e  that at high tide . B '  aanaba 
(Ocean Island ) ,  which lies to the west of the Gilbert I sland chain , is different . 
It is a small limestone island having maximum elevation of about 80 metres .  The 
land on all these islands consists of coralline (calcium carbonate ) gravel and 
sand , with a very small amount of true soil . 
The small and undependabl e  rainfal l is quickly absorbed into the coarse ground 
and forms a semi-fresh water lens that diffuses outward into ocean and lagoon . 
Only a few spec i e s  of flora can grow in this envi ronment . The main edible 
plants are the coconut , pandanus ,  and a taro-like root ( te b'ab'ai). 
The inhabitants have traditionally been subsistence farmers and fishermen , and 
even today only a small number of Kiribatese live by buying food from wages 
earned in other employment . 
1 . 2 The Ki ri batese l a nguage i n  the Aus t rones i an fami l y  of  l an guages 
Shutler and Marck (1975 )  have studied correlations of vocabulary , phonetics 
and grammar of the various Austronesian languages , and tentatively conclude 
that they are related to each other according to the evolutionary tree given 
on page 4 .  
1 . 3 Di a l ects 
There are two major dialects of Kirib ate se . The Northern Dialect i s  used on 
Abemaama , Arunuka and Kuria and all of the Gilbert Islands northward therefrom , 
whereas the Southern Dialect is used on Nonouti , Beruu and all of the Gilbert 
I slands southward therefrom . The Northern Dialect is used on Mili Atoll in the 
Marshalls . The Southern Dialect is predominant in the Line Islands and the 
Solomon I slands , since these places are inhabited mostly by emigrants from the 
Southern Gilberts . In Vanuatu and other outlying areas inhabited by Kiribatese 
both dialects are used . 
There are smaller island to island variations that might be con s i dered as 
dialects . These variations consist mostly of differences in vocabulary and 
idioms rather than in pronunciation , and will not be considered here . 
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The  Ki ri batese l a nguage i n  the Aus trone s i an fami l y  of  l an guages 
Austronesian 
I 
Extra-Formosan Formosan 
I 
Moluccan Minahasa Oceanic 
(Eastern 
Austronesian) 
West 
Indonesian 
Philippine 
The many divergent subgroups of 
New Britain , New Ireland , North 
and Central Solomons ,  NE and SE 
New Guinea and the Southern New 
Hebrides 
I 
South-east 
Solomonic 
Eastern 
Oceanic 
I 
New Caledonia/ 
Loyalties 
North Hebridean/ 
Central Pacific . I I 
North Hebridean Central Paci fic 
I I I 
N New Hebrides/ 
Banks 
Central 
New Hebrides 
Nuclear Fij ian Polynesian 
Micronesian 
I I 
Trukic Extra-Trukic 
I I 
Sonsorolese Woleaian Trukese Kiribatese Ponapean Kosraean Marshallese 
All descriptions given here conform to the Southern Dialect .  The few consistent 
differences between the two major dialects are described below . 
The main phonetic difference is that the combination tu is pronounced /tu/ in the 
Southern Dialect , /su/ in the Northern Dialec t ,  as in the following examples: 
word 
tua 
m atuu 
tuanga 
Southern 
pron . 
/tua/ 
/m atuu/ 
/tuanga/ 
Northern 
pron . meaning 
/sua/ lcau; pule 
/m asuu/ s leep 
/suanga/ to te U etc . 
The only other important phonetic difference is that many words containing iu 
in the Southern Dialect omit the i in the Northern Dialect . This di fference 
can be reflected also in the orthography , as in the following examples: 
.---------------------------------�-----------��--------
Southern 
ten iua 
i buk iu 
kun iu 
Northern 
tenuua 
i bukuu 
kunuu 
meaning 
three 
for me 
my skin 
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Thi s  variation often seems to arise because of differing treatment of the 
incompatibility of a terminal nasal with the initial vowel of a following word 
or affix . The diagram in section 2 . 4  shows several cases where alternative 
linking sounds are used . The tendency for the Southern Dialect is to insert i 
after a terminal n or ng followed by u. The examples noted above all involve 
suffixed words . 
In addition to the differences noted above , there are isolated cases where some 
common words are slightly different in the two dialects , as in the following 
examples :  
Southern Northern meaning 
ngkoe ngke you ( singular) 
tekateka taka taka to sit 
teuana touana one 
A very few common words are entirely different : 
ngae buu satiated; satisfied 
1 . 4 Fore i gn i n fl uences 
The language is continually being supplemented and modi fied by contact with 
other languages . Sometimes new constructions and words are introduced artifi­
cially , such as the many biblical terms introduced by missionaries . Usually 
the process occurs spontaneously . The ways in which foreign words are adapted 
into Kiribatese are outlined in section 3 . 3 .  
2 .  PHONOLOGY AN D ORTHOGRAPHY 
A complete description of Kiribatese phonology is beyond the scope of this 
work . The following brief remarks are intended only to lay the groundwork for 
describing the spelling system . It might be possible to propose other phonetic 
descriptions that would be j ust as satisfactory , and perhaps more satisfactory 
from the standpoint of phonological logic .  The scheme proposed here is believed 
to be adequate and simple . 
At the present time it cannot be said that there exists a standard spelling 
system. The current written materials consisting of mimeographed newspapers , 
government notices , personal letters , primary educational materials , etc . , use 
an orthography that is  not uni form , but this does not cause much inconvenience . 
These current spell ing systems will be called ' the standard orthography ' here. 
The variations encountered in the standard orthography are much narrower than 
those encountered in older published materials .  This standard orthography is  
close to being a phonetic system ; that is,  there is  almost a one-to-one 
correspondence between written words and their pronunciations , and the pronun­
ciation of any given word is almost predictable from phonetic rules alone . 
But there are many cases where some knowledge of the language is required to 
find the correct pronunciation of a word written in ' standard orthography ' .  
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The very small changes needed to make the spelling system truly phonetic are a 
small price to pay for the additional convenience . Without a truly phonetic 
system , dictionaries ,  etc . ( i . e . , Sabatier 1954)  are forced to indicate the 
pronunciation of each word , as are English dictionaries . The spelling used in 
this work , which will be estab lished below , has the advantage of being phonetic 
as well as close to the standard orthography . For convenience , we refer to it 
as ' the phonetic orthography ' .  
The basic sounds in Kiribatese are as shown 
labial 
stop Ibl 
spirant Ivl 
trill 
nasal Iml 
semivowel { high 
vowels medium 
low 
dental 
It I 
lsi 
Irl 
Inl 
front central 
Iii 
lei 
lad lal 
in the following diagram: 
velar class 
Ikl } C 
Ingl N 
back class 
1'1 Iwl S 
lui } 101 V I�I 
The classes C (consonant) ,  N ( nasal) , S (semivowel )  and V (vowe l )  are defined 
as indicated above . 
2 . 1  Long and s ho rt sounds 
Each of the N and V sounds has a short and a long counterpart which cause a 
semantic distinction . In written Kiribatese this distinction has somt imes 
been made by using an overbar on the letter to indicate le ngthening , or by 
using a doub led letter . The latter is more easily adapted to typescript , and 
is used here . Some text tends to not make this distinction at all . The economy 
gained by using single letters always , instead of double letters when indicated , 
seems very small when compared to the troublesome ambiguities that can arise as 
a resul t ,  as in the following : 
e tamaaroa am ie your sai l is beautiful 
e tamaaroa am iee your lovemaking is beautiful 
e reke ana taari he got some salt 
e reke ana tar i he had an orgasm 
Long and short sounds are used to distinguish singular and plural of some nouns 
( see also section 4 . 4 . 1 ) . 
i ka fish ( singular) 
i ika fishes 
tina mother 
t i ina mothers 
mata eye 
maata eyes 
The same sort of distinction is used to differentiate singular and plural of 
some adjectives , but here the longer sound is  usually associated with the 
singular ( see also section 4 . 7 . 1 ) . 
ab'aab'ak i 
ab'ab'ak i 
anaanau 
ananau 
big ( singular) 
big (plural) 
long ( singular) 
long (plural ) 
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etc . 
The third person singular (referring to the direct ob j ect) of certain verbs has 
a lengthened nasal when the ob j ect is not expressed ( see also section 4 . 8.6) : 
n im a  to drink (some thing) 
n im m a  to drink it 
tuanga to te U (someone) 
tuangnga to teU him 
kana to eat (some thing) 
kanna to eat it 
The imperative form of some verbs has a lengthened vowel as contrasted with the 
corresponding indicative mood ( see section 4 . 8 . 3 ) : 
te i 
tee i 
wene 
weene 
nako 
naako 
to stand 
stand (a command) 
to lie down 
lie down (a command ) 
to go 
go (a command) etc . 
The second degree of distance of the singular form of certain demonstrative 
pronouns has a long n in contrast to the corresponding relative pronoun ( see 
also sections 4 . 5 . 5  and 4 . 5.6) : 
ane that (relative ) 
anne that (demonstrative ) 
teuaane who 
teuaanne he 
baene which (re lative ) 
baenne that thing etc . 
In the third person obj ect of some verbs , singular and plural are distinguished : 
ata ia to know him 
ata i i a to know them 
noor i a to see him 
noor i ia to see them 
wete ia to cal l  him 
wete i i a to ca U them 
Degree of length di stinguishes some words from others : 
m an 
m aan 
m am a  
m aam a 
m m am m a  
m aam aa 
animal; letter; from 
a long time 
mouth-to-mouth feeding 
moonlight 
breast 
shame 
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kan to want 
kaan near; almost 
m 1am 1a ring; kind of crab 
m 1aam 1a rings; crabs 
m m 1am m 1a to flake off 
M'aam'aa girl ' s  name 
kora sinne t 
koora go ld 
newe tongue 
nnewe lobster etc . 
( In such examples a comma is used here for separate alternative expressions for 
the same meaning , while a semicolon separates expressions having different 
meanings . ) 
Some proper names and place names have lengthened sounds that would be impossib le 
to predict , even by a native speaker , i f  not familiar with the particular name 
in question . Radio announcers on B ' anaan Kiribati continually mi sread names 
that are not written phonetically . Consider the names Tetaake , Beetio , Abemaama , 
Tiooti ,  etc . There are some words with lengthened sounds even though they do 
not contrast with corresponding words with short sounds : 
takaakaro 
ngnga i 
k i  i ka 
to play 
I 
octopus 
When a short vowel or nasal comes into juxtaposition with an identical sound 
through syntactic combination , the result i s  pronounced long, as in the follow­
ing examples : 
e na� �ongo i a 
e r in n te aut i 
kam maaku 
e na ana ia 
t i i r i 
te katam'a are i 
te e ite i 
he is about to scratch himse lf 
he entered the house 
you are afraid 
he wi l l  take it 
we wen t a long 
that cat 
a frigate bird 
Sabatier (1954 ) proposed that there are three degrees of length in vowels , which 
he called long , intermediate and short . He used the circumflex to indicate the 
long vowel ,  no diacritical mark for the intermediate , and the trema (umlaut) for 
the short . As an example supporting thi s  three-degree hypothesis , he put forth 
the three words take grasshopper , take to protrude , and take duck. He avoided 
the question of whether his three degrees of length repre sentated distinct 
phonemes or merely allophonic var i ation . After di s c u s s ing this point with 
various speakers , we conclude that there are only two de grees of length . In 
support of this we note that there have never been put forth any minimal triplets 
(distinguished only by the three supposed degrees of length ) . The foregoing 
example presents distinguishing feature s other than the degree of length of 
one vowel .  If  one considers the work taake, it can be rendered equally well 
by ducks (plural - see section 4 . 4 . 1) or by grasshopper.  There i s  no difference 
in pronunciation and this , we believe , refutes the three-degree hypothesi s .  
Thus , i n  the orthography used here , the three words are rendered a s  taake 
grasshopper , takee to protrude , and take duck. Thi s  is apparently a completely 
satisfactory scheme . 
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The j uxtaposition of three identical N or V sounds , or of a long and a short , 
produces merely the simple long sound . Examples : 
n na ta� �ai 
e t iii r i 
am mm'akuri 
ara aama 
an nneia 
n-nakawariingkamii i nanon 3 
te bon g 
I'm going to cry 
he just went along 
your work 
our harruner 
go ahead and put it  away 
I' l l  mee t you within 3 days 
The fol lowing is an example with contrast in meaning but no contrast in pronun-
ciation: 
a anaia they took it  
a a ana ia they are taking it  
2.2 APPROX I MATE PRONUNC I AT I ON O F  THE PHONEMES 
The labial stop /b/ i s  unaspirated and almost unvoiced . To native English 
speakers the sound may approximate the b more than the p, but to speakers of 
languages without aspirated stops the sound is  closer to p than to b .  The 
representation of thi s  sound in writing has been done with both b and p, with 
the maj ority favouring b in recent text . The b i s  used here in ,  and has been 
recommended by the KLB . 
The dental stop /t/ is always unvoiced and unaspirated . It has always been 
represented in text by the letter t, which is also used to represent the sound 
/5/ because the two sounds are apparently allophones of the same phoneme ( see 
below) . The t is used herein , and is  recommended by the KLB . 
The velar s top /k/ is always unvoiced and unaspirated . It has always been 
represented by the letter k, which is  used herein and recommended by the KLB . 
The labial spirant /v/ is voiced , and is actually articulated with the upper 
teeth and lower lip ,  in about the same way as English v, except that the /v/ 
is softer and pronounced with less friction and freer , less intense flow than 
English v .  It has always been represented by the letter w ,  although the latter 
is  also used to represent /w/ . The sound /v/ evidently occurs only in certain 
restricted phonetic environments , perhaps only when followed by /a/ or lei. 
The combination w i  occurs often in Kiribatese text , but this may be mistakenly 
written for /u i / .  (Whether or not that i s  the case i s  still being debated , and 
the KLB is still considering how to recommend writing words that customarily 
have been written with wi.) The combination /wo/ apparently is used only in a 
few words of foreign origin ( as in wooreba for wolf) , while the combination 
}wu/ perhaps does not occur at all . Although the j ustification for representing 
both /v/ and /w/ by w is  not clear , probably no confusion results because the 
two sounds apparently always occur in different phonetic environments . 
(Examples , /vaa/ and /bwee/ are rendered by waa and bwee , respectively , by the 
KLB and in the orthography used herein . )  
The dental spirant /5/ is  an allophone of the phoneme having the sound /t/ in 
other phonetic environments . This i s  borne out by the complete lack of 
contrasting pairs , and also by inflection patterns such as 
kam' a it i i 
kam'aita 
/kam'aisii/ 
/kam'aita/ 
to increase them 
to increase (something) 
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The It I sound results when the following vowel is la/ , lei or 101, whereas the 
lsi sound results when the following vowel is Iii . When the following vowel is  
l ui the Northern dialect uses lsi whi le the Southern dialect uses Itl , and this 
fact also substantiates the fact that only one phoneme is  involved . Also , the 
difference in sound be tween them is not quite as marked as one would expect 
from the above oversimpli fied diagram . The lsi exhibits fairly wide variation 
in pronunciation by different individuals and in di fferent phonetic environments . 
It i s  sometimes pronounced with a slight stop before the air flow i s  released , 
but it is still fairly well approximated by the Engl ish sound lsi . The l etter 
t is used to represent both sounds , in accordance with the system introduced 
by Bingham ,  and is recommended by the KLB and is used herein . 
The dental trill Irl is produced by a single hard flip of the tongue . In the 
initial position it sounds almost as hard as the English d .  It has always been 
represented by the letter r, which is recommended by the KLB and is used herein . 
The nasal s Iml , Inl and Ingl are nearly the same as their English counterparts ,  
except that Inl at end of a word i s  usually formed with the tongue between the 
teeth . I t  should be remembered that Ingl represents the sound in si�e r ,  not 
in fi�e r .  The Iml and Inl have always been represented by the respective 
letters m and n, which are used herein also , but the Ingl has been variously 
represented by n, 9 and ng. The last is far more popular in modern text , and 
what is recommended by KLB and used herei n .  
The 1'1 occurs only in restricted phonetic environments . It  i s  always followed 
by la/ , and always preceded by Ibl or Im/. The resulting sounds Ib' al and 1m' al 
differ from the corresponding Ibal and Imal in a manner that can be described 
in various way s .  None of the above combinations sounds much like a diphthong ,  
but the vowel component o f  Ibal and Imal glides somewhat more than i n  the 
counterparts with 1'1 . The glide is from a tongue position slightly front of 
central , toward the central position . The beginning of thi s  glide is almost as 
far forward as I�/. Among the possible alternative representations that might 
be used is that of introducing an additional vowel phoneme ( for distinguishing 
lal from I 'a/) or of introducing an additional consonant phonemes ( to distin­
guish Ibl and Iml from Ib'l and Im'/) . There may be more linguistic j ustification 
for the latter alternative , even though it is less economical than the former . 
In any case there is still uncertainty regarding this point . A similar phenomenon 
occurs in other Pacific languages , and the origin and proper representation of 
the phenomenon should probably be determined by considering all languages in 
which it occurs . For now , the reader is asked s imply to accept the phonetic 
rendering presented here with the realisation that it is a simplified , rather 
that a logical system . In written Kiribatese the 1'1 has sometimes been 
indicated by the letter w (rarely ) , and sometimes by the apostrophe , and i s  
often omitted entirely . The apostrophe is used here , although without complete 
satis faction or conviction . The KLB also uses the apostrophe . If de leted it 
can lead to troublesome or embarrassing ambiguities such as 
ko maan i keke i ? 
ko m'aan i kekei? 
were you there a long time ? 
did you make love there ? 
The following additional contrasting pairs i llustrate the semantic e ffect of 
thi s  sound: 
bat i 
b'at i 
maaka 
m'aaka 
many 
bus 
to fear 
power, abi lity 
mama 
m ' am ' a  
baa 
b ' aa 
mouth-to-mouth feeding (as to feed infants ) 
ring; kind of crab 
leaf; thunder 
oil; rock 
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There i s  a reluctance to form words that contain both (/bal o r  Ima/) and (/b'al 
or Im'a/) . The rare cases where this does occur are probably restricted to 
combination of stable , universally-used roots ( e . g . , n i mam ' angko five cups ) . 
The Iwl is also used in extremely limited phonetic environments , always preceded 
by Ibl or Im/ , and always followed by lei or I i i . The four resulting pairs , 
/ b ue/ 
/ b u i /  
/mue/ 
/mu i /  
/bwe/ 
/ bw i /  
/mwe/ 
/mw i /  
have definitely distinct pronunciations , but apparently only the first pair has 
any semantic difference . The other three pairs can apparently be freely inter­
changed without any change of meaning , but the usual pronunciation corresponds 
more often to the member with Iwl than to the one with l u i .  Thus there are 
only five semantically distinct combinations in use , namely , Ib ue/ , Ibwe/ , 
Ibw i / ,  Imwe/ , and Imw i / .  The semantic effect of l u i  and Iwl in the first pair 
can be seen from the following example : 
be 
bwe 
bue  
conceited, flirtatious, overfami liar 
paddle, oar 
hot 
other examples are rare . 
It may be logical to consider the I ' I  and the Iwl as allophones of the same 
phoneme . This might be j ustified by the following facts : 
( a )  there can b e  n o  contrasting pairs , a s  they occur i n  mutually-exclusive 
phonetic environments , 
( b )  the sounds represented b y  them are somewhat similar , 
( c )  in grammatical variations , such a s  the conj ugation of some verbs ( see 
group 11 in Appendix Al ) , an analogous semantic effect is produced by 
both sounds , 
(d) in the phonetic modifications required between the terminal Iml and I 
following vowels ( see section 2 . 4) both sounds play an analogous role . 
It therefore seems to us that there i s  good reason to drop the apostrophe in 
favour of the w ,  because of convenience in typescript , telegraphy , etc . , as in 
the following examples : 
skeletal 
spel ling 
ma ku r i  
ba  
mama 
mama 
baka 
b a t i ka 
phonetic 
spelling 
mm ' aku r i  
b ' a  
m' am ' a 
mm ' amm ' a  
b ' a ka 
b ' aa t i ka 
propo sed English spelling 
mmwa ku r i work 
bwa that ( conj . ) 
mwa mwa ring 
mmwa mmwa to crumble 
bwa ka to fal l  
bwaa t i ka bicycle 
Thi s  proposal would meet considerable opposition , and it will not be mentioned 
further .  The skeletal and phonetic orthographies are discussed further in 
section 2 . 7 .  
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The lei , I i i ,  101 and l ui do not present serious difficulty , and have always 
been represented by the corresponding letters in written text . The lal is 
somewhat more frontal than the English sound b �mb , but not as far as I�/ , as 
in ma t .  For that reason , the diagram in section 2 . 0  shows the sound somewhat 
displaced from the central column . In addition , there is a slight diphthong­
isation with the beginning somewhat more frontal than the end of the sound . 
I t  has always been represented by the letter a ,  which is used herein and 
recommended by the KLB .  
The I�I and I�I do not contrast semantically with lal and 101, respectively , 
and are not represented by di stinct letters . These sounds occur only in 
diphthongs and will be di scussed in the following section . 
2 . 2 . 1  D i phthongs 
Vowels are usually given full value regardless of phonetic environment .  But 
when two or more vowels occur together there is frequently a glide between them . 
In many diphthongs this glide is frequently shorter than would be expected . 
This is particularly true in case of the combinations ao and ae . Although the 
initial sound lal is indicated in both cases ,  it is closer to I�I and I�/ , 
respectively . The glide then stops somewhat short of the indicated terminal 
sounds 101 and lei . The glide is so short that the resulting sounds I�I or I�I 
may sound almost pure . That is why these sounds are included in the table of 
section 2 . 0 , although it is  not suggested that they represent phonemes . Bingham 
evidently did not consider these sounds as phonemes , since he did not suggest 
indicating them with special symbols . (All other sounds indicated in the table 
represent phonemes , with I t  I and lsi, and perhaps also the 1'1 and Iwl , repre­
senting single phonemes . )  
The sounds of diphthongs have a peculiar quality .  Bingham used the word 
' melli fluous ' to describe the effect , and others have noted the peculiar 
Kiribatese ' vowel shading ' .  The diphthongs ae and a i  are distinctly di fferent 
from each other , as are ao and a u .  
In the following examples the indicated pronunciations are only approximate , 
and where two alternatives are given the actual pronunciation lies somewhere 
in between: 
ao /a�/ or /�o/ and 
tao /ta�/ or /t�o/ maybe 
taoo /ta�o/ or /t�oo/ s� 
kao /ka�/ or /k�o/ ox 
a ok i /a�k i / or /�okj/ they returned 
ae /�e/ that ( relative pronoun) 
tae /t�e/ to face 
n g ae /nga�/ or /n g�e/ satiated 
a ewe /a�e/ /reewe/ they jumped 
maeao /mreea�/ west 
2 . 3 Permi tted a n d  proh i b i ted comb i n a t i ons  
Vowels can b e  j uxtaposed without restriction , which can result in ' vowel 
clusters ' of considerable and perhaps unlimited length . For example : 
i a i  a i a  a i a  a i a i a  i aa i a  
i a i  uoua a i a  uee ao a ua 
a i a  i e 
a ao i a i a  uee i ao i a  
their enemies had their firewood 
under them 
they had two flowers and four sails 
their j10wers on them had dew 
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Vowels can occur next to any other sound (except the S sounds , a s  indicated i n  
section 2 . 0) . Consonants cannot end a word, and cannot b e  followed b y  a nasal . 
These prohibited combinations can be indicated by CC , CN and CO (where a repre­
sents the empty set) . Some selected examples of these prohibited combinations 
are r k ,  r t , t r ,  t n , bm ,  kng , -k , -t , -r , etc . (where the I _ I  stands for any 
sound) . 
The combinations NN are permitted or not according to the following table: 
second e lement 
first e lement { � 
ng 
m 
+ 
n 
+ 
+ 
n g  
+ 
+ 
Or , stated differently , m can be followed by any nasal , while any other nasal 
can be followed only by itself ( forming the l engthened sound) . Other combina­
tions of nasal with nasal are prohibited . The prohibited combinations are nm , 
nng , n g n ,  ngm .  When such forbidden combinations are formed through syntactic 
combination an is inserted between them as in the following examples: 
tan  + ma i = tan i ma i  
a n  + n gongoa i = a n i n gongoa i 
a n g  + maeao = ang i maeao 
n ang + n a ko = n an g i n a ko 
turn + here = turn toward me 
please + scratch me = please scratch me 
wind + west = wind from the west  
be about to  + go = be about to  go 
There is  no uniformity on how the phonetic addition of i has been handled in 
written text . It has sometimes been omitted entirely , sometimes joined to the 
first member , sometimes joined between them . The following examples illustrate 
the permitted j uxtapositions of nasals: 
am maa your fishtrap 
kam ma t u u  you slept 
t aamne i picture 
kam noo r i a you saw it  
kam n gongo you itched 
am ngake your underwear 
an n a ko go ahead and go 
tan  n a ko turn away from me 
ngnga i I 
en g n ga i a  yes, that's it  
The combinations N C  are permitted o r  not according t o  the following table 
second e lement 
First element { � 
ng 
b 
+ 
k 
+ 
+ 
r 
+ 
+ 
t 
+ 
+ 
w 
+ 
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As before , m can be followed by any of the consonants .  The others fol low a 
seemingly unpredictable pattern . Point of articulation is obviously important 
but is apparently not the only determining factor in view of the fact that mk 
is permitted . The prohibited combinations are nb , n k ,  nw , ngb , n g r ,  n g t , ngw .  
I f  such forbidden pairs are formed by contact through syntactic combination an 
i must be inserted between them , as was done between two incompatible nasals , 
as is i llustrated in the following examples : 
ta i an + bok i  = ta i an i  bok i 
taan + ko i ko i  = taan i ko i ko i  
ta i an + waa = ta i an i  waa 
nang  + b ' aka = nang i b ' aka 
nang + roo = nang i roo 
tang  + tang = tang i tang 
nang  + teka teka = nang i teka teka 
nang  + t i ku = nang i t i ku 
n a n g  + wene = nan g i wene 
some + book = some books 
agent prefix + to grate = graters 
some + canoe = some canoes 
about to + fal l  = about to fal l  
about to + dark = about to be dark 
cry + cry = complain 
about to + sit down = about to sit down 
about to + land = about to land 
about to + lie down = about to lie down 
The following examples illustrate the permitted combinations : 
mb ' a  
am ben 
mka 
kam k i naa 
am ran  
kam rauu  
am t a a r a  
kam t i k u 
am wanawa na 
kam wene 
M ' an ra 
taan roko 
an t i  
e kan ta ra i a  
n g koe 
nang k i ro 
kiss 
your coconut 
rotten 
you recognised 
your water 
you were jealous 
your towe l 
you stayed 
your inte l ligence 
you lay (reclined) 
a place name 
the people arriving 
ghost 
he wanted to look at it 
you 
to be about to faint 
To summarise , let V '  represent the class of extended vowels consisting of all 
sounds in class V plus the permitted combinations of S + V .  Thus , V '  contains 
la/, le � l i �  lo � l u �  /'a � lwe i, /w i �  and their lengthened counterparts . The 
permitted and prohibited j uxtaposed pairs can then be represented as follows : 
second element 
C N V '  0 
first element { 
C + 
N ? ? + + 
V '  + + + + 
0 + + + 
The ' ? ' means to refer to the preceding tables . The empty set 0 when initial 
indicates those elements which can initiate an utterance , and when final , 
indicates those e lements which can terminate an utterance .  Of course , all the 
restrictions enumerated in section 2 . 2  apply when ' + '  is indicated. 
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2.4 Termi nal  na sal s 
A curious phenomenon occurs when a word with a terminal nasal is followed by 
a vowe l .  Some times thi s produces a lengthening of the nasal , sometimes a 
lengthening of the vowel ,  sometimes the insertion of the sound i. These modi­
fications are se ldom indicated in the written text , but sometimes may be . 
The orthography used herein does not indicate these additional sounds where 
they occur between words which are written separately from each other . Thus , 
the reader should always be wary in all cases where a word beginning with a 
vowel follows a terminal nasal . Where such combinations occur within a word , 
by syntactical combination or suffixing , etc . , these extra sounds will be 
indicated . The spe lling systems used in the pas t ,  including recent times , are 
not consistent in thi s  respect . For example : 
koom 
koom w ia 
comb (n . )  
to comb (v .  t .  ) 
The usual suffix is ia in thi s case , but since the root ends in m an additional 
w is inserted ( see be low) . This is usually indicated . But in cases where the 
additional sounds result merely in a lengthened sound , the modification is not 
usually indicated . Another common example is  
ten base for three 
wan base for eight 
ua quantifier for general obj ects 
teniua three 
wan iua eight 
(see section 4 . 2 ) . But the last two words have customarily been written tenua 
and wanua respectively . The phenomenon exhibits cons iderable variation , 
depending on dialect and phonological environment . The conclusions described 
here are strictly tentative . 
The following table indicates the sounds added upon j uxtapos ition of the 
indicated e lements : 
second element 
a e o u 
n n 
(w i ) w 
( 
� 
) 
(n? i) I 
n ( i ) u 
( i ) u 
{ 
m
n first element 
ng 
m'a mw m u 
ng ng ng 
The hyphen means that no element is added . Of course , the w in all cases 
represents Iw/ , not Iv/ .  Where two alternatives are given , the choice some­
times depends on dialect (Northern or Southern ) , and sometimes on phonological 
environment .  In the following examples the sounds within parenthesis are 
pronounced but not customarily written : 
kam (m'a) aera? 
t irotaam (m'a) ae i 
kam (m'a) ana ia 
am (m'a) anene 
what are you doing? 
this mirror 
you took it 
your song 
The effect of the added sounds in the above examples is to replace the short m 
by the lengthened version , to lengthen the a ( if short) , and to insert the 
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semivowel ' .  In the following examples ( - )  means no additional sounds are 
inserted : 
kam (mw) ewe 
am (mw) ewe 
kam (mw) ewa r i a  
kam (w i )  i n  
kam (w i )  i r i  
t i rotaam (w) 
kam (w)  i e i e 
kam ( m) ok i 
am (m )  on 
am (m )  otooto 
am (m) oon i moa 
kam ( u )  un 
am ( u )  u u to 
am ( u ) uto  
aon  . . .  
you jumped 
your jump 
you s tabbed i t  
you are constipated 
you came along 
mirror on . . .  
you sai led 
you returned 
your turtle 
your composition 
your chicken pen 
you were angry 
your young coconut trees 
your young coconut tree 
(Note that the last two examples do not differ in pronunciation . )  
a n  ( n )  a na i a  
taan  ( n )  anene 
ran ( n )  ae i 
kan ( n )  a na i a  
a n  ( n )  ewe 
kan ( n )  ewe 
kan ( n )  ewa r i a  
a n  ( i )  i r i 
kan ( i )  i r i 
ran  ( - )  i aon 
kan ( - )  i e i e  
a n  ( n )  ok i 
kan ( n )  on i mak i na i  
ana  ran ( n )  Ota uea 
an ( u ) un 
an ( i )  un 
kan ( u ) u r a  
kan ( i )  u ra 
kan ( u ) uee 
kan ( i )  uee 
te nang  ( ng )  a re i 
nang  ( n g )  ana  i a 
n a n g  ( n g )  a nene 
naang ( n g )  a keke i 
nang  ( n g )  ewe 
e tang  ( n g )  Ew i i 
nang  ( n g )  ewa r i a  
nang  ( i )  i r i 
nang  ( i )  i e i e  
a ka ng  ( i )  i ka 
e tang  ( n g  i )  I ta i a 
go ahead and take it 
singers 
this water 
to want to take i t  
go ahead and jump 
to want to jump 
to want to s tab i t  
come on along 
to want to come along 
water on . . .  
to want to sai l 
go on back 
to want to trust me 
Otauea's water 
go ahead and get angry 
go ahead and ge t angry 
to be ready to burn 
to be ready to burn 
to be ready to blossom 
to be ready to blossom 
that cloud 
to be about to take i t  
to be about t o  sing 
those clouds 
to be about to jump 
Ewii cried 
to be about to s tab i t  
t o  be about t o  go along 
to be about to sai l 
they ate fish 
Itaia cried 
nang ( ng )  o k i  
a kan g  ( ng )  o n  
n a n g  ( ng )  otooto 
e tang  ( ng )  O t a uea 
e tang ( u )  U r i am 
e t a n g  ( i ) U r i  am 
nang ( u ) u re 
nang  ( i ) u re 
nang  ( u )  u n  
n a n g  ( i ) un 
2.5 The syl l ab l e  
to be about to return 
they ate turHe 
to be about to compose something 
Otauea cried 
Uriam cried 
Uriam cried 
to be about to open 
to be about to open 
to be about to get angry 
to be about to get angry 
A short sequence of phonemes (one or more) uttered as a more or less single 
pulse of sound is called a syllabl e .  Kiribatese speech then consists o f  a 
sequence of syllables . 
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When vowels do not occur together there i s  an obvious and simple grouping o f  
phonemes to form syl lables . This i s  true also in the case of lengthened vowels ,  
but at first let us exclude diphthongs and longer sequences of vowels from 
consideration . Then each syllable will contain one ( long or short) vowel of 
class V '  ( as defined in section 2 . 3 ) . It will include the following phoneme 
only if it is a nasal and only i f  this following nasal is not followed by 
another vowel .  It wi ll include the preceding phoneme if it does not belong to 
the previous syllable . Somewhat rarely , a nasal preceding the first consonant 
in a syllable is included also if it does not belong to the preceding syllable . 
Thus all syllab le s  will belong to one of the following types : V ' , V ' N ,  NV ' ,  
NV ' N ,  ev ' ,  NeV ' , NCV ' N .  The following are examples of monosyllabic words : 
type V '  
type V ' N  
type NV ' 
type NV ' N  
type ev ' 
type eV ' N  
e 
aa 
aan 
i n  
eng 
ma 
Nnee 
n i i 
m i m  
naan 
nnen 
mi  i m  
te 
kaa 
b'aa 
ko 
kan g 
been 
t i m 
he; she; it  
yawn 
the under part of 
dosed 
yes 
but 
girl ' s  name 
coconut trees 
urine 
group� several 
the p lace of 
your dream 
singular article 
ear 
oil; rock 
you 
to eat 
coconuts 
drop 
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type NCV ' 
type NCV ' N  
mka 
mb'a 
ngke 
ng kam 
rotten 
kiss 
when (past) 
I don't know 
The foregoing scheme i s  sub j ect to verification . 
with diphthongs or longer strings of vowels the situation is not as yet c lear . 
the vowel sentences of section 2 . 3  are not understandable (see following section) 
if  pronounced without some additional stress cues or perhaps syllabification , 
and further study is needed . 
2 . 6  S tres s ,  rhythm and i ntonati on 
These matters are outs ide the scope of the present work , but represent 
interesting possibil ities for future linguistic research . To a first approxi­
mation , the stress is much more even than in , say , English , where primary and 
secondary stressed syllables occur in words . But stress is very important 
semantically in Kiribatese . For examp l e , the long all-vowel sentences in 
section 2 . 3 ,  if pronounced evenly and without variation in stress or intonation , 
i a i a i aa i aa i a i a i aa i a  
i a i uouaa i a ueeaoa uaa i a i e 
aao i a i a uee i ao i a  
are intelligible , or at best , barely intelligible upon careful l istening and 
analysis . However , when the same utterances are pronounced with stress as 
indicated by 
i a i a i aa i aa i a i a i aa i a  
i a i uo uaa i a ueeaoa uaa i a i e  
aao i a i a uee i ao i a  
they become intelligible .  Each Kiribatese word probably has stressed and un­
stressed components which are practically unchanged in different phonological 
environments . If this is  true , Kiribatese dictionaries should indicate the 
stress pattern of each word . Stress here may involve higher intensity (loudnes s )  
a s  well a s  alternations in pitch and rhythm , and i s  another fruitful area for 
study . 
2 . 7  Ortho graphy 
The phonetic spelling system used herein has been described in the foregoing 
paragraphs . There is no other standard orthography in existence , that we know 
o f ,  and the various spellings that have been used in the past and at the present 
time represent a wide range from the most streamlined up to a system , not very 
different from our phonetic system , which was devised by the Vernacular Board 
of the Kiribati Ministry of Education ,  Training and Culture around the time of 
independence . The major difference between the VB (Vernacular Board) orthography 
and the phonetic one is that the combination u i  used herein is usually written 
w i  according to VB . The various degrees of ' streamlining ' that have been used 
merely involve the dropping of some apostrophes and the conversion of some 
doubled letters to s ingle letters . ( It should be noted that much older litera­
ture published by the Catholic Mis s ions used p in place of b and some other 
minor di fferences . )  
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The VB spelling system has been in use during the early 1980s , but was dropped 
in 1982 by the Kiribati Broadcasting and Publication Authority because it had 
not yet been approved by the Kiribati Parliament .  At the time of this writing 
( 1984) there is an ' official ' orthography which can be obtained from the 
phonetic orthography by some simple trasforrnations : 
1 .  Reduce all doubled vowels to their single counterparts . 
2 .  Change ngnga i to nga i . 
3 .  Initial u i  ( i n  any syllabl e )  becomes w i . 
To obtain an even more streamlined , or skeletal spelling , the apostrophes are 
dropped . The following examples illustrate the three systems : 
phonetic official skeletal 
mm ' aku r i  m'aku r i  ma k u r  i 
u i  w i  w i  
m ' aa n  m' an ma n 
u i i a w i a  w i a  
Only rarely have doubled nasal s been converted to single except in the word 
ngnga i . 
To summarise , a fourteen-phoneme description of the language has been suggested 
in the previous sections , and the writing system used here represents each pho­
neme by a letter , with the following exceptions . The sound Ingl is represented 
by ng , and the single phoneme represented by the sounds 1' 1 and Iwl is also 
represented by the symbols ' and w, respectively , in order to more closely 
follow the traditional spelling system . ( I f  we were free to cut loose from the 
past and suggest an efficient system , we would represent the 1 ' 1 and Iwl sounds 
by the single character w ,  the Ivl by v ,  and the Ingl by g . )  The system is 
surprisingly close to that introduced by Bingham , and we marvel at his depth of 
lingui stic good sense at a time when such good sense was rare . If only he had 
not encumbered future generations by the apostrophe ! 
The relation between sounds , phonemes and the symbols of the phonetic system 
used here are summarised as follows : 
sound phoneme written symbol 
lal a a 
lei e e 
I i i  
101 0 0 
lui u u 
Iml m m 
I n l  n n 
Ingl  n g  ng  
Ibl b b 
I kl k k 
/ rl r r 
I t  I } t t l s i  
Ivl v w 
1 ' 1  } w { Iwl w 
lad (occurs in diphthongs )  
I:JI (occurs in diphthongs ) 
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The foregoing description of orthographies pays n o  attention , of course , to 
the matter of word division , although this attracted some of the most heated 
debate in the meetings of the Vernacular Board . Whe ther or not words are to 
be written without separation , linked together , or separated , seems more a 
matter of convenience or tradition than a basic cons ideration . According to 
the VB ' s  recommendation , we have separated phrases such as i buk i u ,  i ra r i k i n ,  
ma i nano , e tc . , instead of i b uk i u ,  i ra r i k i n ,  and ma i nano . 
There is one matter which apparently no one treats in a standard way , and that 
is the phonetic insertion of i between incompatible words . Because a combina­
tion such as taan mm'a ku r i  would be actually pronounced as taan i mm'aku r i , it 
is sometimes written taa n i mm'a ku r i . Even more troublesome are combinations 
involving the possessive indicator n ,  such as in B'anaan K i r i ba t i , which would 
be pronounced as b'a naan i k i r i ba t i . Other accepted spe llings are B ' anaa n i  
K i r i ba t i ,  or B'anaa n i K i r i ba t i , and possibly even B ' anaa n K i r i ba t i . These 
will hopefully eventually be sorted out and a standard orthography recommended ,  
but the reader need not be too concerned with this problem , which does not 
involve the fundamentals of the language ( as long as he pays attention to the 
pronunciation rules )  . 
3 .  MORPHEMES 
The smallest units of sound that convey meaning are called morphemes ,  which 
consist of a small string of phonemes ( including the possibi lity of a single 
phoneme ) . Roots and affixes are composed of one or more morphemes .  The 
di fference between roots and affixes is that affixes can never stand alone , 
can be used with various roots , and always stand in the same relationship 
with their root . 
3. 1 Forms o f  the roots 
Apparently most all possible permitted combinations of sounds , as outlined in 
section 2 . 3 , are used to form roots . This contrasts with some of the Malayo­
Polynesian languages , which may form roots according to a few restricted 
patterns . The following examples are grouped according to their phonetic 
structure , beginning with the simplest . 
type N 
type V 
type cv ' --
type NV --
n 
e 
a 
00 
baa 
b'aa 
roo 
kee 
ka 
maa 
ngaa 
na 
I 
he; she; it 
they; four; progressive indicator 
I 
wa U; enc losure 
leaf; thunder 
oil; rock 
darkness 
to withdraw 
causative prefix 
fishtrap 
thousand; fathom 
future indicator 
type W --
type VN --
type NW --
type NVN --
type NWN 
type NeV ' --
type NNV 
type WN 
type vw 
type VNV ' --
type vev --
type ew --
type eV ' N  --
i e  
ao 
uee 
ang  
on 
un 
oon 
n ao 
ngae 
moo i 
nang 
man 
maa n  
ngan 
non 
m ' a un g  
meaang 
mka 
ngkaa 
mb ' a  
( none) 
i aang  
ao i 
uea 
a uee 
a no 
um ' a  
ongo 
o k i  
a te 
u ra 
rao 
r ua 
kua 
tang  
ran  
kam 
sai l 
andj fish line 
flower 
wind� air 
turtlej fuU 
angry 
turtles 
wave 
satisfied 
drink 
cloudj about to 
animalj le tter 
a long time 
side sprout 
Morinda tree 
foul sme Uing 
north 
rotten 
give it to me 
kiss 
northward 
dew 
king 
exclamation 
baU 
house 
to hear 
to return 
liver 
to burn 
friend 
pit� ho le 
porpoise� whale 
to ory 
water 
you 
and so forth . The following are examples of rather long roots : 
nam ' a ka i na 
t akaa ka ro 
n ta kaa reau 
moon 
to play 
kind of spider 
One might expect that such long examples were formed by a combination of 
morphemes which have since been lost . 
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3 . 2  Affi xes 
Affixes include prefixes and suffixes , as there are apparently no true infixes 
in Kiribatese . There are both attached and detached forms (particles) , where 
the di fference between them is often a matter of mere orthography rather than 
of basic structure . The number of Kiribatese affixes is too small to enable 
one to make general statements concerning their structure . 
Many Kiribatese affixes are morphemes which can be inserted in various positions 
relative to a word . Thus , classification as prefixes or suffixes may indicate 
only the predominant usage . The following is a list of some of the most common 
affixe s : 
i 
ka 
kau 
bu 
bo i 
k i  i 
tan  
u i  i 
t i r i 
nano 
kee 
boo 
taka 
i 
b u ra 
ra 
b ua ka 
rao i 
ma i 
wa t i  
rake 
r i o  
uaa i 
n a ko 
r i kaa k i  
maae 
ak i na 
n a  
m ' aaka 
mwee re 
t a t a  
remwe 
prefixes 
mutual ly� reciprocal ly 
causative 
abundant in 
smel ling like 
sme l ling like 
having the nature of 
to turn 
to talk 
cruel 
having attitude of 
to move 
in contact; corresponding 
very 
indicates origin ( nationality) 
having characteristic of 
suffixes 
bad 
bad 
good 
toward speaker 
toward you 
upward; eas tward 
downward; wes tward 
into two parts 
away 
backward 
in different directions� scattered 
transitiviser 
transitiviser 
pro ficient at 
s low 
fast 
late 
there are the possessive suffixes (section 4 . 5 . 4 ) , the transitive 
verb suffixes ( section 4 . 8 . 6) , and a group of special emphatic suffixes listed 
below : 
In addition 
t a u t a u  
non g i nong 
tong i tong 
kae i 
bwe rebwe re 
etc . 
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In presenting the above l i st the intention i s  to include those which are used 
with many different roots and to exclude those used with only one roo t .  We 
are by no means convinced that thi s  goal has been achieved . A small number 
of such morphemes occur in the interior of words , and perhaps these should be 
discussed as infixes . 
The prefix i -- gives the idea of mutuality of reciprocity to the word . It is  
often associated with a reduplication of part of the word : 
tang i ra 
i t ang i tan g i r i  
b uoka 
i buob uo k i  
rao 
i rao rao 
t a r a  
i ta ra ta ra 
a i ta ra t a ra i a  
kam i ta ra t a ra i n g ka m i  i 
r i baa 
i r i r i ba i 
r i b ' a  
i r i b'a r i b'a 
love ( n . ) ; to love (v. t . )  
mutua l love ( n . )  ; to love eaoh 
help ( n . ) ; to he lp (v . t . )  
oooperation ( n . ) ; to he lp eaoh 
friend ( n . )  
friendship ( n . ) ; to be friends 
other ( v .  i . )  
to look at ( v . t . )  
to mutual ly look at (v. t . )  
they looked at eaoh other 
you looked at yourse lves 
hatred (n . ) ; to hate ( v . t . ) 
other ( v . i . )  
o ther ( v . i . )  
with eaoh 
mutual hatred ( n . ) ; to hate eaoh other ( v . i . )  
to orowd3 be too olose ( v . i . )  
to be too olose to eaoh other ( v . i . )  
The prefi x ka -- converts many different types of root words into transitive 
verbs ( see section 4 . 8 . 7 . 1 ) . 
The prefi x ka u -- converts nouns , sometimes with reduplication , into adj ectives 
(or other nouns) meaning ' abundant in ' the given noun : 
buk i 
ka u b uk i b uk i 
mmamma 
kaummamma 
m'ane 
kaum'ane 
bee 
kaubeebee 
aba 
kauaba 
buttook ( n . ) 
having large buttooks (adj . )  
breast ( n . )  
having large breasts ( adj . )  
money ( n . ) 
rioh3 having lots of money ( adj . )  
hip ( n . )  
having large hips ( adj . )  
land ( n . )  
having muoh land ( adj . )  etc . 
The prefi x bu  -- converts nouns , sometimes with reduplication , into adj ectives 
(or other nouns ) meaning sme l ling like : 
i ka fish (n . )  
b u i ka i ka fishy sme l ling ( adj . ) ; the sme l l  of fish (n . )  
man 
b uman i ma n  
animal ( n . ) 
sme lling like an animal (usually referring to a 
strong odor of sweat) ( adj . )  
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a i 
b ua i a i  
ang  
b uangang  
fire (n . )  
smoky smel ling ( adj . )  
air (n . )  
stale sme l ling ( adj . ) ; a stale sme ll ( n . )  
The same morpheme occurs in other words , whose derivation is not so obvious :  
b ua raku 
n a n a b u toko 
The prefi x bo i 
i ka 
bo i i ka 
bo i a ra ra 
bo i raa 
sme lling of urine (adj . )  
sme l ling of bad feminine hygiene (adj . )  
performs the same function as b u :  
fish (n . )  
smel ling of fish ( adj . )  
p leasant sme lling ( adj . )  
foul sme lling (adj . )  
There i s  the word b i ngaon gao sme l ling of excremen t ,  which apparently uses a 
modification of the prefix bu or bo i . 
The prefi x k i  i -- is used with adj ectives , etc . , often with reduplication , to 
give the idea of customarily that way , and usually in a derogatory sense : 
noku 
k i i nokunoku 
b i u  
k i  i b i ub  i u 
m i m  
k i  i m i mm i m  
maa k u  
k i  i mamaaku 
envious of someone's food or possessions (adj . )  
customari ly envious (adj . )  
afraid ( adj . ) ; to run away to avoid a fight ( v . i . )  
cowardly ( adj . )  
to urinate ( v . i . )  
prone to wetting hi s pants (adj . )  
to fear (v . i . )  
cus tomarily afraid ( adj . ) ; 'fraidy cat' (n . )  etc . 
The prefi x tan may more logically be classed as a root which takes various 
suffixe s . Its meaning i s  to turn : 
n a ko 
tannako 
ma i 
tan i ma i  
away 
to turn away ( v . i . )  
toward me 
to turn toward me ( v . i . )  
The prefix u i  i -- forms several words having the meaning of various kinds of 
conversation or talk : 
u i i r i k i r i k i 
a n t i 
u i i nnan  t i i a 
to whisper ( v . i . )  
ghost ( n . )  
to gossip about ( v . t . )  
(This prefix has customarily been spelled w i , and whether or not to retain this 
customary spel ling has not yet been decided . )  
The prefi x t i r i -- gives the meaning of cruelty or the killing of the root part : 
aoma ta 
t i r i aoma ta 
man 
t i r i ma n  
b ' a i  n t i r i man 
person (n . )  
murder3 mans laughter ( n . )  
insect3 animal ( n . )  
to ki l l  insects ( v . i . )  
insecticide ( n . ) 
bwebwe 
b ' a i  n t i r i bwebwe 
fungus ( n . )  
fungicide (n . )  
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The prefi x nano - - i s  attached to adj ectives , sometimes occuring i n  modified 
form, to give the idea of attitude or personality as described by the adj ective : 
r i e taata  
nano r i e ta 
uoua 
nanououa 
r i nano 
n ano r i nano 
high ( adj . )  
hauty� conceited� arrogant ( adj . )  
two 
doubtful� undecided ( adj . )  
low ( adj . )  
humble ( adj . )  etc . 
The prefix kee -- forms intransitive verbs which indicate movement in the 
direction indicated by the rest of the word , which is usually a suffix : 
r i kaak i 
kee r i kaak i 
wa t i 
keewa t i 
ma i 
keema i 
backward 
to move backward ( v . i . )  
toward you 
to move away from speaker ( v . i . )  
toward speaker 
to move toward speaker ( v . i . )  etc . 
The prefi x boo -- has a wide range of meanings , including corresponding to , 
contact with , even with , a blow , etc . , and is used with various roots in various 
ways : 
buaakaka 
boob uaka 
rao i ro i 
boo rao i 
bad ( adj . )  
dear� expensive� disadvantageously priced (adj . )  
good (adj . )  
cheap, inexpensive� advantageously priced ( adj . )  
In addition , the following words contain the morpheme boo : 
boo t a k i  
kabooa 
boo ta 
The prefi x taka 
ma i na i na 
t a kama i na i na 
to meet� confer (v . i . )  
to mix ( v .  t . ) 
to bring together ( v . t . ) 
intensi fies adj ectives : 
white ( adj . )  
very white ( adj . )  
The prefix i -- means originating from or having the nationality of, etc . : 
Ame r i ka American 
Tuva l u  Tuvaluan 
T i a i na  Chinese 
A ra n u uka a person from Aranuuka 
The prefi x b u ra -- means having characteristic of, or like , seems to be , etc . : 
baba 
b u rababa 
rang 
b u ra rang  
crazy (adj . )  
having a crazy nature (somewhat weaker in 
conno tation than the above ) ( adj . )  
worthless� poor� destitute ( adj . ) ;  such a 
person (n . )  
badly dressed� ill kept� poor� etc . ; gullible� 
easily deceived� stupid ( adj . )  
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rao i ro i 
b u r a rao i ro i  
kamoamoa 
bu rakamoa 
good ( adj . )  
seeming to be good (adj . )  
boasting, bragging, vanity ( n . ) 
concei ted, proud of onese lf, stuck up (adj . )  
The s uffix ra -- forms a small number of adj ectives meaning disagreeable or 
bad , and often has the form raa : 
bo i 
bo i raa 
odor, sme ll (n . )  
foul sme l ling (adj . )  
In addition , there are words containing the morpheme ra : 
kam ' a raa 
kamma i ra 
bad (adj . )  
bad looking (adj . )  
The suffix buaka -- forms words meaning bad : 
t i k i 
t i k i b ua ka 
ang  
a ng i b uaka 
tae tae 
tae taebuaka 
tight, stretched (adj . )  
home ly, ugly (adj . )  
air, wind ( n . ) 
a strong or bad wind (n . )  
to speak (v . i . ) ; language, speech (n . )  
to speak badly (v . i . ) ; foul or bad language (n . )  
etc . 
The suffix rao i -- forms words meaning good or advantageous : 
t i k i  
t i k i rao i 
b u t  i 
b u t i rao i 
takaaka ro 
takaaka ro rao i 
tight, stretched (adj . )  
pre tty, beautiful (adj . )  
to trave l, proceed ( v . i . )  
to trave l or proceed freely without 
difficulty ( v . i . )  
to play ( v .  i .  ) 
to play we l l  ( v . i . )  
The suffixes ma i and wa t i  form words , mostly verbs , with meaning toward the 
speaker and toward you , respectively . Roots either take neither or either of 
these suffixe s : 
n a ko 
na koma i 
n a koa t i  or na kowa t i  
ka re 
ka rema i 
ka rewa t i 
ka rea 
ka rema i a  
ka rewa t i a  
b i r i  
b i r i ma i  
b i r i wa t  i 
kana koa 
kana koma i a  
ka nakowa t i a or 
ka nakoa t i a  
to go ( v . i . )  
to go toward speaker ( v . i . )  
to go toward you ( v . i . )  
to throw ( v .  i . )  
to thl�OW toward speaker ( v .  i . )  
to throw toward you ( v . i . )  
to throw ( v .  t . )  
to throw toward speaker ( v . t . )  
to throw toward you ( v . t . )  
to run ( v . i . )  
to run toward speaker (v . i . )  
to run toward you (v . i . ) 
to send ( v . t . )  
to send to speaker ( v . t . ) 
to send to you ( v . t . )  
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The suffi xes rake and r i o  -- form words , mostly verbs , with roots which can 
take either of the two suffixes . rake means eas tward or upward or shoreward , 
while r i o  means wes tward o r ,  downward or seaward. These ambiguities cause 
frequent misunderstanding among Kiribatese speakers ,  and it is difficult to 
understand how and why they have persisted for so long . Examples : 
wae foot (n . )  
wae rake to go eastward or toward the 'land ( v . i . )  
wa i r i o (not wae r i o ) to go westward or toward the sea ( v .  i . )  
b i r i to run (v . i . )  
b i r i ra ke to run upwards or eastwards ( v . i . )  
b i r i r i o  to run dOl.Jnl.Jards or westwards (v . i . )  
The s uffi x ua i -- forms words , usually verbs , with the meaning of into two 
pieces : 
koro 
ko ro ua i a  
bwenaa 
bwenaua i a  
b i r i a  or b i r i i a 
b i r i uaa i a  
to 
to 
to 
to 
to 
to 
cut (v . i . )  
cut into two ( v . t . ) 
sUce (v . t . ) 
s Uce into two ( v . t . )  
braid ( v . t . )  
braid into two strands (v . t . )  
This procedure i s  sometimes generali sed by the suffixes tenna i three , aa i four , 
etc . , but these are far less commonly used than ua i .  Examples : 
ko rotenna i a  
bwen aa i a  
b i r i tenna i a  
to cut into three (v . t . )  
to s 'lice into four parts ( v . t . )  
to braid into three strands ( v . t . )  
The suffi x n a ko -- forms words , usually verbs , with the meaning of away from 
speaker : 
b i r i 
b i r i nako 
tewea 
tewen a koa 
maae 
maaena ko 
tae 
taenako 
to run (v .  i . )  
to run away ( v . i . )  
to throw (v . t . ) 
to throw away ( v . t . )  
dispersed ( adj . )  
to disperse away ( v . i . )  
faded ( adj . )  
to fade away ( v . i . )  etc . 
The suffi x r i kaak i -- forms words , usually verbs , with the meaning of backwards : 
b u t i 
b u t i r i kaak i 
kee 
kee r i kaa k i  
to trave'l, proceed ( v . i . )  
to trave 'l backward ( v . i . )  
to move (v.  i . )  
to move backward ( v . i . )  etc . 
The suffixes a k i na and n a  -- are used in the formation of transitive verbs and 
are di scussed in sections 4 . 8 . 7 . 2  and 4 . 8 . 7 . 4 .  
The suffi x m ' aaka -- is used to form words , usually adj ectives , with the meaning 
of proficient at : 
b u t i 
b u t i m'aaka 
to trave 'l, proceed ( v . i . )  
fast (adj . )  
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oota 
oo tam ' aaka 
tenaa 
tenam'aaka 
u t i 
u t i m ' aaka 
The suffix mwee re 
meaning of s low : 
bu t i  
bu t i mwee re 
ut i 
u t i mwee re 
k i ba 
k i bamwee re 
The suffix t a t a  
of fas t :  
u i i 
u i  i ta ta  
ba i 
ba i ta ta  
wae 
wae ta ta  
to shine ( v .  i . )  
bright ( adj . )  
to bite ( v .  t .  ) 
oapable of bi ting hard (adj . )  
to awaken ( v .  i . ) 
oapab le of easily awakening (adj . )  etc . 
is used to form words , usually adj ectives , with the 
to trave l, prooeed (v . i . )  
s low (adj . )  
to awaken ( v .  i . )  
s low to awaken ( adj . )  
to fly ( v . i . )  
slow at flying (adj . )  etc . 
is used to form words , usually adj ectives , with the meaning 
mouth (n . )  
fast at talking ( adj . )  
hand ( n . ) 
fast at working with the hands (adj . )  
foot ( n . )  
fast in general (adj . )  etc . 
The suffix remwe -- forms words , usually adj ectives , with the meaning of late 
or s low : 
wae 
wae remwe 
u i  i 
u i i remwe 
foot (n . )  
s low (adj . )  
mouth (n . )  
s low at talking (adj . )  
In addition there is  the word i remwe meaning late (in arriving, e to . ) .  
The possessi ve suffixes -- are described in section 4 . 5 . 4 .  
The transi ti ve verb suffi xes -- are described in section 4 . 8 . 6 . 
The morpheme maae -- gives the idea of dispersal or of going in different 
directions : 
n a ko 
maaenako 
uamaae 
to go (v . i . )  
to disperse, disappear in different directions ( v . i . )  
general, wide in applioation or meaning ( adj . )  
3 . 3 Ada pta t i o n  of  fore i gn wo rds 
Under di scussion here is  the recent acquisition of words from other languages 
rather than prehistorical evolution . Words are accepted from other languages 
through direct speaker-listener contact . Foreign wri tten materials have 
practical ly no e ffect as so few Kiribatese read foreign languages . Thus , the 
foreign words accepted are rendered into Kiribatese according to their 
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pronunciation . The representation of many different foreign sounds into the 
14 or so Kiribatese phonemes often requires considerable changes in the word , 
so that the original word is often hardly recognisable by a speaker of the 
source language . 
3 . 3 . 1  Words deri ved from Engl i sh 
English provides by far the largest number of 
English vowels la/ , lei , I i i ,  101 and l ui are 
counterparts that they are accepted directly . 
and Imal usually become b ' a  and m l a :  
foreign source words . The 
so similar to their Kiribatese 
The English combinations Ibal 
b ' a a toro 
m ' aa b u  
botHe 
mqp 
The English sound I�I usually becomes ae or a :  
maa t i et i  (n. ) ,  maa t i a t i  
T fae k i , T i  aeke 
-
baate re (n .), baetere 
baa k i  ( n . ) ,  bae kl 
kae ran ( n . ) ,  kaa ra n  
matches; match 
iCick 
-
battery 
b� 
gCl:..l lon 
The English sound la rl is usually rendered by aa or by a :  
m ' aakete (n . )  
b l aa ( n . ) 
t i Oka ( n . )  
market 
bar 
sugC!:!' 
The English sound I I I  usually becomes i :  
b i t i ton ( n . )  
t iln ( n . )  
piston 
tin 
The English sound I�I usually becomes aD : 
taoo ( n . )  
t � rD ( n . )  
saw 
salt 
The English sound 1001 usually becomes 0 :  
b�k i ( n . )  book 
The Engli sh sound lei usually becomes a :  
ka t i tam ( n . ) customs 
t u raa i wa ( n .  ) driver 
T i aama n ( n . ) German 
t i ba na spann�r 
b ' a t i ( n . ) bus 
(office )  
The English sound lEI usually becomes ee or e i : 
ree r i OD ( n . ) radio 
kure i t a ( n .  ) grader (earth-moving machine ) 
The English consonants Ib/ , Ik/ , Im/ , In/, I rl and It  I are usually s imilar 
enough to the corresponding Kiribatese sounds to be accepted directly . 
Examples : 
b I a t  i ( n . )  bus 
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roke te (n . )  
taibora (n . )  
rocke t 
table- etc . 
The English sounds I f  I ,  I vl and I pl usually become b :  
B u ra n t i  
a a bo ro ( n . )  
France 
app "le etc . 
The English sound 191 usually becomes k :  
koo ra ( n . )  
kae t i  (n . )  
koot i (n . )  
ki r i  i t i  (n . )  
fIo "ld 
fLas 
fLoat 
fLrease 
The English sound I I I usually becomes r .  The sound Idl when followed by I i i  
or I I I  also usually becomes r .  Examples : 
ree r i oo ( n . )  
b u raok i ( n . )  
roka ( n . )  
radio 
b "lock 
"lock 
When Idl  is followed by a vowel other than I i i  or I I I  it usually becomes t :  
t a ke ( n . )  
taok i ta (n . )  
duck 
doctor 
The English sound I hl is usually omi tted entirely : 
a b'aka a t i (n . )  
a u t i ( n . )  
ha"lfcaste 
house 
The English sounds I j / , I chl , lsi , I s hl and Izl usually become t i : 
T i oo t i  
Ti abaan  
Ti a  i na 
in t i (n . )  
aoti (n . )  
t i oka (n . )  
ti e i n  (n . )  
bi n t i n i t i  ( n . )  
Qeorge 
{apan 
China 
wch 
horse 
£ugar 
chain 
business 
English consonant clusters are rendered in many di fferent ways , and there is  
no standard method . For example , the fr  combination has been rendered both 
by b u r  and by b i r  as in the following examples : 
B u ra n t  i 
bif-aok i 
Many other inconsistencies exist . 
France 
frog 
English words have stressed or accented syllables and these are frequently 
interpreted by Kiribatese to be longer than unstressed syllables . Consequently 
long vowels are commonly used in the stressed syllables :  
aama 
teek i t i na r i  
r iboot i 
hammer 
dIctionary 
repo�t 
The above rules are not adhered to strongly .  The way in which any given English 
word wi ll be rendered depends on many variables . Such words are brought by 
people of varied accents (Australian , Engl ish , American , Japanese , etc . ) ,  and 
are heard by people who are not used to hearing such sounds . Most Kiribatese 
hear such words from other Kiribatese rather than from the original speaker . 
Some words are taken without any change of meaning : 
ta i bo ra 
ben t i ra 
b I aa t i ka 
t i e i n  
aabo ro 
table 
pencil 
bicyc le 
chain 
apple 
Some words have been given a wider meaning . The first English equivalent 
indicated in the following list is  the source word : 
t i men t i ,  t i ma n t i 
kaab ' a  
k i raa t i  
k i  r i  i t  i 
bok i 
kaa 
ben eka 
cement; concrete; foundation 
copper; gaZvanised iron 
glass (material ) ;  glass for drinking; mirror 
grease; oi l 
book; magazine; pamphlet 
car; cart; truck 
vinegar; chi li 
This practice seems to create many ambiguities and confusion . 
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Some words have been taken from brand names to indicate the product and possibly 
some related things as well . 
bu raa i m'a t i  ( from Primus ) 
r u too ( from Ludo ) 
cooking stove 
game of snakes and ladders 
3. 3 . 2  Words deri ved from Greek 
A very small number of words , mostly religious terms and place name s ,  were de­
rived from the Greek . This adaptation was done chiefly by non-native speakers 
( e specially Bingham) and so may not shed much light on how such adaptat ion 
takes place naturally . However ,  the pronunciation pattern reflected in use of 
lengthened vowels is a product of the native speakers ' inclinations , and not 
imposed by outsiders . In any case , the following words are now firmly part of 
the Kiribatese language : 
eb i kebo , eb i kobo 
eka a ree t i a 
e rene 
mi  te r i o  
euangke r i o  
t u t i a  
eukar  i 
Bishop 
church; congregation 
Greece; Greek 
mystery 
gospe l 
mass 
body of Christ; thanksgiving 
The above are derived from the following Greek words : 
S'IT 1 0KO'ITOS 
SXaAEOlO. 
Hsnsv 
f.lVOT S P 1 0S 
svaYYSA 1 0S 
ENT 1 0V 
SVXaP 1 S  
overseer 
gather 
Greece 
mystery 
good message 
victim 
good grace 
(Note that euangke r i o  is customarily spelled evangke r i o . ) 
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3 . 3 . 3 Words deri ved from F i j i an 
A very small number of words were introduced ,  mainly by leprosy patients sent 
from the Gilbert I slands to the leper colony at Makoqai in the 1930s and 1940s . 
Most of these words do not seem to have achieved widespread acceptance . The 
fol lowing two examples , 
b ' akarau  
m ' aa ta i  
dressJ pattern 
clever 
were derived from the Fij ian words 
va ka rau  
ma t a i 
readYJ prepared 
cleverJ skil led 
3 . 3 . 4  Words deri ved from Tuva l uan a n d  Samoan 
Kiribatese obviously has many words which entered during prehistoric times , but 
very few from recent times , such as the following example : 
ba roum kitchen 
which was derived from the Tuvaluan 
fa l e  umu bakehouse 
4. FUNCT I ON CLASSES ( PARTS OF S PEECH ) 
In this section words are considered according to their function as nouns , 
verbs , etc . These labe l s  are useful for categorising words in English , less 
useful for Kiribatese , but we continue to use them for convenience . 
4 . 1 Art i c l es 
The Kiribatese words te singular , and ta i an p lural have functions similar to 
articles in other languages . They indicate number ( singular and plural) but 
not definiteness or indefiniteness , and so are not completely analogous to a 
and t he .  
4 . 1 . 1 te 
This word always precedes a noun , and stands separate from its noun in the 
writing system recommended by the KLB and in most all existing text . The 
meaning is either a ,  t h e ,  an , or sometimes it has no counterpart in English 
at all other than to indicate singular . Examples : 
te bok i book; a book; the book 
te at i i bu  stone; a stone; the stone 
te nang  cloud; a cloud; the cloud 
te ma ra k i  pain; a pain; the pain 
te r ua pit; a pi t; the pit 
te ma ta eye; an eye; the eye 
te tama father; a father; the father 
I f  it stands before a collective noun , or name of a substance , etc . , it can 
mean some . Examples : 
te ran water; some water; the water 
te taa r i  salt; some salt; the salt 
te t a ka taka copra; some copra; the copra 
te tano sand; some sand; the sand 
te kunn i ka i  cloth; some cloth; the cloth 
te ang  wind; some wind; the wind 
te ra raa blood; some b lood; the b lood 
Because such constructions can be translated in different ways in English , 
future examples will give one form only , with the understanding that other 
translations are possible in accordance with the above examples . 
A very small number of nouns customarily never take the prefix or article te o 
They mostly mean something of which only one is considered to exist : 
taa i 
nam ' a ka i na 
ka rawa 
aon naaba 
taa r i 
ma rawa 
the sun 
the moon 
sky; heaven 
the earth 
the sea 
the sea 
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(but note the exception , T e  A t ua God) . When used with words which customarily 
function as adj ectives or intransitive verbs , the effect is  to nominalise them : 
u ra u ra 
te u ra u ra 
nanokaawa k i  
t e  na nokaawa k i  
m ' ananga 
te m'ananga 
red 
redness 
to be sorry; sad 
sorrow 
to trave l 
journey 
( see section 4 . 4 . 6  for details regarding this nominal isation process )  . 
The article te i s  also used , somewhat informall y ,  to indicate a class of obj ects . 
Thus , te i ka can mean fish ( as a class ) , some fish , as well as a fish or the 
fish . Examples : 
e bat  i te i ka 
e roko te man i nn a r a  
there are lo ts of fish 
mosquitoes came . 
4 . 1 . 2 ta i an 
Thi s  word has roughly the same function and use as te , above , except that it 
indicates the plural of nouns . Thus , ta i an is used only with nouns indicating 
countable objects , or which can have plurals .  It  is not used with collective 
nouns or with substance names , nor to nominalise other words or expressions . 
With bimorphous nouns (having a distinct plural form see section 4 . 4 . 1 ) the 
singular form is used with ta i an .  When used before nouns beginning with an 
incompatible consonant or nasal ( see section 2 . 3 ) it becomes ta i an i : 
ta i an i  bok i  
t a i an a t i i b u 
t a i an nang  
some books; books; the books 
some stones; stones; the stones 
some clouds; clouds; the clouds 
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ta i an i  rna rak i 
ta i an rua 
ta i an i  rna ta 
ta i an tarna 
some pains; pains; the pains 
some pits; pits; the pits 
some eyes; eyes; the eyes 
some fathers; fathers; the fathers 
When the noun is obviously plural from other features of its environment , 
apparently the ta i an may be used or omitted without any difference of meaning : 
naang  ake ke i those clouds 
ta i an nang  akeke i those clouds 
book i akanne those books 
ta i an i  bok i  akanne those books 
u u to a i ka i  these young coconut trees 
ta i an u to a i ka i  these young coconut trees 
It is always to be kept in mind that many of the examples used are subj ect to 
pronunciation changes as described in section 2 . 4 .  The last example , for 
ins tance , can also be pronounced ta i an uuto a i ka i  which may confuse one to 
believe that the plural form o f  uto is being used . 
4 . 2  Noun  c l as s i fi ers a nd n umeral s 
The ordinary counting numbers are as fol lows : 
teuana one uab u i twenty 
uoua two uab u i rna teuana twenty one 
ten i ua three uab u i rna uoua twenty two etc . 
aua four ten i b u i thirty 
n i maua five ten i b u i  rna teuana thirty one 
onoua six ten i b u i  rna uoua thirty two etc . 
i ti ua seven ab u i  forty 
wan i ua eight n i rnabu i fifty 
rua i ua nine onob u i sixty 
teb u i na ten i t i b u i  seventy 
teb u i  ma teuana e leven wan i b u i  eighty 
teb u i  rna uoua twe lve r uab u i nine ty 
tebu i ma ten i ua thirteen etc . tebubua one hundred 
The morpheme b u i meaning ten has customarily been written as bw i in all cases . 
There is still controversy on how it should be spelled. Note that ten i ua and 
wan i ua ,  while pronounced ( in Southern Dialect) as indicated above , are custom­
arily written tenua and wan ua . Thi s  seems to be related to the fact that the 
addition of the suffix - ua to the root in each case requires the extra sounds 
because of the terminal nasal of the root ( see section 2 . 4 ) . 
The word rna and; with is used to form numbers from eleven through ninety nine , 
but not used after words for ' hundred ' or larger . 
tebubua 
tengaa 
te re bu 
teku r i  
teea 
tetano 
te tok i 
hundred 
thousand 
ten thousand 
hundred thousand 
mi l lion 
ten mi l lion 
hundred mi llion 
In recent times m l r l on mi Z Zion as derived from English i s  replacing teea , and 
the words te rebu and higher numbers are not frequently used because they are 
being replaced by other combinations ( see below) . 
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Different numbers are used for counting different things . The numbers presented 
in the previous paragraphs are those used for counting general obj ects . There 
is only one element of the numbers which changes according to the nature of the 
things counted , and thi s  is the cl assi fier .  To the clas sifier are added the 
following affixes to indicate the number : 
te- - na one 
ua- or uo- two 
ten- three 
a- four 
n i ma - five 
ono- or one- six 
i t  i - seven 
wan eight 
r ua- nine 
The most cornman classifiers being used are as follows : 
ua 
man 
ka i 
baa 
a i 
kuo 
waa 
ko ra 
ung 
ngaa 
m 1 aang  
roro 
m ' angko 
bon g 
a to 
i na k i  
r i to ro 
a b u ta 
r i na n  
fruit ;  classifi er for general obj ects 
animaZ ; classi fier for persons and animals 
tree ; s tick ; classi fier for plants 
Zeaf; classifier for sheets or flat objects 
classifier for sticks or long obj ects 
classifier for liquid measure 
canoe ;  classifier for boats , ships , airplanes ,  canoes , etc . 
sinnet ;  classifier for baskets 
classifier for pandanus fruit 
fathom; thousand 
special classifi er for humans only ( see below) 
generation 
cup ; classi fier for cupfuls 
day 
classifier for coconut thatch 
classi fier for rows of thatch 
classifi er for bundles of thatch 
classi fier for handfuls 
row 
The prefix ua- two is combined irregularly with - ua and - man to produce uoua 
and uoma n .  Ono- becomes one- when combined with - a i to produce onea i . Rua­
plus - ua produces r ua i ua nine . 
The numbers representing integral powers of ten are used in same way as 
classi fiers : 
b u i  
ngaun  
b ub ua 
ten ; used only in numbers in which the classifier ua is 
appropriate 
ten ; used in numbers in which the classifier ua is not 
appropriate 
hundred etc . 
The suffix -na  for one i s  used with the classifiers which specify the nature 
of the obj ects counted , and with bu i ,  but not with the others : 
.----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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temanna  one (anima"l) 
teuana one (genera"l) 
teka i na one (p "lant) 
tebaana one (sheet) 
tea i na one (stick) 
tekuona one (cup, g"lass, etc . )  
but 
tebubua one hundred 
tengaa one thousand etc . 
and 
tebu i na ten (genera"l) 
tengaun ten (for any other specific dass of thing) 
The root i ra- is used to form interrogatives : 
The 
Its 
i ra ua ?  
i raka i ?  
i rama n ?  
how many (genera"l) ? 
how many (p"lants ) ?  
how many (peop"le) ? 
root tabe- is used to form words denoting an unspecified quantity : 
tabeua several (genera"l) 
t abebaa severa"l ( leaves ) 
t abea i severa"l (bottles ) 
reduplicated form is used to give the idea 
taan i mot i  n t a tabema n  
a u t i n t a tabeua nako 
a tae i n t a tabema n i i a 
each judge 
every house 
each child 
of each or every : 
The suffix -m ' aang is used only in certain special constructions : 
t abem ' aang  
tem ' aang i na 
some (people) 
the others (peop"le) 
The idea of other ,  when indefinite , is  achieved by putting a numeral after the 
noun : 
te bok i teuana 
a i i ne tabeman 
ta bakoa tea i na 
another book 
other women 
another shark 
When more definitenes s  is called for the relative pronouns (usually third 
person) are used : 
te a t ae i a re temanna  
i i ka  ake tabeman 
te n i i  a re teka i na 
the other chi ld 
the other fishes 
the other coconut tree 
There is a peculiar counting system in children ' s  chants and games : 
teeu one oonou six 
uoou two i i t  i u seven 
teen i u  three waa n i u  eight 
a a u  four ruua i nine 
n i i ma u  five teeb u i  ten 
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This kind o f  counting apparently stops at ' ten ' . The suffix - u  used erratica�ly 
in the above may be the remnant of an ancient classifier . The distinctive 
pattern of lengthened vowels is unexplained . Also in children ' s  chants and 
games there occurs a distinctive counting by twos : 
t e r a te ra two 
uaua four 
ten ten six 
nangananga eight 
n i rna n i rna ten 
also not used above ' ten ' . 
4 . 2 . 1  Card i nal  n umbers 
The following examples show the formation of the larger cardinal numbers for 
general obj ects : 
1 354 tengaa ten i bubua n i rnab u i  rna aua  
5 903 n i rnangaa ruabub ua ten i ua 
3 5  812 ten rebu n i rnangaa wa n i b ubua  tebu i rna uoua 
652 748 onoku r i  n i rna rebu uangaa i t i b u b ua ab u i  rna wan i ua 
9 108 352 ruaea teku r i wa n i ngaa ten i bubua  n i rnab u i  rna uoua etc . 
In recent times the last three would more likely be rendered as follows : 
3 5  812 
652 748 
9 108 3 5 2  
ten i bu i  rna  n i rna ua te ngaa wan i b ubua tebu i rna  uoua 
onob ubua n i rna b u i rna uoua te ngaa i t i bubua ab u i  rna wan i ua 
rua i ua te rn i r i on tebubua wan i ua te ngaa ten i b ub ua 
n i rna b u i rna uoua 
In dropping the traditional Kiribatese words for ten to the fourth and higher 
powers , ngaa thousand is also becoming used independently , instead of as an 
attached quantifier , as in the above examples . The same numbers , for counting 
sheets of paper , for example ,  would become : 
1 354 tengaa ten i bubua  n i rnangaun  rna abaa 
5 903 n i rna ngaa ruabubua ten i baa 
35 812 ten rebu  n i rnangaa wan i b ubua tengaun rna uabaa 
652 748 onoku r i n i rna rebu  uangaa i t i b u b ua angaun rna wan i baa 
9 108 352 r uaea tek u r  i wan i ngaa ten i bubua n i rnangaun  rna uabaa 
For expressing numbers of things the cardinal number is  usually placed before 
the plural form of the noun : 
tengaun rna uornan a tae i 
ten i bubua uangaun rna 
n i rnabaa beeba 
ruangaun  rna n i rna kuo 
rn ' angko n ran  
uangaun rna i t i ka i  n i i a i ka 
a r i  r i e ta 
tengaun rna ten i rna n  a u  bee k i  
uornan arn i i taan re i re i 
12 chUdren 
325 sheets of paper 
95 glasses of water 
2 7  tal l  coconut trees 
my 1 3  pigs; 1 3  of my pigs; 
I have 1 3  pigs . 
your two teachers; two of your 
teachers; you have two teachers . 
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But the singular form of the noun is also often used : 
tengaun rna uoman te a tae i 
ten i ua te bok i 
tenna i te ben t i ra 
ten i ka i te n i i 
4.2 . 2  Ord i nal  n umbers 
12 chiZ. dren 
three books 
three penciZ. s  
three coconut trees etc . 
These are formed by prefixing ka - to the cardinal numbers ,  except for the first.  
The ordinal is  l inked with the noun by n :  
te ka uoman n t i a  re i re i the second teacher 
te ka i r a ua n i  kawa i ?  which street ?  (expecting the reply 
will be an ordinal number) 
te ka ten i ua n i  bok i  the third book 
te k a r uaman the ninth (person) 
te moa n i ka i b u ke the firs t ship 
te ka tebubuan i maka i the 1 05th (tree) 
When placed after the noun the ordinal is linked using a relative pronoun : 
te a u t i ae te kaaua the fourth house 
te ma i a re te katen i ka i  the' third breadfruit tree 
te b ' aene a re te ka n i mako ra the fifth basket 
te baa n i  mao ae te ka uabaa the second saltbush leaf 
The ordinals can be used verbally as transitive verbs , but are defective in 
that only third person obj ects are permitted . The verb does not take the 
inflectional endings described in section 4 . 8 . 6 :  
I ka ten i ua rokou 
Kam kauoua ma t u um i i n te 
nga i na ae i ?  
I came three times ( lit . my coming 
happened three times ) 
did you s leep twice earlier today ? 
(lit . did your s leep happen twice 
earlier today ? )  
Di stributive numerals are formed b y  reduplicating the prefix ka- : 
a n a  angana k i  ka ka n i maua 
te taaraa 
a maekanak i a u t i akeke i n i  
ka ka uoua te u t u u  
a na  n a ko n i  ka katen i man 
aon i waa i a  
they ' l l  be given five dol lars each 
those houses are each occupied by 
two fami lies . 
three (persons) each wi ll go on 
their canoes .  
Fractions , except i te ra half are expressed b y  the affixes ka - -m ' a ko ro 
uo ua te ka ten i m ' ako ro 
i te ran te m 1 a ne 
i t i ua te ka teb ubuan i m ' akoro 
n i maua te kateb u i  rna onoua n i  
m I ako ro 
ten i ua te kan i mam ' ako ro 
n am ben 
two thirds 
half of the money 
seven hundredths 
five sixteenths 
three fifths of your coconuts 
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4 . 3 Agent pre fi xes 
These are used before a verb to indicate its agent , which is  customarily a 
person . Thus , they are not as productive or flexible as the English suffix 
' -e r '  (which can designate inanimate agents such as ' can opener ', ' bul l dozer ' ,  
etc . ) . There has been a recent tendency to extend their use to include non­
personal agents . For example , the following constructions have been proposed 
(but not generally accepted) : 
ko tokoto ( v . L )  
t i a koto 
r i moan 
a ra 
t i a  r i moan a ra 
to point, indicate 
preposition ( in grammar) 
to precede (something) 
name; noun 
articZe ( in grammar ) 
Such constructions are more readily accepted by educated Kiribatese . They 
nominalise verbs or verbal expressions . Thus , the singular form (with t i a ) 
must always be preceded by te or a possessive pronoun . 
4 . 3 . 1 t i a 
The following examples illustrate use with intransitive verbs : 
te t i a  a nene a singer 
te t i a  n a konako a waZker 
te t i a  ka kam ' a r ua a crook 
te t i a  nanokaawak i a sad person 
te t i a  aako i a kind person 
In Kiribatese , adj ectives are functionally identical with intransitive verbs . 
However ,  t i a  can apparently be used freely with the more ' verblike ' words , 
and only with a limited set of the more ' adj ective-like ' words . There are 
apparently no counterparts with such words as u ra u r a  red, ab'aab'ak i  big , 
m'a i to ro coZd, etc . The word t i a  can be used with transitive verbs , but 
usually only when the obj ect is indicated . When the obj ect is not indicated 
the constructions are colloquial and perhaps not correct .  Examples : 
te t i a  t i r i ngnga the person who ki Ued him, his kiZ Zer 
te t i a  ka rao i a  the person who made it, its maker 
te t i a  ka rao i i a  the person who made them, their maker 
te t i a  ka raoa te a u t  i the person who made the house 
te t i a  kabuta  te kaa the driver of the car 
The word t i a  can also be used with compound verbs , such as in the following 
constructions :  
te t i a  kan am'a r a ke 
te t i a  kan i maeka 
Ta rawa 
te t i a  ak i roko 
a person wanting to eat 
a person wanting to Zive on Tarawa 
a person not coming (an absent person) 
But use with other auxiliary verbs , such as t ua i , t i a  ( the indicator o f  the 
perfect tense ) , etc . , is rare . 
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4 . 3 . 2  taan 
The word taan has the same function as t i a  except that it indicates the plural . 
Thus , it is not preceded by te o When taan is followed by a word beginning with 
an incompatible sound , as described in section 2 . 3 ,  it becomes taan i .  
Examples : 
and 
taan a nene 
taan  nakonako 
taan i kakam 1 a r ua 
taan nanokaawa k i  
taan a a ko i 
taan  t i r i ngnga 
taan i ka rao i a  
taan  i ka rao i i a 
taan i ka raoa te a u t i 
taan i kan am 1 a ra ke 
taa n i kan i  maeka i Ta rawa 
taan a k i  am 1 a ra ke 
singers 
walkers 
crooks 
sad persons 
kind persons 
his ki l lers 
its makers 
their makers 
the house 's makers 
persons wanting to eat 
persons wanting to live on Tarawa 
persons not eating 
The combination taan t i a  can be substituted for taan  in all such constructions 
without change of meaning . But this is a recent construction which is con­
sidered incorrect by some speakers . 
4 . 4  Nouns  
N o  particular form typifies nouns . Apparently , any permitted combination of 
sounds can serve as a noun . In Kiribatese , the same word can have many 
functions . I f  the noun is singular , its function i s  usually indicated by 
presence of the article te o There are a small number of singular nouns which 
do not take a prefix : 
( 1 )  place names , such as 
Ame r i ka 
K i r i ba t i  
Ta rawa 
( 2 )  names of persons 
( 3 ) intimate parts of things which are used in the formation of prepositions 
( see section 4 . 6) , such as 
aa the space under 
ao the top part 
n a no the inside 
r a r i k i  the side 
e t a  the space above 
( 4 )  names of the cardinal directions 
meaang north 
ma i n i ku eas t 
ma i a k i  south 
maeao west 
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(5 ) some nouns which indicate things of which only one is considered to exi s t :  
taa i 
nam ' a ka i na 
ma rawa 
sun 
moon 
ocean etc . 
When nouns are po s se ssed , as when a ccompanied by possessive pronouns or 
suffixes , their number is ambiguous because the s ingular form of bimorphous 
nouns ( section 4 . 4 . 1 ) is always used : 
ana  kao 
au ben 
ma tam 
a i a k i  r i  i 
his ox; his oxen 
my coconut; my coconuts 
your eye; your eyes 
their dog; their dogs 
ra r i k i n  te ka i b uke 
b uk i n  te kangaanga 
the side of the ship; the sides of the ship 
the reason for the difficuLty; the reasons 
for the difficuLty 
4 . 4 . 1  B i morphou s  nouns  
Most nouns have an invariable form and are used for both the singular and the 
plural . We shall call such nouns ' monomorphous ' .  Some nouns have different 
forms for the singular and the plural , and are called ' bimorphous ' herein . 
The plural form o f  bimorphous nouns is always characterised by the presence of 
a long vowel , where the corresponding short vowel occurs in the singular form . 
This lengthened vowel i s  usual ly the first vowel occurring in the word . 
Examples : 
t i na mother 
t i i na mothers 
kao ox 
kaao oxen 
ben coconut 
been coconuts 
ma ta eye 
maa ta eyes 
Strange as it may seem, the bimorphous nature of these nouns never is an 
essential indicator of the number of a noun . In all cases where a separate 
plural form is used , there are other indications of plurality in the utterance . 
Conversely , where there are no other indications of plurality , the distinct 
plural form of bimorphous nouns is  not used . The origin of such a system may 
thus present an enigma . In any case , number does not seem to be considered 
very important in Kiribatese . There are so many bimorphous nouns that it would 
be impractical to present an exhaustive list . 
When bimorphous plural nouns are modified by ta i an ,  or by any possessive pro­
noun or suffix , the singular form is used : 
ta r i  
taa r i 
t a r i u  
ta i an ta r i  
brother; sis ter 
brothers; sisters 
my brother; my brothers etc . 
brothers, etc . 
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u to 
u u to 
t a i an u to 
a i a  u to 
young coconut tree 
young coconut trees 
young coconut trees 
their young coconut tree; 
their young coconut trees etc . 
(beware of pronunciation of ta i an u to according to section 2 . 4 . )  
Whether or not a given noun is monomorphous or bimorphous apparently depends 
on its length and complexity , with the shorter , simpler nouns being bimorphous . 
New acquisitions into the language readily fall into this pattern , as attested 
by the large number of bimorphous loan words : 
bok i  book 
boo k i  books 
t a ke duck 
taake ducks 
roka lock 
rooka locks 
reta  letter 
reeta le tters 
kao ox 
kaao oxen etc . 
Let D ( for diphthong) stand for any string of vowels of the class V ' , not 
including a long sound , and X stand for the combined class of C and N sounds 
( consonants and nasals ) .  Most b imorphous nouns seem to have the structure 
VXV , DN , XD ,  XVX , or XVXV , with most others being monomorphous . Examples of 
the type VXV : 
The 
i ka 
i i ka 
uk i 
uuk i 
um'a 
u um'a 
a ro 
a a ro 
ra 
i ra 
no 
i no 
n a  
i na 
following 
kao 
kaao 
ka i 
kaa i 
fish 
fishes 
fingernai l 
fingernai ls 
house 
houses 
way, manner; re ligion 
ways, manners; re ligions 
hair 
hairs 
maggot 
maggots 
scale (of a fish) 
scales etc . 
are examples of the type XD : 
ox 
oxen 
tree; stick 
trees; sticks 
ba i 
baa i 
b ' a i  
b ' aa i  
wae 
waae 
k i e  
k i  i e  
moa 
mooa 
mao 
maao 
r i a  
r i i a 
The fol lowing 
on 
oon 
ang  
aang  
The following 
ben 
been 
kun 
kuun 
man 
maan 
bong 
boong 
nang 
n aa n g  
An exception 
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hand 
hands 
thing 
things 
foot 
feet 
mat 
mats 
chicken 
chickens 
saltbush tree 
saltbush trees 
Up 
Ups etc . 
are examples of the type DN : 
turtle 
turtles 
wind; air 
winds etc . 
are examples of the type XDN : 
is 
coconut 
coconuts 
skin 
skins 
letter; animal 
le tters; animals 
day 
days 
cloud 
clouds etc . 
ra i an lion , which is monomorphous . The following are examples 
of the type �� : 
mata 
maa t a  
t i na 
t i i na 
t ama 
taama 
t a t i 
taa t i  
b i t  i 
b i i t  i 
eye 
eyes 
mother 
mothers 
father 
fathers 
scissors ( singular) 
scissors (plural ) 
knife 
knives 
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reta  
ree t a  
kewe 
keewe 
l.etter 
l.etters 
l.ie 
l.ies etc . 
The following monomorphous nouns represent c lasses of more complex structure 
than the above : 
b'a i r i  nose; noses 
maunga mountain; mountains 
taa ra towe l.; towe l.s 
ka boa boi l.; boi l.s 
b u rae hair; hairs 
k i moa rat; rats 
kawa i road; roads 
roroa neck; necks 
i to i  star; stars 
a tae i chi l.d; chi l.dren 
a u t i house; houses 
aot  i horse; horses 
aono l.and; l.ands 
All words containing any long sound appear to be monomorphous even though 
their structures may be simple : 
boot i 
r u u ra 
neera 
k i  i ka 
n uu ka 
t a a r a  
kaa 
b i i a 
b u ua 
mmamma 
k i  r i i 
kat  i i 
t aoo 
baa 
b i i n  
been 
b uun 
k i  i ng 
a t u u  
akuu  
oot i 
uee 
uaa 
u i  i 
aa i i 
00 
u u  
boat; boats 
rul.er; rul.ers 
nail. ; nail. s  
octopus; octopi 
middl.e; middl.es 
towe l.; towe l.s 
car; car's 
beer; beers 
throat; throats 
breast; breasts 
dog; dogs 
gun; guns 
saw; saws 
l.eaf; l.eaves 
bean; beans 
pen; pens 
spoon; spoons 
key; keys 
head; heads 
back; backs 
hose; hoses 
fiower; fiowers 
fruit; fruits 
tooth; teeth 
coconut crab; coconut crabs 
encl.osure; encl.osures 
ee l. trap; eel. traps 
Many of such words are of recent foreign origin . 
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Words consisting purely of vowels are bimorphous if they consist of two o r  less 
vowels , monomorphous otherwise . Some bimorphous examples : 
i e  sai l 
i i e  sai ls 
ao fishZine 
aao fishZines 
i a grey hair 
i i a grey hairs 
i o noddy 
i i o  noddies 
The following are some monomorphous examples : 
uea king; kings 
a i a  firewood 
a i a  enemy; enemies 
aoa hour; hours 
The word a i ne woman is bimorphous ( a i i ne women) in contradiction to the above 
rules , and appears to be the bimorphous noun of highest complexity in existence . 
4.4 . 2  J u xtapos i t i on of  nouns 
Gender of singular nouns is  indicated by direct j uxtaposition with m m 1 aane male 
or a i ne female : 
te moa mm 1 aane male chicken3 rooster 
te k i moa a i ne female rat 
te ki r i i a i ne female dog3 bitch 
te kao mm 1 aane male OX3 bul l 
te kao a i n e female ox3 cow 
te mwemwea ra a i ne female papaya tree etc . 
The second element is apparently a true noun because it can stand alone as a 
noun , and because modification of nouns by adjectives usually follows a com­
plete ly different pattern ( see section 4 . 7 ) . Note that in the above singular 
examples both nouns are in their singular form. In the plural case both nouns 
take their plural form (here a i ne is bimorphous , mm 1 aane is monomorphou s ) : 
mooa mm 1 aane 
k i moa a i i ne 
k i r i i a i i ne 
kaao mm 1 aane 
kaao a i i ne 
mwemwea ra a i  i ne 
rooster's 
female rats 
bitches 
bulls 
cows 
female papaya trees 
When these plural constructions are used with t a i an the first noun is used in 
the singular form , the second in the plural : 
ta i an i  moa mm 1 aane roosters 
t a i an i  k i moa a i i ne female rats 
t a i an i  k i r i  i a i i ne bitches 
ta i an i  kao mm 1 aane bul ls 
ta i an i  kao a i  i n e cows etc . 
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(Note that Kiribatese refer to the gender of plants which produce flowers as 
a i ne and to the gender which produces fruit as mm 1 aane . One could say that 
a i n e means male and mm 1 aane means female in these cases , but a more reasonable 
interpretation may simply be botanical ignorance . )  
Juxtaposition of nouns is used for indicating the material of which an obj ect 
consists . For the singular case te is always used before the substance name : 
m ' a n g ko te k i raa t i 
r i r i te  baann  i 
t aaea te rab ' a  
m 1 am 1 a  te koo ra 
glass (drinking) glass 
coconut leaf skirt 
rubber tyre 
gold ring 
The same construction can be used to indicate type or species : 
ka i te  ren 
aora k i  te m i i t i ra 
ka i te ka i na  
ma n te e i te i  
t a u ra te i t i 
Messerchmidia tree 
meas les (the meas les sickness) 
pandanus tree 
frigate bird 
electric lamp 
When possession is to be indicated by a possessive suffix ( see section 4 . 5 . 4 ) 
the first noun is suffixed without further modification : 
r i r i u  te baan n i 
n i ma u  te ran 
ka r a r a  te i ka 
aorak i m  te reebe ra 
my coconut leaf skirt 
my drink of water 
our meal of fish 
your leprosy 
The plural cases of these constructions is formed by putting both nouns in the 
plural and omitting the intervening te : 
but 
m ' a n g ko k i raat i 
r i i r i baann i 
t aaea raab ' a  
m 1 aam 1 a  koo ra 
kaa i reen 
kaa i ka i na 
maan e i te i  
t a u ra i i t i  
r i r i u  baan n i 
ka ra ra i i ka 
n i ma u  te ran  
glass (drinking) glasses 
coconut leaf skirts 
rubber tyres 
go ld rings 
Messerschmidia trees 
pandanus trees 
frigate birds 
e lectric lamps 
my coconut leaf skirts 
our meals of fish 
my drinks of water 
( In the last case one might think that te i s  retained because ran is a substance 
name , but note also the case taaea raab ' a ! )  
Other cases of such j uxtaposition are so rare as to lead one to suspect that it 
generally does not occur , and the observed cases are really j ust words formed 
by combination of morphemes ,  with which Kiribatese abounds anyway . Examples : 
te b ' a i ta r i  
te b u k i manga 
te newemanga 
je llyfish 
forked tai l 
forked tongue 
Such combinations are now written as one word . The plurals appear to have 
unpredictable structure : 
b ' a i ta r i  (not b'aa i ta r i ) 
b u u k i manga 
neewemanga 
je llyfishes 
forked tai Zs 
forked tongues 
4 . 4 . 3 The pos s es s i ve i nd i cator ' n ' 
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By far the commonest way of indicating the relation of one noun to another i s  
b y  means of the possessive indicator n .  When the last sound of the previous 
noun is incompatible with n an i is added to the forme r .  When the n is incom­
patible with the beginning sound of the second noun , n becomes n i .  There is 
considerable variation in writing this type of construction . For example , 
a i ne n i  k i rab u is sometimes written a i nen i k i rab u ,  etc . Examples : 
baban ta ka t a ka 
kaa un t i ran abam ' akoro 
ruan i ma te 
na t i n i uea 
i ran  a t u u  
b u raen i moa 
tabo n i  mm ' aku r i  
m'anen Ao t i te r i a  
ka i b uken T i abaan 
ma ra k i  n i  b i ro to 
toobu n i  uaa t i 
waan t a roma u r i 
raan t i  n i  mee r i  
tang i n  a tae i 
a i nen i k i rabu  
bong i n i  kuku re i 
n u uka n i bong 
baa n n i (or baann i )  
um'an i kuuka 
bok i n  anene 
i te ra n aoa 
a i nen i um ' a  
a ro n i  Kaa to r i ka 
kaa i n Ame r i ka 
ot i n taa i 
copra board 
isZand council-
grave (pit of the dead) 
prince ( not king 's son) 
hair of the head 
chicken feather 
p Zace of work 
AustraZian money 
Japanese ship 
pain in the abdomen 
washing soap 
mission ship 
mai Z  Zaunch 
cry of a chil-d 
queen of dubs 
day of happiness 
midnight (middle of the night) 
coconut frond 
cooking house 
songbook 
haZf an hour 
housewife 
Catho Zic re Zigion 
American (person) 
sunrise 
The above singular constructions are pluralised by simply pluralising the first 
component : 
baaban taka taka 
kaa un t i ran abam'a ko ro 
r uuan i ma t e  
naat i n i uea 
coconut boards 
is Zand counciZs 
graves 
princes etc . 
The use of n in the above expressions does not strictly speaking indicate 
possession . For possessive constructions the singular case is indicated in a 
different way . 
In thi s  matter as well as in the case of possessive suffixes and transitive 
verb suffixes , nouns are considered as belonging to one of two classes , which 
we shall call animate and inanima te ,  where the second class includes anything 
which is not an animal . Persons ( i . e . , humans) belong to the animate class . 
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Non-human animals are usually considered as animate , but on occasions may be 
treated as inanimate . These matters are discussed further in sections 4 . 5 . 4  
and 4 . 8 . 6 . 4 .  
I f  the possessor i s  inanimate and singular the pattern is 
(noun) + ( n )  + ( te or possessive pronoun) + ( noun) 
as in the following examples : 
taubuk i n  te a u t i 
kaa i n  te ekaree t i a  
taberan  te n i  
m'a nen te k i rabu 
ka i b uken te kamb ' ana 
raan t i n  te tau taeka 
tang i n  te k i taa 
n u ukan te ka raanga 
bon g i n  te nam'aka i na 
baan te n i  
bok i n te re i re i 
i te ra n  te m'ane 
oo tan te t a u ra 
roof of the house 
member of the congregation 
top of the coconut tree 
the club 's money 
the company 's ship 
the government 's launch 
sound of a guitar 
middle of the river 
day of the month 
leaf of the coconut tree 
the schoo l 's book 
half of the money 
light of the lamp 
I f  the possessor is inanimate but plural the pattern is 
( noun) + ( n )  + (plural noun) 
as in the following examples : 
m'anen i k i rabu 
ka i b uken i kamb'a na 
tang i n i  k i taa 
ootan t a u ra 
clubs ' money 
companies ' ship 
sound of guitars 
light of lamps 
The thing possessed in the above examples is supposed to be singular . There 
is no definiteness or indefineteness implied . The first of the above examples 
could mean the clubs ' money , some money of the clubs , the money of some clubs , 
etc . 
I f  the possessor is animate then possessive pronouns are used and the pattern 
becomes 
(possessive pronoun) + (noun) + ( te )  + ( noun) 
for a singular possessor , where the te is used or not used depending on rules 
laid out in section 4 . 1 . 1 .  The pattern for a plural possessor is  
Consider 
ana 
a i a  
ana 
a i a  
(possessive pronoun) + (noun) + (plural noun) 
the following examples : 
kaa I ta i a  
kaa taama 
baa i re te Koowana 
tabo ka tam'a 
Itaia 's car 
the fathers ' car3 car of the fathers 
the Governor 's decision 
the cats ' place 
As before , the foregoing constructions can be pluralised by simply pluralising 
the first component , but in the above examples no phonetic change would occur 
as the possessed nouns are all monomorphous . Thus , the translations could 
j ust as well have been Itaia 's cars , the fathers ' cars , the Governor 's 
decisions , the cats ' places . 
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4 . 4 . 4  I na l i enabl e nouns 
Just as the existence or lack of a distinct plural form of a noun marks it as 
belonging either to the bimorphous or the monomorphous nouns , nouns also can 
be divided into two other classes depending on whether they can take or cannot 
take possessive suffixes . The nouns taking possessive suffixes have definite 
characteristics that distinguish them from other nouns . The following are 
types of nouns which take the pos se ssive suffixes and which are called 
inali enabl e nouns here : 
( 1 )  Parts of the body 
a t u u  head 
a t uum your head 
kun skin 
kun i i a  their skin etc . 
There are a few exceptions : 
a r i  eyebrow 
a u  a r i  my eyebrow 
( 2 )  Intimate personal belongings , both abstract and concrete 
( 3 )  
waa 
waau 
mweenga 
mweenga ra 
aba 
abam i i 
ma i u  
ma i u i  i a  
ma te 
ma tena 
bo i 
bo i m  
n g a re 
nga  re u 
ma t u u  
ma t u u ra 
But note 
a u t i 
a ra a u t i 
am'a rake 
also 
am am ' a rake 
kaa 
a i a  kaa 
canoe 
my canoe 
house� habitation 
our house 
land 
your (plural) land 
life 
their life 
death 
his death 
sme l l  
your ( singular) sme l l  
laugh� laughter 
my laughter 
s leep 
our s leep 
the following exceptions :  
house 
our house 
food 
your food 
car 
their car 
Family relationships 
t i b u 
t i b u u  
grandfather; grandson 
my grandfather; my grandson 
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na t i  
n a t  i i a 
t ama 
t amana 
son; daughter 
their son; their daughter 
father 
his father 
But note also the fol lowing exception : 
k a ro parent 
a u  ka ro rrry parent 
( 4 )  Parts of an obj ect o r  i n  relation to an obj ect 
aa the position under 
aa ra the position under us 
ra r i k i  the posi tion beside; side 
ra r i k i m  the position beside you; your side 
meaang  north 
meaang i i a the position north of them 
The suffixed expressions above are not usually used by themselves ,  but in 
prepositional expres sions ( see section 4 . 6) . 
( 5 ) States of mind or feeling 
nanokaawa k i  
nanokaawak i ra 
kuku re i 
kuku re i m i i 
i n ga i nga 
i n ga i ngau  
unga 
unga i i a 
k i m' aa re i re i 
k i m'aa re i re i na 
sadness 
our sadness 
happiness 
your happiness 
enthusiasm 
my enthusiasm 
excitement 
their excitement 
joy 
his joy 
I t  is noted that newly formed or accepted words never belong to the above class 
of inalienable nouns . Inalienable nouns hardly ever take the pos sessive pro­
nouns ( e . g .  a u  tama is not correct , and in fact is never heard) . 
Some inal i enable nouns are rarely if ever used without suffixes : 
ka nana his food 
ka ra ra our food 
kana , ka ra (not used as nouns)  
n i ma i a  their drink 
n i ma (not used as a noun) 
Nouns of thi s type are obli gatoril y  possessed and are discussed in section 
4 . 4 . 5 . 
Some nouns have both an inalienable and an alienable form which differ somewhat 
in meaning : 
b'a i 
am b ' a i  
b ' a i m  
thing 
your thing 
your dress 
ng ake 
au ngake 
ngakeu  
ran 
ana ran 
ranna 
underpants; crotch 
my underpants 
my crotch 
water; juice 
i ts water 
i ts juice 
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Some times the distinction i s  between whether the possessed thing is  intimately 
connected or non with the possessor , as is the case in the above examples . 
But note the following exception : 
r i  i m  your bones 
r i i m  ( not am r i i )  bones of fish, etc . , that you are eating. 
4 . 4 . 5  Obl i gatori l y  possessed nouns  
We have seen in the last section how inali enable nouns are able to take 
possessive suffixes , and further , how some of these are able also to take 
possessive pronouns which usually give them a different meaning . There is a 
large subclass of these inalienable nouns , which we shall call obligatorily­
possessed nouns (OPN ) , which must always take possessive suffixes , and thus 
never occur ' unposse ssed ' .  Cases in whi ch the same noun seems to be used 
with te or a possessive pronoun have such entirely different meanings that 
one may not be j ustified in considering it the same noun . There are several 
types of OPN : 
( I )  Nouns which form prepositions by affixation with i i n  front and - n  a t  the 
end . The prepositional use of these will be discussed more fully in section 
4 . 6 .  Examples : 
ao 
aon 
aa 
aan 
t i na n i. ku 
t i na n i ku n  
e ta 
e ta n  
surface (never used alone) 
the surface of 
underside (never used alone) 
the underside of 
outside {never used alone} 
the outside of 
the position above ( never used alone ) 
the position above it etc . 
The other possessive suffixes can also be used : 
e t a r a  
e tam 
e ta i a  
the position above us 
the position above you 
the posi tion above it 
When not possessed it is  impossible to achieve the same meaning : 
te ao fishUne 
te aa a yawn 
te t i na n i ku an envelope 
te e ta (meaningless ) 
or 
au ao my fishUne 
am i i aa  your yawn 
a i a  t i na n i ku their envelope etc . 
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( 2 )  Past participles of verbs . As described in section 4 . 8 . 6 . 5  these are 
used as nouns as well as to form the passive voice , but as nouns they are 
obligatorily possessed : 
tang i ra 
tang i ra k i  
tang  i rak i ra 
o rea 
o rea k i  
o reak i u  
kana 
kanak i 
kana k i na 
to Love 
(not used alone as a noun) 
the Loving of us 
to strike 
( not used alone as a noun) 
the striking of me 
to eat 
( not used alone as a noun) 
the eating of it; its flavour 
Such words are used syntactically as follows : 
e katen i ua oreak i na he was hi t three times ( lit . the hitting 
of him happened three times ) 
e tok i tang i rak i m  i rou I don 't Love you anymore ( lit . the Loving 
of you by me stopped) etc . 
( 3 )  The infinitive form of transitive verbs , which is also the obj ect-expressed 
form ( see section 4 . 8 . 6 . 2 ) , is used as a noun but is always obligatorily 
possessed . The meaning , when used nominally , is apparently indistinguishable 
from that of the past participle . Examples : 
t an g i ram 
o rea i a  
ka nana 
the Loving of you 
the striking of them 
(does not exist in thi s form) 
They can be freely substituted into the previous constructions : 
e katen i ua o rea i a  
e tok i tang i ram i rou  
they were hit three times 
I don 't Love you anymore . 
( 4 )  Some miscellaneous examples : 
noun meaning with meaning without possessive suffix 
nne pLace .. Location 
a ro character .. manner .  way 
nano meaning; inside; intention 
tabo extreme .. end 
tabera top 
n u uka middLe 
Examples o f  use in utterances : 
kaa k i  n i  nnena put it in its p Lace 
you have bad manners e buaaka ka a rom 
possessive 
(not used) 
re ligion 
souL 
p Lace 
( not used) 
( not used) 
nanona b ' a  e na roko 
n uuka n i bong 
it means that he wi L L come 
midnight 
tabon i ba i  finger 
tabe ran te n i i top of a coconut tree 
suffix 
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4 . 4 . 6  Nom i na l i sa t i on 
Non-nominal expressions can be nominalised by te ( section 4 . 1 . 1 ) , t i a  or taan 
( section 4 . 3 ) , by possessive pronouns ( section 4 . 5 . 3 ) or by possessive suffixes 
( section 4 . 5 . 4 ) . Adj ectives and verbs , both transitive and intransitive , along 
with their modifiers , are the types of expressions that can be nominalised in 
this way . 
Most verbal expressions can be nominalised with te provided that it is not too 
cumbersome : 
wanawan a  ( adj . )  
te wanawana 
wanawana n te n u ume ra 
te wanawana n te n u ume ra 
rang i n i  wanawa na 
te rang i n i  wanawana 
o ro i a  (v . t . ) 
te o ro i a  
o rea te  a tae i  
te o rea te a tae i 
o ro i a  n te ka i 
te o ro i a  n te ka i 
kan o ro i n g kam i i 
te kan o ro i n g kam i i 
kaakan o ro i i a 
te kaakan o ro i i a  
smart� inte l ligent 
inte l ligence 
smart at mathematics 
inte l ligence in mathematics 
very smart� very inte l ligent 
(not cus tomarily used) 
to hi t it 
the act of hitting it 
to hit a chi ld 
the act of hitting a chi ld 
to hit him with a stick 
the act of hitting him with a stick 
to want to hit you 
the wanting to hit you� the desire 
to hit you 
to (habitua l ly )  want to hit them 
the habi tual desire to hit them 
Nominalisations of verb phrases with a t i a  n and na ( section 4 . 8 . 2 ) do not 
usually occur . 
Nominali sation with t i a  and taan have been di scussed in section 4 . 3 .  
Nominalisation of transitive verb forms with possessive pronouns or suffixes 
does not usually occur . Thus , expressions such as ana o ro i a ,  au noo r i n g kam i i 
etc . , are not usually used . 
Nominalisation of adj ectives and intransitives is carried out with e ither the 
possessive pronouns or suffixes , but usually not wi th both . There does not 
seem to be a predictable pattern for selecting one or the othe r .  Examples : 
wanawana ( adj . )  
a u  wanawana 
wanawan a u  
nakonako ( v .  i . )  
a i a  n a kona ko 
nakonako i a  
tebotebo ( v .  i . )  
am i i tebotebo 
tebo tebom i i 
smart� inte l ligent 
my inte l ligence 
(not used) 
to walk 
(not usually used) 
their walking 
to bathe 
( not usually used) 
your bathing 
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wen e  ( v . i . )  
a ra wene 
wene ra 
o ro ( v . i . )  
am oro 
o rom 
to lie, recline 
(not used) 
our lying 
to hit 
your hitting, your b low 
(not used) 
Nominalisation of adj ectives involves two complications . One is  that adj ec­
tives usually contain a reduplicated element ( section 4 . 7 ) , and the second is  
that a small number of adjectives have distinct singular and plural forms 
( section 4 . 7 . 1 ) . 
A small number of adj ectives are nominalised without the reduplicated element , 
but a predictable pattern for deciding whether or not to retain the redupli­
cated element seems to be lacking : 
ab ' a ab ' a k i  ( adj . )  
te ab ' a k i  
ab ' a k i n a 
ma r i r i ( adj . )  
te ma r i r i 
ma r i r i na 
buaaka ka ( adj . )  
te buaakaka 
b uaakaka i a 
anaanau  ( adj . )  
te anau  
te anaanau  
ana una  
anaanauna  
kab uebue ( adj . )  
te kab uebue 
kabuebuena 
wanawana (adj . )  
te wanawana 
am wanawana 
ma toa toa (adj . )  
te  ma toa 
te ma toa toa 
ma toana 
ma toa toana 
k i i ra rauu  ( adj . )  
te k i  i rarauu  
k i i ra ra u u i a  
big 
largeness; size 
its size 
cold 
coldness 
its coldness 
bad 
badness 
their badness 
long 
length 
length 
its length 
its length 
hot 
heat, hotness 
its heat, i ts hotness 
smart, inte l ligent 
inte l ligence 
your inte l ligence 
hard 
hardness 
hardness 
its hardness 
its hardness 
jealous 
jealousy 
their jealousy 
Most of the foregoing examples of nominalisations form singular nouns , but 
sometimes plural nouns can be formed . Nominalisation of bimorphous adj ectives 
tends to use the plural form to make a plural noun , singular form to make a 
singular noun : 
r i etaata ( adj . )  
te r i e ta 
te r i etaa ta 
r i r i eta ( adj . )  
r i r i eta ( n . ) 
r i etana 
r i etaatana 
r i r i etana 
ab ' aab ' a k i  ( adj . )  
te ab ' a k i  
ab ' a k i i a  ( adj . )  
ab ' ab ' ak i  ( adj . )  
ab ' ab ' a k i  
ab ' ab ' ak i  i a  
high ( singular) 
height 
height 
high (plural) 
heights 
its height 
its height 
its heights 
big ( singular) 
largeness. size 
their size 
big (plural) 
sizes 
their sizes 
The conj unction b ' a  that is used to nominalise entire sentences : 
I taku  I think 
e na roko he wi l l  come 
I taku b ' a  e na roko . I think that he wi l l  come 
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I t  is curious that such nominalisations cannot be used a s  direct obj e cts o f  
transi tive verbs . I n  the above example ,  t a k u  to say , to be lieve i s  intransi­
tive . The following are other examples in which thi s  nominali sation serves 
as a ' de facto ' obj ect of intransitives : 
ongo to hear 
E a t i a  n ongo b ' a ko aorak i .  
He has heard that you are sick . 
wa rewa re to read 
T i  wa rewa re b ' a  e a t i a  n i  ko ro te ka i b u ke ae e boou . 
We read that the new ship has run aground. 
kab ' a rab ' a ra to exp lain 
E kab ' a rab ' a ra te koowana b ' a  e na ka kee r i kaa k i  angab ' a i n  te t i oka . 
The governor exp lained that the sugar tax would be reduced. 
The same sort of construction is used with adj ectives : 
m i i m i  i amazed. surprised 
T i  m i  i m i  i b ' a ko tua i n i  ma r u rung . 
We 're surprised that you 're no t we l l  yet.  
tamaa roa good. beautiful. pretty. appropriate 
E tamaa roa b ' a ko n a  taetae moa ma nga i a .  
It would be good for you to talk wi th him first .  
kan anokaawak i  discouraging. depressing 
E kananokaawak i  b ' a a t ua i n nakoma i taan re i re i akanne . 
It is discouraging that those teachers have not yet come . 
nanokaawa k i  sad 
Ko na noka awa k i  b ' a  t ua i n i  kab ' a raa a u  t a a r a u ?  
Are you sad that I haven 't yet settled my debt ? 
kuku re i happy 
T i  kuku re i b ' a  i a i  am beku ae e rao i ro i . 
We 're happy that you have a good position . 
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The same construction is also used with passive forms of certain transitive 
verbs : 
kaongo raaea ( v . t . )  to inform (someone ) 
T i  kaongoraaea k i  b ' a  e a t i a  n i  ma te am i i t i a  re i re i . 
We were informed that your teacher had died. 
kanamak i na ( v . t . )  to suspect 
E kanama k i na k i  b ' a  bon i n ga i a  te t i a  n i n i i a  te a ut i . 
It was suspected that he was the one who broke into the house . 
u r i nga ( v . t . ) to remember 
E a t i b i a  u r i ngak i b ' a  akea te t i oka n te t i tooa . 
It has just been remembered that there is no sugar in the store . 
a t a  (v . t . )  to know 
E n a  a taak i b ' a bon i n ga i ra a i ka t i  ka rao i a .  
It wi U be known that it was we who did it.  
ka tanoata (v . t . ) to announce; to advertise 
E a t i a n i  ka tanoa taak i  b ' a e na kabooak i nako a ra kaa . 
It has been announced that our car wi l l  be sold. 
When a b ' a  c lause is to serve as the obj ect of a transitive verb , the regular 
third-person singular suffix , and not the obj ect-expressed suffix , is used , 
contrary to what might be expected . Examples : 
I a t a i a  b ' a  akea ana m ' ane . 
I know that he has no money . 
I tang i r i ko b ' a  ko na nakoma i 
I want you to come here . 
Kam a t i a  n noo r i a  b ' a  t i a k i  ngnga i ae I rabakau n te b ' a i  anne . 
You have seen that I am not the one who is proficient in that matter. 
T i  r i a i  n u r i ngnga b ' a  t i i n ga i a  a re e kakaon i mak i i buako i a  kaa i n  te 
re i re i . 
We should remember that he is the only one who is trustworthy among the 
students . 
When the sentence which is nominalised contains an interrogative , the word b ' a  
i s  sti l l  used , contrary to what might be expected : 
m ' an i n ga ( v . i . )  to forget 
I m ' an i nga b ' a e na roko n te aoa i ra ua . 
I forgot what time he is coming. ( lit . I forgot that he wi l l  come at 
what time . ) 
t i t i rak i na ( v . t . )  to ask (someone ) 
A t i t i ra k i n i i ra b ' a e nga te bok i anne . 
They asked us where the book i s .  ( lit . They asked us that where is 
that book . ) 
a t a  ( v . t . ) to know 
I a k i  a t a i a  b ' a e nakea . 
I don 't know where he went. ( li t .  I don 't know that he went where . ) 
kao ta ( v . t . )  to point out3 to indicate 
Ko r i a i  n i  kaot i a  b ' a  a n t a i a re e n i n i  i a  am a u t i .  
You should point out who broke into your house . 
4 . 5  Pronouns 
4 . 5 . 1 The empha t i c  pronouns 
ngnga i I 
ngkoe you ( singular) 
n ga i a  he3 she3 it 
nga i ra 
ngkam i i 
nga i i a 
we 
you (plural) 
they 
These are not used as subj ects of sentences . They are used for emphas is and 
for one-word responses , such as : "Who did it? " " Nga i a . "  He did. 
4 . 5 . 2  The s ubj ect pronouns 
I ,  N I 
ko you ( singular) 
e he3 she3 i t  
t i we 
kam you (plural) 
a they 
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These are used as the subj ects of sentences .  They are always used in most 
types of sentences ,  even when the sub j ect i s  explicitly stated ( see section 5 . ) .  
The first person singular sub j ect pronoun i s  N i f  followed by the words n a  or 
nan g ,  and is  I in all other circumstances : 
I n a ko Ta rawa I wen t to Tarawa 
I ao ra k i  I was sick 
N nan g i n a ko I am about to go 
I ma akua I was afraid of it 
N na ae ra?  What shaU I do ?  
4 . 5 . 3  The  po s se s s i ve pronouns 
au my 
am your ( singular) 
ana  his3 her3 its 
a ra our 
am i i your (plural) 
a i a  their 
They always precede their nouns , and are customarily written as separate words . 
They also serve as nominalisers of various non-nominal expressions , in much the 
same way as te does ( sections 4 . 1 . 1  and 4 . 4 . 6) : 
aako i 
a i a  aako i 
kaa i r ua 
a u  kaa i r ua 
keke i a k i  n i  ka raoa am a u t i 
a ra ke ke i a k i  n i  ka raoa am a u t i 
kind 
their kindness 
to err3 make a mistake 
my erring; my mistake 
to be active in bui lding your house 
our activity in bui lding your house 
( see section 4 . 4 . 6  for further detail s )  . 
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In cases where the posses sor is  animate , possessive pronouns are always 
used with alienable nouns , even in cases where the possessor is explicitly 
expres sed . Examples : 
ana bok i te t i a  re i re i 
a u  ka t i i 
a i a  takaaka ro a tae i 
ana aako i Ita i a  
the teacher 's book 
my gun 
the chi ldrens ' game 
Itaia 's kindness 
Nouns in the plural adopt the singular form when preceded by a possessive 
pronoun : 
kaao 
a i a  kao 
been 
au ben 
oxen 
their oxen; their ox 
coconuts 
my coconuts; my coconut 
This practice appears to waste an otherwise productive feature of the language 
and thereby to create unnecessary ambiguities . It is an indication that the 
distinction between singular and plural is not considered to be important in 
Kiribatese . 
4 . 5 . 4  The po s se s s i ve s uffi xes 
u my 
m your ( singular) 
n ,  n a  his, her, its 
ra our 
m i  i your (plural) 
i a  their 
These suffixes are customarily written as j oined to their nouns , and are used 
with inalienable nouns only . Nouns ending in a nasal are spelled according to 
the modified pronunciation described in sections 2 . 3  and 2 . 4 ,  when used with 
these suffixes . Examples : 
t a ng cry; sound 
t a n g i m  your cry 
t a n g i u  my cry 
tang i i a their cry 
kun skin 
kun i u  my skin 
kun i m  your skin 
kun ra our skin 
t i m  a drop 
t i rnw i i a  their drops (from them) 
Choice of the two alternatives for the third person singular depends on whether 
the possessor is explicitly expressed. I f  it is , the suffix n is used , and if 
not , na i s  used : 
a t u u  
a t uuna 
a t uun I ta i a  
head 
his head 
I taia ' s head 
These suffixes serve as nominalisers of various non-nominal expressions , in 
much the same way as te does ( section 4 . 1 . 1 ) : 
u ra u ra ( adj . )  
u ra u ram 
t a ka ( adj . or n . )  
t a ka ra 
nanokaawa k i ( adj . )  
n anokaawak i m  
red 
your redness 
thirstyj thirst 
our thirs t 
sad 
your sadness 
( see section 4 . 4 . 6  for further details)  . 
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When an inalienable noun is used with possessive pronouns a completely different 
meaning is obtained , as though two different nouns were involved : 
man i m  
am man 
your bugs (parasites) 
your anima l� animalsj your pet� pets 
my hair i ra u  
a u  i ra my pandanus- leaf strips 
The third person plural suffix , indicated in the above table , i s  used when the 
possessor is animate or is not indicated. Where indicated and inanimate , the 
third person singular suffix is used for the plural case . Examples : 
kana i a  
kana i a  kaao 
kanan a roka 
ra r i k i  i a  
r a r i k i i a i i ka 
r a r i k i n  a u t i 
their food 
the oxen 's food 
p lants ' food (fertilizer) 
their sides 
the fishes ' sides 
the houses ' sides 
(Beware of the unexpected pronunciation of the last example in each of the 
above groups (/kananna roka/ and / ra r i k i n n a u t i / ) , in accordance with section 
2 . 4 ) 
kun i i a 
kun i i a mooa 
kun i n i  kaa i 
tang  i i a 
tan g i i a  a t ae i 
tang i n i  k i taa 
their skin 
the chickens ' skin 
skin of p lantsj bark of trees 
their sound 
chi ld:r>ens ' cry 
sound of guitars 
The third person plural seems to exhibit a slight tendency toward di fferenti­
ating the s uffixes depending on whether or not the possessor is  indicated , 
similar to the third person singular . But this phenomenon is rare , and is  
perhaps most conveniently treated by considering those cases where it does 
occur as irregularities . Two common examples are i rou  and nako ,  which take 
the possessive suffixes as follows : 
nako i u  
nako i m  
nakon 
nako i na 
to me 
to you ( s ingular) 
to ( singular obj ect expressed) 
to him 
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n a ko i ra to us 
n a ko i m i i to you (plural) 
n a ko i i a to them 
n a ko i a  to (plural obj ect expressed) 
n a ko i i a to (plural obj ect expressed) 
i ro u u  by me 
i roum by you 
i roun  by ( singular obj ect expressed) 
i rouna by him 
i rou ra by us 
i roum i i by you (plural) 
i rou i  i a by them 
i rou i a  by (plural obj ect express ed) 
( see also section 4.4.4. ) 
4.5.5 Demon s trat i ve pronouns 
There are three degrees of distance , as typified by the following locative 
adverbs : 
i ka i  
i ka n n e  
i keke i 
here ( near the speaker) 
there ( near you) 
there ( far from us ) 
The distinction between the last two is not very definite , but i ke ke i  usually 
means further away than i ka n n e ,  and it implies some distance from both the 
speaker and the person spoken to . These three degree s  correspond closely to 
similar distinctions among the demonstratives ,  which will be discussed shortly . 
Strangely , these same three degrees apparently correspond to the three ' persons ' 
of grammar . That i s ,  i ka i  here actually means near the first person and , 
i ka n ne there means near the second person , and i keke i there means near the 
third person , and where there i s  no third person under discussion it j ust 
means at some distance from both the first and the second persons . The 
demonstrative pronouns , 
ae i 
anne  
a re i  
a i ka i  
a ka n ne 
a keke i 
this 
that ( near you) 
that ( far from us ) 
these 
those ( near you) 
those ( far from us) 
are seen to follow thi s  pattern . They are used after nouns , as in the following 
examples : 
t e  kao ae i this ox 
te kao anne that ox 
te kao a re i  that ox 
kaao a i ka i  those oxen 
kaao a kanne those oxen 
kaao a keke i those oxen 
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The demonstrative pronouns can imply a temporal as well as a spatial relation­
ship : 
te bong ae i 
te bong a re i  
today ( this day) 
that day ( in past or future) 
The forms corresponding to second person ( anne , akanne ) often give the idea 
of what has just been referred to , and hence serve to definitise a noun in a 
similar way that the definite article ' th e '  does in English : 
te kao 
te kao anne 
kaao 
kaao akanne 
an ox 
the ox 
oxen 
the oxen 
Which of the possible interpretations is best will depend on context . 
4 . 5 . 6  Rel a t i ve pronouns  
The relative pronouns follow the same pattern as  the demonstrative pronouns 
described in the previous section : 
ae 
ane 
a re 
first person singuLar 
second person singuLar 
third person singuLar 
a i ka 
akana 
a ke 
first person pLuraL 
second person pLuraL 
third person pLuraL 
The same forms are used for both animate and inanimate nouns , and so all six 
forms given above can be rendered by tha t ,  which , or who . As the same forms 
are also used regardless of case , whether as subj ect or obj ect of verb or 
preposition , the six forms could also be rendered by whom. These relative 
pronouns ( called ' re lative ligative s ' by Cowell , 1951)  function in almost the 
same way as Malay yang does to link adj ectives to nouns . The sub j ect pronouns 
are always used after the relatives , as in the following examples : 
te a u t i  ae e ab ' aab ' a k i  
t e  waa a ne e kea ng 
t i nana a re e kara  
a t i  i b u a i ka a uang i i ng i  
a rokam akana a ma te 
aoma ta a ke a ao rak i 
a big house (near me) 
a green canoe (near you) 
his o Ld mother (far from us ) 
tiny stones (near me ) 
your dead pLants (near you) 
sick peopLe (far from us) 
As in the case of the demonstratives ,  a temporal rather than a spatial relation­
ship may be indicated : 
te kuku re i ae e ka kama i u  
te kuku re i a re e ka kama i u  
the merry party (presentLy going on ) 
the merry party (some time ago) etc . 
Also as in the case of the demonstratives , the second person forms may indicate 
definiteness rather than proximity to the listener : 
te raan t i  ae e b i r i m ' aaka 
te raan t i  ane e b i r i m ' aa ka 
a fast Launch 
the fast Launch 
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As a further exception , the first person relatives are used in a general sense 
when no definiteness , indefiniteness , spatial nor temporal relationships are 
intended : 
te uee ae e t i k i rao i a pretty flower; the pretty flower 
Choice of interpretation is usually determined by context . 
When demonstratives are used in addition to adjectives the order is either 
(noun) + ( relative ) + ( subj ect pronoun) + ( adj ective) + ( demonstrative) 
or 
( noun) + ( demonstrative) + (re lative ) + (obj ect pronoun) + ( adj ective) 
where ( noun) may include te or a possessive pronoun : 
te k i r i  i ae e kakamaaku ae i 
abana a re e ra roa a re i  
ana taeka anne a ne e ka ra u ra u  
this fearsome dog 
his distant land, that distant 
land of his 
his s low speech, . that s low speech 
of his 
Note that there must be agreement in number and person between the relative 
and the demonstrative in these cases . 
The above examples show that adj ectives are used as though they were clauses 
containing a verb . In Kiribatese there i s  really no distinction between 
adj ective clauses and j ust plain adj ectives anyway , and thus the examples 
also show how to construct adj ective c lauses : 
te boot i ae e be i be t i 
aot i ake a am ' a rake 
t amau ae e na n a ko Ta rawa 
a i a  m ' ane ae e a t i a  n i  bua  
a boat that i s  floating, a floating 
boat 
horses that ate 
my father, who wi l l  go to Tarawa 
their money which was lost 
There is no di stinction between restrictive and non-restrictive adj ective 
clauses . Thus , 
te ka i b uke ae e ko ro the ship which ran aground; the ship, which 
ran aground 
Of course ,  the first rendering specifies which ship we are talking about , while 
the second rendering merely adds information . There is no reason why written 
Kiribatese could not use the comma to make the same distinction , if desired . 
4 . 5 . 6 . 1  Appo s i t i on 
Relatives also can link noun to noun in order to indicate a sort of apposition : 
n a t i n a ae te t i a  re i re i 
I t a i a  ae te koowana 
te ka i b u ke ae te Naareau 
a ra ka i ae te n i  i 
his son, the teacher 
Itaia, the Governor 
the ship, Naareau 
our tree, a coconut tree etc . 
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4 . 5 . 7 Person demon stra t i ves 
teuaae i this man 
masculine singular teuaanne that man (near you) 
te uaa re i that man (far from us ) 
ne i e i  this woman 
feminine singular ne i enne that' woman (near you) 
ne i e re i  that woman (far from us ) 
naaka i these peop'le 
naakanne those peop'le (near you) general plural 
naake ke i those peop'le (far from us ) 
uaaka i these men 
masculine plural uaakanne those men (near you) 
uaakeke i those men (far from us ) 
Use of these words roughly fol lows the pattern of the demonstratives . They are 
used in the same way as nouns , and only for persons . The general plural forms 
can indicate a group of men , or of women , or of mixed men and women . Thus , 
naaka i can indicate a group of men , but in this case uaaka i ,  being more explicit, 
i s  considered preferable . 
When these are used in expressions where they would be expected to be followed 
by relative pronouns , the following contracted forms are used : 
teuaae te uaae i ae 
teuaane teuaanne ane 
teuaa re teua a r e i a re 
ne i e  ne i e i  ae 
ne i ene ne i enne a ne 
ne i e re ne i e re i a re 
naaka n aaka i a i ka 
naakana naakanne akana 
naake naakeke i a ke 
uaaka uaaka i a i ka 
uaakana uaaka n ne akana 
uaake uaakeke i ake 
Their use presents no unexpected patterns : 
naake a ao ra k i  
teua a re e n a konako 
naake a na nako Ta rawa 
ne i ene e i owaawa 
these sick peop'le 
that man who is wa'lking 
those peop'le who wi 'l 'l  go to Tarawa 
that mean woman 
A different interpretation i s  possible regarding the structure of the relative 
pronouns and person demonstratives . In the descriptions given above they are 
always followed by the corresponding sub j ect pronouns to form sentences . In 
each case the subj ect pronouns are written apart from them as separate words . 
One could alternatively say that the sub j ect pronouns are not required in such 
constructions , in which case the forms given above for the relatives and person 
demonstrative contractions would have to be provided with suffixes to replace 
the subj ect pronouns , resulting in : 
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aee 
a nee 
a ree 
a i kaa 
akanaa 
a kea 
and similarly for the person demonstrative contractions . This would obviate 
the need of stacking pronouns after pronouns , but it is now accepted practice 
to require that the subj ect pronouns be written separately . There was lack of 
uniformity in this regard in materials written prior to the late 1970s . 
4 . 5 . 7 . 1  Neuter demon stra t i ve s  
These are handled i n  the same way a s  the person demonstratives i n  the previous 
section : 
singular 
plural 
bae i 
baenne 
bae re i 
ba i ka i  
ba i kanne 
ba i ke ke i 
this3 this thing 
that3 that thing 
that3 that thing 
these3 these things 
those3 those things 
those3 those things 
The above forms are used col loqui ally only , and in formal writing the 
corresponding forms 
b ' a i  ae i 
b ' a i  anne 
b ' a i  a re i  
b ' aa i  a i ka i  
b ' aa i a kanne 
b I a a i a ke ke i 
are used . 
above set .  
The neuter demonstratives can be thought o f  as contractions o f  the 
They are used with t e ,  ta i an or possessive pronouns in the same 
way as nouns : 
te bae i this thing 
a i a  baere i 
a r a  ba i keke i 
a u  ba i kanne 
that thing of theirs 
those things of ours 
those things of mine 
Thi s  set . in formal writing,  would be written te b ' a i  ae i ,  a i a  b ' a i  a re i , a ra 
b ' a i  a keke i , and a u  b ' a i  a ka nne . 
4 . 5 . 8  I n te rrogati ve pronouns  
The only ones are 
te raa?  
a n ta i ?  
a n tena?  
what? 
who ?; whom? 
whose ?  
Their use presents no unexpected features :  
Te raa ae ko noo r i a ?  What did you 
Ko noora te raa?  What did you 
An ta i ae e roko?  Who oame ? 
E roko a n t a i ?  Who oame? 
An ta i ae ko noo r i a ? Whom did you 
An tena ben t i ra ae i ?  Whose pend l-
see ? 
see ? 
see ? 
is this ? 
There are other interrogative words , but they function in a syntactically 
di fferent way ( like verbs , etc . ) . There is  also the interrogative root i ra­
which is  combined with noun classifi ers as described in section 4 . 2 :  
i raua?  
i rama n ?  
i rawaa?  
how many (general things ) ? 
how many (people ,  etc . ) ?  
how many (boats , canoes ) ?  
4 . 6  P repos i t i on s  
Kiribates e  has a very samll number o f  true prepositions : 
i ,  n 
ma i ,  ma n 
n a ko ,  n a kon 
at; in; on 
from; since 
to; toward; towards; at 
The forms which do not end in n are used only with place names : 
i Ta rawa 
ma i Ao t i tee r i a  
n a ko T i  abaan  
n te a u t i 
man te ka i b u ke 
n a kon t i tooa 
n t awanou 
man g  ngke e ta i r i k i 
n a kon tan i maeaon taa i 
at Tarawa; on Tarawa 
from Australia 
to Japan 
at home 
from the ship 
to the stores 
at noon 
since last night 
toward afternoon 
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Note that man becomes mang if following word begins with ng . The preposition 
n a ko is used with possessive suffixes of section 4 . 5 . 4  by changing its base to 
n a ko i  (or by inserting an i ) : 
n a ko i u  to me; toward me; at me 
n a ko i m  to you; toward you; at you 
n a ko i na  to him; to her; to it3 etc. 
n a ko i ra to uS3 etc . , 
n a ko i m i  i to you (plural) , etc . 
n ako i i a  to them , etc . 
Thi s  word is irregular in that there is also the form n a ko i a  or n a ko i  i a  meaning 
to followed by an explicit third person plural obj ect ( see section 4 . 8 . 6 . 4 )  , 
as in the following : 
n a ko i a  taan  re i re i 
n a ko i a  mooa 
nako i a  naakeke i 
to the teachers 
to the chickens 
to those people 
But when the obj ect is inanimate n a kon i s  used : 
n a kon taabo a keke i 
n a kon ta i an n i i 
to those p laces 
to the coconut trees 
following the same pattern as the transitive verb endings of section 4 . 8 . 6 . 4 .  
Other locative and time expressions such as for on , under, before , etc . , are 
formed in Kiribatese by combining the preposition i with certain suffixed 
nouns . Examples :  
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aa 
aana  
aan  te ta i bo ra 
aan  te  ta i bo ra 
i aau  
ao 
aona 
aon i ma rawa 
aon i ma rawa 
i ao ra 
e t a  
e t a n  te a u t i 
e t a n  te a u t i 
i e tam i i 
meaang  
meaan g i ra 
i meaan g i ra  
rou  
i rouna  
i ro u u  
i roun T i oon 
m ' aa i  
m ' aa i n a 
m ' aa i n  te t i tooa 
i m ' aa i n  te 
t i tooa 
the space under ( rarely used alone) 
the space under it 
the space under the tab le 
under the tab le 
under me 
the top surface (rarely used alone) 
its top surface 
the sea surface 
on the sea� on the sea surface 
on us 
the position above 
the posi tion above the house 
above the house 
above you 
north 
position north of us 
north of us 
self ( not used alone) 
by him ( expressing agent of some action) 
by me 
by Tioon 
the position ahead; the position in front 
the posi tion in front of it 
the position in front of the store 
in front of the store 
Note that the compounds o f  rou are written as one word , while in the other 
cases the i is written in front as a separate word . This is now the pre sent 
writing convention , and the reason is that while rou can never stand by itse l f  
the others can � In written text before the late 19 70s , however , this rule was 
often not observed . 
The use of such compound constructions provides the fol lowing l i st of phrases 
that are used as prepositions : 
aon 
aan  
b uk i n  
e ta n  
meaang i n  
ma i n i kun  
ma i a k i n  
maeaon 
mw i i n  
m ' aa i n  
ma renan 
b u a kon 
n u ukan 
nanon 
t i nan i kun 
ra r i k i n  
tok i n  
roun 
on; per; more than� over 
under� be low; less than 
for� on behalf of; because of; behind 
above� over 
north of 
east of 
south of 
west of 
behind; after 
in front of� ahead of; before 
between 
among 
in the middle of 
in� inside of 
outside of; beyond 
beside� at the side of 
at the end of 
by (expressing agent of some action) 
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I t  was noted that when the obj ect of the preposition is expressed by a pronoun , 
the possessive suffixes are used . When the obj ect is explicit , then the 
possessive indicator n i s  used . Use of the possessive suffixes is independent 
of whether the object ( i f  plural) i s  animate or inanimate , in contrast to verb 
obj ects and obj ects of the root n a ko discussed above . Examples : 
aon te ta i bo ra 
aona 
ao i a  
teuana te taa raa aon tema nna 
i aon te m ' a i t i  a n ne 
i a a n  te ta i bora 
i aa ra 
ka r a ko i aan  n i ma ua 
b uk i n  I ta i a  
b uk i m i i 
b u k i n  te ka r a u  
b u k i n  te ka i b u ke 
m ' aa i n  te t i tooa 
m ' aa i n  rokona 
m ' aa i u  
ma renan te ka i rna te a u t i 
ma ren a ra rna te n i  i 
4 . 7 Adjecti ves 
on the tab le 
on i t  
on them 
one do l lar per person 
in addition to that quanti ty 
under the tab le 
under us 
less than five 
for Itaia 
for you 
because of the rain 
behind the ship; for the ship; 
because of the ship 
in front of the store 
before his arriva l  
i n  front o f  me 
between the tree and the house 
between us and the coconut tree 
Adj ectives might have been appropriately discussed in the section on verbs , 
because in Kiribatese adj ectives are structurally and functionally simi lar to 
intransitive verbs . In fact , Cowell ( 1951)  calls them ' verbal adj ectives ' .  
However , adj ectives have a characteristic which distinguishes them from verbs . 
Kiribatese adj ectives can be modified by certain expressions , such as rang i n  
very that are not generally used with intransitive verbs . This will be the 
criterion used here as the distinguishing characteristic . Adj ectives have 
another typical characteristic , name ly ,  most of them seem to contain a redupli­
cated element . The reduplicated e lement may be a morpheme or a syllable , or 
perhaps a combination of morphemes or syllables . The following l i st contains 
adj ectives which always have a reduplicated element . The reduplicated element 
indicated is deduced on the assumption that no additional e lement has been 
inserted between the reduplicated elements : 
adj ective meaning reduplicated e lement 
ma i na i na white i na 
k i mototo short to 
a n a a n a u  long ana 
ab ' aa b ' a k i  big a b ' a  
. m i m i tong g lorious m i  
ma r i r i  co ld r i 
i ng a i nga enthusiastic i nga 
u a r e re k e  sma l l  re 
k i m ' aa re i re i  joyful re i 
ka ka n n a to important ka 
ma r u r u n g  healthy r u  
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adj ective meaning reduplicated element 
kangkang de licious kang 
tokonoonoo rambunctious noo 
buaakaka bad ka 
takanana  s limy na 
There are also some adj ectives in which the reduplication occurs with the 
insertion of extraneous elements , or is inexact ,  such as in the following list : 
b u u b u ra 
r i e t a a t a  
uang i i ng i  
rao i ro i 
beebete 
big 
ta U 
tiny 
good 
light (in weight) 
Adj ectives which have no trace of a reduplicated e lement are rare ; the follow­
ing are examples : 
m ' a i to ro 
ka unga  
ba t i  
ka rako 
tamaa roa 
t i k i rao i 
t i k i b u a ka 
co ld 
exciting 
many 
few 
fine, good 
beautiful 
ugly 
There is also a group of adj ectives which have two forms , one of which has a 
reduplicated or almost reduplicated element and a slightly different meaning 
from the other . The semantic e ffect of the reduplication here is an intensi-
fication of degree : 
kab uee kabuebue hot 
m ' a i to ro m ' a i torotoro cold 
mma ten mma ten ten thick 
m ' a awa m ' awaawa loose 
maawa mawaawa b lue 
ma toa ma toa toa hard, firm 
ma r a u  ma r a u r a u  soft 
ma kana ma kanakana soft 
b i naa i ne b i nab i naa i ne effeminate 
wa rebwe wa rebwe rebwe wide 
There are also adj ectives with reduplication and imperfect reduplicaton for 
which the two forms have widely different meanings : 
ma r a n  
ma ran ran  
rawa t a  
rawaawa t a  
smooth, s lick 
slippery 
numerous 
heavy 
It i s  difficult to reconcile the above examples within a comprehensive scheme . 
Perhaps reduplication of a morpheme was first used to intensify the meaning , 
whereupon subsequent modification sometimes obscured its origin with the 
original unreduplicated form being los t .  In other cases , perhaps only the 
form with the reduplicated element remained popular . More will be said on the 
general matter of reduplication in section 4 . 11 .  
4 . 7 . 1  B i mo rphous  a dj ecti ve s  
A very small number of adj ectives are bimorphous , i n  that they have distinct 
singular and plural forms , similar to bimorphous nouns ( see section 4 . 4 . 1 ) . 
Examples :  
a b ' aab ' a k i  big ( singular) 
ab ' ab ' a k i  big (plural) 
r i e ta a t a  taU ( singular) 
r i r i eta  taU (plural ) 
anaa n a u  long ( singular) 
ananau  long (plural ) 
rao i ro i  good ( singular) 
ra rao i good (plural ) 
buaakaka bad ( singular) 
bubuaka bad (plural ) 
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Here the tendency seems to be to construct the plural form by shortening a 
long vowel of the singular form , opposite to the way the plurals of nouns are 
formed . Use of the plural forms of adj ectives presents no unexpected patterns . 
Consider the following examples : 
te kao ae e ab ' aab ' a k i  
kaao a i ka i ab ' ab ' a k i  
ta i an i  kao a i ka a ab ' ab ' a k i  
te t ama ae e rao i ro i  
taama a i ka a ra rao i 
t a i an tama a i ka a ra rao i 
4 . 7 . 2  Compa ri son o f  a dj ect i ves 
a big ox 
big oxen 
big oxen 
a good father 
good fathers 
good fathers 
comparison is effected by adding the word r i k i  more; additional after the 
adj ective : 
rao i ro i  
r ao i ro i r i k i 
r i etaa ta 
r i e ta a t a  r i k i  
r i r i e t a  
r i r i e t a  r i k i 
good 
be tter 
high 
higher 
high (plural) 
higher (plural) 
comparative sentences are constructed with the use of  n a kon than : 
E rao i ro i  r i k i te  kaa ae i nakon a re i . 
This car is better than that one . 
E r i e ta a t a  r i k i  te n i  i n akon te ka i na ,  
The coconut tree is tal ler than the pandanus tree . 
A r i r i e t a  r i k i  n i  i n a ko i a  aoma ta .  
Coconut trees are tal ler than people . 
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A commonly used type of compari son is  achieved by using the adj e ctive s  as 
nouns and using possessive pronouns or the possessive suffixes . To express 
equality words such as t i  i te boo the same or boo t a u  ma to be equaZ to can 
be used : 
T i  i te boo rao i ro i n  am mm ' a ku r i  ma ana mm ' a ku r i  teuaa re i . 
Your work is just as good as his . 
The literal meaning i s  something like The goodness of your work is the same 
as that of his work. 
E a k i boo t a u  am aako i ta r i m .  
You are not as kind as your brother. 
Here the literal meaning is something like Your kindness is not equaZ to that 
of your brother.  
To express inequality words l ike ko rakora r i k i  stronger , etc . , can be used : 
E ko rakora r i k i  u r a u ran ta i an tom ' aa to nakon ta i a n oo r a n t i .  
Tomatoes are redder than oranges . 
The literal meaning would be something like The redness of tomatoes is s tronger 
that that of oranges . 
4 . 7 . 2 . 1  Superl a t i ves 
The superlative form is constructed by adding moan te before the adj ective : 
rao i ro i  
moan te rao i ro i  
ab ' aab ' a k i  
moan te ab ' aab ' a k i  
good 
best 
big 
biggest 
Sometimes these forms are used colloquially to indicate very instead of the 
actual superlative . 
4 . 7 . 3 Adject i ve c l a uses  
S imple adj ectives are always used a s  though they were clauses , i n  that a 
relative pronoun is always present in even the simplest cases of adj ectives 
modi fying nouns . Example s : 
t i nebu  heavy 
te b ' aab ' aa ae e t i nebu  a heavy coconut- leaf purse 
ro roo black 
a t i  i b u a ke a ro roo bZack stones; those b lack stones 
Various types of adj ective clauses are formed simply by substituting a sentence 
type structure for the adj e ctive . The following are examples in which the noun 
modified is the sub j ect of the clause : 
a re e a t i b ' a  roko ma i Ta rawa 
who just arrived from Tarawa 
ae i a i  waana  ae e u ra u ra 
who has a red canoe 
a i ka a roo roko n i  ka toa nam ' a ka i na 
which come every month 
a kana a a taa te r i a i  
who are courteous ( lit . who know what is correct) 
a re e koowan a  ngkoa 
who used to be the governor 
naake i a i  a i a  boot i 
those who have boats 
a kana  akea a i a  m ' ane 
who do no t have money 
ae akea ana  kan r i n  
who does no t have the admission price 
ne i e re i a i  ana b ' akae re t i  ae e mawaawa 
that woman who has a b lue dress 
a re i a i  tan i ngana a ke a ua re reke 
who has sma l l  ears 
Where the noun modified is the sub j ect o f  a clause indicating location , the 
relative pronoun and verb are often omitted : 
te  a u t i a re e mena n te kaawa 
te a u t i a re n te kaawa 
te a u t i n te kaawa 
the house which is in the town 
the house in the town 
the house in the town 
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This last abbreviated construction can b e  ambiguous , a s  the n could have either 
a locative or a genitive function . 
te a t i  i b u  ane e mena i n anon i ba i m  
the stone which is in your hand 
te a t i i b u ane i n anon i ba i m  
the stone in your hand 
te  a t i i b u  i nanon i ba i m  
the stone in your hand 
te ka ranga a re e men a  i t i na n i kun  te ma unga 
the river which is beyond the mountain 
te ka ranga a re i .  t i nan  i kun te ma unga 
the river beyond ·the mountain 
te ka ranga i t i na n i kun te ma unga 
the river beyond the mountain 
The following are examples in which the noun modified is the obj ect of the 
c lause : 
a re ko noo r i a  n g koananoa 
a i ka a nang  t i r i n g i i a  aoma t a  
a ke N na  noo r i  i ke ke i 
a ke N na noo r i  i a  i ke ke i 
a ne kam a t i b ' a  kawa r i a  
that you saw yes terday 
that the people are about to ki l l  
that I wi l l  see there 
whom I wil l  see there 
whom you jus t me t 
Note that in all of these cases the verb form corresponding to the ' obj ect not 
expressed ' form is used , contrary to what might be expected . The noun can also 
be the subj ect of a passive in the clause : 
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a i ka a t i r i ngak i i rou i a  t a u t i a  
who were kil led by soldiers 
a re e o reak i i roun te t i a  re i re i 
who was hit by the teacher 
ane e kab ' akaak i 
which was dropped 
a ke a na kab ' akaak i 
which wi l l  be dropped 
If the noun modified is  the object of a preposition the word i a i  meaning some­
thing like there to , hereto , or ma l a l  meaning therefrom , thereto can sometimes 
be used , i f  the noun phrase is inanimate . If it is animate an i rou- form or an 
independent pronoun follows the preposition . If a presosition is used instead 
of i a i  or ma i a i  it must contain the object-not-expressed suffix ( see section 
4 . 6) , contrary to what might be expected . Examples :  
a re t i  n a ko i a i  
to which we went 
a re t i  n a ko i na 
to whom we went 
( te b ' angab ' anga ) a re e t i i nako ma i a i  te ran 
(a ho le ) from which water was pouring 
( The word ma i a i  is a contraction of ma i i a i ) . 
teuaa re ko n a  r i moanna 
the man whom you wi l l  go in front of 
a re ko teka teka i aona 
that you sat on 
a ke a men a  i b uako i a  
whom they are among 
a i ka a reke i b uk i i a  te m 1 ane  
for whom the money was obtained 
teuaa re a kama tea k i  k i r i i a kanne i rouna 
the man by whom those dogs were ki l led 
The word i a i  is used in various adj ective clauses with the meaning concerning 
which , about which or because of which , which in English would be rendered 
with the noun modified being the obj ect of such a preposition . Examples : 
ae kam un i a i  
a re e n a ko Ta rawa i a i  
teraa  ae ko nga re i a i ? 
akana t i  na keke i a k i  i a i  
a re a tabetabe i a i  
which you are angry over (about) 
concerning which he went to Tarawa 
what did you laugh about ? 
which we sha l l  be concerned with 
which they were working with 
This simple and concise construction is very productive and is very commonly 
used . 
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4 . 8  Verbs 
4 . 8 . 1 I n tran s i t i ve verbs 
These have similar structure and function to adj ectives . Some common intransi­
tive verbs are listed below : 
n a ko to go 
nakona ko to walk 
teka teka to sit (doum ) 
te i to stand 
kawa kawa to cro:wl 
nga re to laugh 
tang  to cry 
ma t u u  to s leep 
am ' a rake to eat 
tebo tebo to bathe 
mm ' a k u r  i to work 
takaaka ro to play; to dance 
tae tae to ta lk 
t i mt i m  to drip 
r i n  to enter 
As can be seen from the above examples , intransitive verbs can have any ending 
that is phonetically possible . Their form does not change , by taking suffixes 
or otherwise . 
4 . 8. 1 . 1 I n tran s i t i ve verbs w i th i mpl i ed obj ects 
These words convey the idea of action upon a generic obj e c t ,  but function 
grammatically as intransitive verbs . They all consist of two elements . The 
first element specifies the action , and the second element specifies the obj ect . 
It seems j usti fiable to write such compounds as one word because they are 
invariable . Consider the following examples : 
o rea ( v . t . ) 
ben 
o roben 
k i n i ka ( v . t . )  
uee 
k i n i ka uee 
ko rea ( v .  t . )  
ka rewe 
ko roka rewe 
ka i 
ko roka i 
bok i 
ko robo k i  
rawea (v . t . )  
t aamne i 
rawe taamne i 
to hit 
mature coconut 
to split open coconuts 
to pinch 
flower 
to gather flowers 
to cut 
toddy 
to cut toddy 
wood 
to cut wood 
book 
to write 
to catch 
picture 
to take pictures 
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u rak i na ( v . t . )  
tano 
u ra k i tano 
a i a  
u ra k i a i a  
a t ama 
u rak i a tama 
ran 
u ra k i  ran  
kabooa ( v . t . ) 
b i r i m ' aaka 
kaboob i r i m ' aa ka 
rabakau 
kaboo rabakau  
r i koa ( v .  t . ) 
maange 
r i komaange 
to carry 
sand� soi l 
to carry sand 
firewood 
to carry firewood 
grave l 
to carry grave l 
water 
to carry water 
to bring together 
fast 
to have a race 
ski l led; talented 
to have a contest 
to gather 
trash 
to gather up trash 
Some words s eem to have the same structure and function , but the meaning of 
one of the e lements is not clear , or perhaps has been lost . Examples : 
i t  i 
ran  
i t i ra n  
newe 
aba 
neweaba 
(meaning not clear) 
water 
to take water (from a we l l� etc ) . 
tongue ; ( another meaning? ) 
land 
to sightsee� go sightseeing 
4 . 8 . 1 . 2  I n tran s i t i ve s  u s ed a s  tran s i t i ve s  
Some intransitive verbs , such a s  those i n  the following list . 
am i a rake 
moo i 
ma taku  
t a kaaka ro 
ongo 
to eat 
to drink 
to watch 
to p lay 
to hear 
can be used in a transitive sense , with their (pseudo) obj ect following after 
an interposed n .  These constructions are far different from the usual transi­
tive constructions ( see section 4 . 8 . 6 ) . Examples : 
Ko am ' a rake n te ben ? 
Did you eat coconut? 
A na moo i n te ka rewe . 
They are going to drink toddy . 
T i  na ma taku  n te taamne i .  
We 're going to watch the movie. 
I a t akaaka ro n te b u t i boo ro . 
I 'm p laying footbal l .  
A t ua i  n ongo te rongorongo anne . 
They haven 't heard that news yet. 
Note that ongo seems to be irregular in that it does not take n .  
4 . 8 . 2  Ten ses  and  a s pects 
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Tense of a verb is indicated b y  particles or b y  context , and not b y  inflected 
forms . Tense formation is the same for transitives and intransitives , and so 
the latter will be used here to illustrate the various methods of tense forma­
tion . Transitive verbs fol low the same pattern of tense formation . 
4 . 8 . 2 . 1  S i mpl e pa s t  and  present 
The same form is used for both the present and the pas t ,  which consists of j ust 
the root form of the verb without any particle s : 
I tae tae 
ko nako 
t i  nga re 
a ma t u u  
I talked 
you went 
we laughed 
they s lept 
The above were all translated into the past tense . The same structure i s  used 
for the simple present tense also , but context almost always distinguishes the 
two cases where such a distinction is importan t .  If contrary evidence is lack­
ing , one will usually be safe in interpreting thi s  construction as past tense . 
Sometimes thi s  same structure i s  used colloquially for the present progressive , 
but not in formal speech or writing . 
4 . 8 . 2 . 2  Present and  past  progres s i ve 
Thi s  indicates an action currently in progress or in progress at some past time . 
The tense i s  formed by inserting the particle a before the verb : 
I a taetae 
ko a nako 
t i  a nga re 
a a ma t uu 
I am talking 
you are going 
we are laughing 
they are s leeping 
For emphasi s ,  tabe n or kume n are substituted for a :  
I tabe n taetae 
ko tabe n nako 
t i  kume n i  nga re 
a kume n i  ma t u u  
I am talking 
you are going 
we are laughing 
they are s leeping 
The above examples were all translated into the present progressive , but they 
could represent progressive action in the past . context will usually allow one 
to distinguish in case s  where distinction i s  important .  I f  contrary evidence 
is lacking one will usually be safe in interpreting this construction as 
present progressive . 
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4 . 8 . 2 . 3  Future ten s e  
The future tense i s  formed b y  putting the particle na before the verb , as in 
the following examples : 
t i  na ma t u u  
e na  tae tae 
we wi l l  s leep� we are going to s leep 
he wi l l  speak� he is going to speak 
4 . 8 . 2 . 4  Perfect ten ses  
The expression a t i a  n preceding a verb indicates action completed . In the 
absence of contrary indications from context this construction corresponds to 
present perfect :  
I a t i a n tae tae 
I have spoken 
kam a t i a  n tebo tebo 
you have bathed 
But it can also indicate past perfect where context requires : 
T i  a t i a  n am ' a rake ngke e roko . 
We had a lready eaten when he came . 
I a t i a  n roko ngke ko tae tae . 
I had already arrived when you spoke . 
Future perfect is indicated in a similar way , by the expression n a  t i a  n 
preceding the verb : 
Ngka na kam roko ao t i  na t i a  n nako .  
When you come we sha l l  already have left. 
E na t i a  n i  mate ngkana e roko te taok i ta .  
He wi l l  have died by the time the doctor arrives . 
4 . 8 . 2 . 5  Aspects 
Besides the tense markers described in foregoing sections , verbs have a simple 
and a continuous aspect . The continuous aspect is usually formed by redupli­
cating part of the simple aspect form ( see section 4 . 11 . 1 ) . The simple aspect 
is used for an action performed or to be performed once , and the continuous 
aspect is used for actions which are �repeatedly , continuousl y ,  habitually or 
intermittently carried out . Syntactically the two aspects are the same , and 
can be used alternatively in any tense situation . 
The following examples illustrate the contexts in which each of these aspects 
is used : 
simple aspect 
E nako Abemaama . 
He went to Abemaama. 
E na kana te ra i t i .  
He wi l l  eat rice (once) .  
E a t i a  n n a ko . 
He has left .  
E tang i ra te m ' ane .  
He wants money . 
continuous aspect 
E naanako Abemaama . 
He (habitual ly or repeatedly ) goes to Abemaama . 
E a t i a  n i  kaakana te ra i t i . 
He used to (habitua l ly )  eat rice . 
E taa tang i ra te m 1 ane . 
He likes money . 
E taatang i ra te i ka n g ke e mamaeka i K i r i ba t i . 
He liked fish when he lived in Kiribati . 
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When used negatively , the continuous aspect sometimes conveys the idea that 
something is not being done over a somewhat long interval of time , whereas the 
simple aspect refers to a particular event which does not happen : 
simple aspect 
E a k i  roko . 
He didn 't come (at that particular time) . 
T i  a k i wene . 
We didn ' t  lie down (at that particular time ) . 
continuous aspect 
E ak i roo roko . 
He hasn ' t  come (as if expected at any time) . 
T i  a k i  weewene n te r u u  ae i .  
We don ' t  (habitua l ly )  lie down in this room. 
4 . 8 . 2 . 6  S ummary of ten s e  and a s pect  use  
The following examples illustrate the various combinations of tense and aspect 
commonly used : 
simple past present 
E n a ko Ta rawa . 
He went to Tarawa . 
E ka na te i ka .  
He ate fish. 
simple future 
E na nako Ta rawa . 
He ' l l  go to Tarawa. 
E na kana te i ka .  
He ' ll eat fish. 
simple perfect 
E a t i a  n nako Ta rawa 
He has gone to Tarawa . 
E a t i a  n i  ka na te i ka .  
He has eaten the fish. 
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simple future perfect 
E na t i a  n n a ko Ta rawa n g kana t i  roko . 
He ' l l have gone to Tarawa by the time we come . 
E na t i a  n i  kana te i ka ngkana e reke te ben . 
He ' ll have eaten the fish by the time the coconut is ready . 
simple progressive 
E a n a ko Ta rawa n g ka i .  
He ' s  now on his way to Tarawa. 
E a ka na te i ka .  
He 's eating the fish.  
continuous past present 
E naanako Ta rawa n i  ka toa r i r i k i . 
He goes to Tarawa every year. 
E kaa kana te i ka .  
He eats fish. 
continuous future 
E na naanako Ta rawa n g kana e tok i aorak i na .  
He ' l l  start going to Tarawa when he 's recovered. 
E n a  kaakana te i ka n g kana e reke rabakauna n akawa . 
He ' l l  eat fish when he gets good at fishing. 
continuous perfect 
I , 
E a t i a  n naanako Ta rawa . 
He has (repeatedly) gone to Tarawa (but now doesn ' t  go any more ) . 
E a t i a  n i  kaa kana te i ka .  
He has (repeatedly ) eaten fish (but now he doesn ' t  eat fish any more ) . 
continuous future perfect 
E na t i a  n naanako Ta rawa ng kana a bane  n nako ma i a i  ana ko ra k i . 
He ' l l  be finished going to Tarawa when his family has a l l  left. 
E na tok i n i  kaakana te i ka ngkana e kabooa k i  nako waana . 
He ' l l  be finished eating fish when his canoe is so ld. 
(Note that in the two above categories of continuous perfect the emphasis in on 
stopping the action , and tok i is sometimes more appropriate than t i a . )  
continuous progressive 
E a naanako Ta rawa . 
He is presently going (repeatedly ) to Tarawa . 
E a kaakana te i ka .  
He presently eats fish. 
Kiribatese verbs are not usually thought of as having such tenses .  The fore­
going outline may thus seem a little contrived , and is included mainly for the 
convenience of those wishing to find equivalents of the tenses in English . 
4 . 8 . 3 The i mpera t i ve 
The imperative mood is usually indicated by j ust the root form of the verb : 
ma t u u ! 
t ae tae ! 
s leep ! 
talk! 
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The imperative form for transitive verbs includes the appropriate obj ect suffix : 
kanna ! 
o ro i a !  
t uang i i ra !  
kabooa te i ka !  
eat i t !  
hit him! 
te U us ! 
buy fish! 
( see section 4 . 8 . 6 . )  The remainder of this section is  limited to a discussion 
of intransitive verbs as the transitives present no complications in the 
formation of the imperative . 
There is a small group of intransitive verbs which have distinct imperative 
forms , which will be called bimorphous verbs here . Apparently no transitive 
verbs have thi s  feature . The imperative forms of these verbs are usually 
derived from the root form by lengthening a vowel :  
n a ko to go 
naako ! go ! 
te i to stand 
tee i ! stand! 
r uo to descend, go doum, come doum 
r uuo ! come doum ! 
wene to lie down 
weene ! lie doum ! 
b i r i to run 
b i i r i ! run ! 
An imperative mood for first person plural is formed in exactly the same way as 
simple future sentences . Thus , these forms are always ambiguous unless context 
or circumstance c larifies the meaning : 
T i  na  n a ko .  We 're going to go . 
T i  na  n a ko ! Le t 's go ! 
T i  na  taetae . We 're going to talk.  
T i  na  tae tae ! Let 's tal k !  etc . 
Note that the non-imperative form of bimorphous verbs is used . 
There is also a sort of colloquial imperative formed in same way as the ordinary 
future indicative using the second person : 
Ko n a  wene . You 're going to lie doum . 
Ko na wene ! Lie doum ! 
Kam na kukure i . You 're going to be happy . 
Kam na kukure i ! Be happy ! 
again using the non-imperative forms o f  bimorphous verbs . 
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The negative imperative is  formed by the particle ta i before the verb : 
Ta i teka teka ! 
Ta i nga re ! 
Ta i tae tae ! 
Don 't sit doum ! 
Don 't laugh! 
Don 't  talk! 
When t a i is used with a bimorphous verb , the root form i s  used : 
Naako ! 
Ta i n a ko ! 
Weene ! 
Ta i wene ! 
Go ! 
Don 't go ! 
Lie doum ! 
Don ' t  lie doum !  
The negative imperative can also b e  formed by the same construction a s  used 
in the negative future tense - by inserting na ak i in al l persons (with the 
pos sible exception of first person singular) : 
Ko n a  a k  i nako ! 
Kam n a  a k i  ma t u u ! 
T i  na a k i  un ! 
Don 't go ! 
Don 't  s leep ! 
Le t 's not be angry ! 
E na ak i takaaka ro ! 
A n a  a k i  tang ! 
He shouldn ' t  play ! (Would that he not play ! )  
They shouldn ' t  cry ! (Would that they not cry ! )  
Let 's not buy i t !  T i  n a  a k i  ka booa ! 
Again , these sentences are ambiguous in that they can also be interpreted as 
indicative mood. The words ak i and ak i i  can be used interchangeably . In any 
case where one of these words is used , the other can be substituted. From here 
on only the simpler ak i will be used in the examples .  
A sort of imperative mood is  constructed using the words ke or b i a  and used in 
a somewhat different context . The word ke is used j ust be fore the subj ect 
pronoun , while b i a  is used j ust following it . The ke constructions are used 
in the third person only and not with the auxiliaries t i a  and na , and it takes 
the imperative form of bimorphous verbs : 
Ke e naako ! 
Ke a am ' a ra ke ! 
Let him go ! (It 's alright if he goes . )  
Le t them eat ! (It 's alright if they eat. ) 
The b i a  expressions can be used with t i a  but not with na . It seems character­
istic of Kiribatese to limit the productiveness of many constructions such as 
thi s .  The b i a  forms often give the idea o f  hoping : 
E b i a  nako ! 
E b i a  t i a  n n a ko ! 
I b i a  tokan i ka i ! 
Kam b i a  roko ! 
A b i a  t i a  n roko rao i ! 
A b i a  t i a  n reke ba i keke i ! 
I hope he goes ! (Would that he go . )  
I hope he has gone ! 
I hope I win ! 
I hope you come ! 
I hope they have arrived safe ly !  
I hope those things have been obtained! 
Note that the non-imperative form of bimorphous verbs is used with b i a .  
4 . 8 . 4  Negat i on 
For the simple past and present tenses negation i s  achieved by placing a k i  
(or ak i i )  not ,  before the verb : 
I a k i taetae . 
Ko a k i  n a ko .  
I didn ' t  talk.  
You didn ' t  go . 
T i  ak i nga re . 
A ak i ma t u u .  
We didn 't laugh . 
They didn ' t  s leep . 
with the same forms serving for present tense if context require s . In the 
progressive tenses the ak i follows the a :  
I a a k i  t aetae . 
Ko a ak i nako .  
T i  a a k i  nga re . 
A a ak i ma t u u .  
I 'm not talking. 
You 're no t going. 
We 're no t laughing. 
They 're not s leeping. 
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with the same forms serving for the past progressive tense i f  context requires . 
When the forms with tabe or kume are negated the a k i precedes them : 
I a k i  tabe n taetae . 
Ko a k i  tabe n nako . 
T i  ak i kume n i  nga re . 
A a k i  kume n i  ma t u u . 
I 'm not talking. 
You 're no t going. 
We 're not laughing. 
They 're not s leeping. 
As before the same forms serve the past progressive tense provided context 
requires . In the future tense the a k i  follows the na : 
T i  na a k i ma t u u .  
E n a  a k i tae tae . 
We 're no t going to s leep. 
He 's not going to talk.  
The possible interpretation of these utterances with an imperative meaning has 
been di scussed in section 4 . 8 . 3 .  
In the perfect tenses the negation of a t i a  n is t ua i n ,  or the more emphatic 
t ua i men : 
I t ua i  n taetae . 
I t ua i men tae tae . 
Kam t ua i  n tebotebo . 
Kam t ua i  men tebotebo . 
I haven ' t  talked yet.  
I haven ' t  talked yet.  
You haven 't bathed yet. 
You haven ' t  bathed yet. 
Double negatives are understood , but rarely used : 
Ko konaa n roko . You can come . 
Ko a k i  konaa n roko . You can ' t  come . 
Ko konaa n a k i  roko . You can stay away . ( Lit . 
from coming . ) 
Ko a k i  konaa n ak i roko . You must come . ( Lit . You 
from coming.  ) 
You can desist 
canno t desist 
The meanings of some negative utterances are unpredictable by logic , and this 
may rai se the question of whether it is more fruitful to describe how Kiribatese 
is  actually used or how Kiribatese shoul d be used . (Of course , we are here 
attempting the former . )  The word r i a i  mus t ,  should is not considered to be 
negated by ak i according to most Kiribatese speakers .  Consider the following 
examples : 
Ko r i a  i n n a ko . 
Ko r i a i  n a k i  n a ko . 
Ko a k i  r i a i  n n a ko . 
You should go . 
You shouldn ' t  go . 
You shouldn ' t  go . 
The phenomenon may be similar to the distinction between English ' can ' t '  and 
' shouldn ' t ' . The ' not ' in ' should not ' negates not ' should ' but the following 
word , while the ' not ' in ' cannot ' negates the ' can ' . Thus , ' you can ' t  go ' is  
the negative of ' you can go ' ,  but ' you shouldn ' t  go ' is  not the negative of 
' you should go ' .  The negative of ' you should go ' is  actually something like 
' you don ' t  have to go ' .  The negative of Ko r i a i  n n a ko can be similar circum­
locution , such as Ko aor i ko n a k i  n a ko ( literally It 's alright if you don ' t  go .) . 
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4 . 8 . 5  I n terroga t i ve verbs 
A very small number of verbs , including both transitives and intransitives , 
are interrogative . All verbs can be used in interrogative sentences provided 
intonation or an interrogative word indicates a question , but the interrogative 
verbs being discussed here can never be used except to ask questions and to 
construct certain utterances ( see below) . The following are apparently the 
only such interrogative verbs : 
i raana ( v . t . ) 
ngaa (v . i . )  
r i kea (v . i . )  
ka ngaa ( v .  i . )  
u a ra (v . i . )  
a e ra ( v . i . )  
na kea (v . i . )  
to do what to it; to do what with i t  
to b e  where 
to pass through where 
to be like what; to say what; how 
to be how 
to do what 
to go where 
I t  i s  noted that three of the above seem to be constructed with the inter­
rogative particle r a ,  while two of the above contain the particle ke and two 
contain ngaa , suggesting that these latter two particles may once have had an 
interrogative function . Examples of usage : 
E n g a a ?  
Where is i t ?  
Ko na r i kea ? 
Which route wi l l  you take ? 
T i  na i raanna?  
What are we going to do with i t ?  
E na i raana i ?  
What is he going to do to me ? 
Ko ka ngaa?  
What did you say ? 
T i  na ka ngaa?  
What sha l l  we say ?; What sha l l  we do ?  
A kangaa waa a ke ke i ?  
What are those canoes like ? 
Ko ua ra?  
How are you? 
A ua ra kaamta a i ka i ?  
How are these carpenters ? (referring to health or in general) 
Kam ae ra?  
What are you doing? 
A ae ra naakeke i ?  
What are those people doing? 
E n a ke a ?  
Where did he go ? 
T i  n a  nakea ? 
Where sha l l  we go ? 
The verb ngaa is seldom used with persons other than the third : 
A ngaa boo k i  akanne? 
Where are the books ? 
T i  me na i i a ?  
Where are we ? 
Kam mena i i a ?  
Where are you? 
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The use of kangaa , as the above examples sugge s t ,  is  very idiomatic , and the 
correct interpretation of phrases using it is di fficult to reduce to a simple 
set of rules . 
These interrogative verbs are also used to form utterances such as the fol low­
ing : 
I a k i a ta i a  b ' a e na aera . 
I don ' t  know what he 's going to do .  
T i  tua i n t uanga k i  b ' a  t i  r i a i  n r i kea . 
We haven ' t  yet been to ld which way we should go . 
Ko a k i  u r i ngnga b ' a e kangaa . 
You don ' t  remember what he said. 
A a k i  tuang i i ra b ' a e ngaa . 
They didn ' t  te l l  us where it is . 
Kam t ua i  n i  kaot i a  b ' a  t i  n a  i ra a n na . 
You haven ' t  indicated what we should do with i t .  
T i  a m ' a n i nga b ' a ko  ua ra . 
We 've forgotten how you are . 
A t i t i ra k i n i i ra b ' a e n a kea . 
They asked us where he went. 
or , as in the following : 
Tuanga i b ' a e ngaa ! 
Te l l  me where it i s !  
Kaot i a  b ' a  a r i kea ! 
Indicate which way they went! 
T i t i ra k i nna  b ' a e na i raanna ! 
Ask him what he is going to do with i t !  
Tuanga i b ' a N na  ka ngaa ! 
Te l l  me what to say ! 
I a ta i a  b ' a  e ngaa . 
I know where it i s .  
A tuang i i ra b ' a e r uj ea . 
They to ld us which way he went. 
Kam a t a i a  b ' a  t i  na  i ra a n na . 
You know what we 're going to do wi th i t .  
I u r i ngnga b ' a  e ka ngaa . 
I remember what he said. 
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In all the above examples ,  note the somewhat unexpected use of the word b 'a 
that ( conj unction) , and use of the obj ect-not-indicated forms of verbs meaning 
to know , to remember , to tel l ,  to ask , etc . These phenomena have been dis­
cussed in section 4 . 4 . 6 .  
4 . 8 . 6  Tran s i t i ve verbs 
The formation of tenses , negation , formation of imperatives ,  etc . , is  exactly the 
same as for intransitive verbs as discussed in foregoing sections .  Transitives 
exhibit the only true inflection in Kiribatese , and the various transitive 
suffixes depend on the verb ' s  obj ect , rather than sub j ec t ,  in contrast to many 
European languages . The various inflected froms are summarised in the table 
of transitive verb conj ugations of Appendix Al . The transitives are devided 
into e leven groups depending on the way their infle cted forms are constructed . 
Most transitive verbs can be classed as belonging to one of these e leven groups 
or conj ugations .  
Some o f  the groups differ from one another only in one form , or only in a 
slight way such as lengthening of a vowel .  The classification scheme of 
Table I i s  to aid one in finding the proper form of transitive verbs , and i s  
not i n  any way intended a s  a logical o r  linguistic classi fication . I t  is  
probable that a little study of how the various forms are constructed might 
allow one to present the same information more concisely , in terms of a few 
simple rules or concepts . 
I t  is impossible to claim that every speaker of Kiribatese follows the rules 
of Table I .  It is , however ,  believed that the table reflects the predominant 
current usage . The similar table of Sabatier ( 19 5 2 )  was a considerable help in 
constructing this table , which has been simpli fied and modified in a minor way 
to reflect what we believe is current usage and to reject some very uncommon 
forms . Further study will undoubtedly reveal how this table can be condensed 
or simplified by pointing out certain transformation rules . 
4 . 8 . 6 . 1 The base form 
In Appendix Al the form listed under ' base ' occurs integrally in each of the 
verb ' s  forms , and an attempt has been made to select each base in order to 
minimize the number of groups ( conjunctions)  needed . The base so defined is  
not used by itself , and may have no linguistic signi ficance . In each of the 
forms given the first entry is the suffix that must be added to the base in 
order to obtain the required form . When tripled vowels occur they are always 
reduced to doubled vowel s ,  as there are only two degrees of vowel length . 
4 . 8 . 6 . 2  The i n fi n i t i ve ( th i rd person s i ngu l a r  object expre s s e d )  
The form listed under ' obj ect expressed ' is called the infinitive here for 
convenience . It is the form that would be listed in dictionaries , for example . 
I t  i s  not implied that this form would be translated as an English infinitive 
in all cases . 
Examples : 
kab ' akaa te ka i 
uaa t i a  te kunn i ka i  
noo ra te ka i buke 
to drop a stick 
to wash clothing 
to see a ship etc . 
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(The form uaat i a  can be used interchangeably with uaa t i i a . )  As all of the 
forms ( except possibly the passive) can be used to express the imperative , the 
above examples could have been rendered 
Kab ' a kaa te ka i !  
Uaa t i a  te kunn i ka i ! 
Noo ra te ka i buke ! 
Drop the stick ! 
Wash the c lo thing! 
See the ship! 
as well as in the ordinary indicative mood , provided sub j ect pronouns are used . 
Here , the tense structure i s  observed as with the intransitives previously 
discussed : 
T i  kab ' akaa te ka i . 
Ko uaa t i a  te kunn i ka i . 
A noo ra te ka i b uke . 
We dropped the stick. 
You washed the clothing. 
They saw a ship . 
Or , if context suggests , the above could be rendered into the present tense . 
This obj ect-expressed form requires that an obj ect be stated explicitly. It is  
as though the suffix contains no obj ect pronoun . Thi s  form always ends in a .  
This obj ect-expressed form can be nominalised as an inalienable noun , as can 
the passive form ,  by adding the possessive suffixes or with the possessive 
indicator n to indicate that which happens to someone or something : 
kab I akaan te ka i 
uaa t i an te kunn i ka i  
noo ran te ka i b uke 
kab I a kaau  
kab ' a kaa k i u  
uaa t i a na 
uaat i a k i na 
kama te a ra 
kama tea k i ra 
katangan  te k i taa  
ka tanga k i n  te  k i taa 
dropping of the stick 
washing of the clothing 
seeing of a ship 
the knocking down of me 
the knocking down of me 
the washing of it 
the washing of it 
the ki l ling of us 
the kil ling of us 
the p laying of a gui tar 
the p laying of a guitar 
There is a small number of verbs for which the obj ect-expressed form has a 
s lightly different meaning when used nominally : 
noo ra te a u t i 
noo r a u  
noo rak i u  
t a raa te  aot i 
ta raana 
t a raa n i moa na 
t a raan t aamne i 
to see a house 
a souvenir of me (something to remember me by) 
the seeing of me 
to look at a horse 
its appearance 
the appearance of his face 
the watching of movies; appearance of movies 
(The two meanings of the last example need context or circumstance to resolve . )  
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4 . 8 . 6. 3  The personal obj ect pronoun s uffi xes 
The verb endings shown in columns from ' first person singular ' through ' second 
person plural ' in the table of Appendix Al are used when the obj ect is not 
explicitly expressed . It i s  as though the indicated suffixes contain obj ect 
pronouns . Examples : 
E noo ra i .  
A n a  kab ' aka i ngkam i i .  
Ko r i r i ba i i ra .  
Ka r i n n a ! 
ka r i nn a  
He saw me . 
They wi l l  knock you down. 
You hate us . 
Put it in ! 
to put i t  in 
The same endings also serve to denote the reflexive : 
N na teboka i 
Ta i o ro i ko !  
T i  n a  katamaa roa i ra .  
I 'm going to bathe (myself) . 
Don ' t  hit yourse lf! 
We 're going to adorn ourse lves . 
In the reflexive case the subj ect pronoun agrees with the verb suffix . When 
there is such agreement , there is sometimes ambiguity as to whether or not the 
sub j ect and obj ect both refer to the same person : 
A na t i r i ng i i a  
They 're going to ki l l  them; They 're going to ki l l  themse lves . 
E n a  ko ro i a . 
He 's going to cut it; He 's going to cut himse lf. 
E a t i a  n noo r i a . 
He 's seen i t; He 's seen himse lf. 
The expressions i bon i rouna , i bon i rou i a ,  can make such expressions unambi­
guously reflexive : 
E noor i a  i bon i roun a .  
He saw himself. 
A na t i r i ng i i a  i bon i rou i a .  
They ' l l  ki l l  themse lves . 
4 . 8 . 6 . 4  The  thi rd person p l u ra l  obj ect s uffi xes 
Here the situation is  not as simple as implied by the table in Appendix AI , or 
by the grammars of Bingham ( 1861 )  and Cowell ( 1951) . Although it has been said 
that the third person plural suffixes depend only on whether the obj ect is 
animate or inanimate , the actual situation is less definite . It seems as though 
nouns are really considered divided into three classes , as follows : 
class H - human 
class N - non-human , 
class I - inanimate 
. t } class A - animate an1ma e 
where the c lasses H and N are di sjoint subclasses of A .  In this scheme plants 
are members of class I .  There is also an indication that there may be a 
distinction depending on whether or not the obj ect is explicitly expressed . 
In addition , it is di fficult to get native speakers to agree on either the 
proper or the actual usage . 
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The third person plural suffixes appear to be self established only for class 
H obj ects . For the others there is considerable variation and uncertainty . 
Furthermore , the situation appears to depend on the particular verb under con­
sideration . The same uncertainty appears to involve the possessive suffixes 
as well . 
The following table summarises the various suffixes that may be considered 
acceptable . The possessive noun and preposition suffixes are included with 
examples for completeness : 
,------------------------------------------------------------,
Obj ect noo ra o rea n a ko b uk i n  ma ta 
class H noo r i  i a  o ro i  i a nako i a  b u k i i a  ma ta i a  
expressed n a ko i i a 
class H noo r i  i a  o ro i  i a n a ko i i a b u k i i a  ma ta i a  implicit 
class N noo r o ro i  nakon b uk i n  ma tan 
expressed noo r n a ko i a  buk  i i a ma ta i a  noo r i a nako i i a  
class N noo r o ro i  i a nako i i a b u k i i a ma ta i a  
implicit noo r noo r i a 
class I noo r i  o ro i  nakon b uk i n  ma tan 
expressed noo r i  i b u k i i a 
class I noo r i  o ro i  n a ko i a  bu k i  i a ma ta i a  noo r i  i n a ko i i a  implicit noo r i  i a  
(The interchangeability of noo r i  with noo r i i ,  and in some cases of  n a ko i a  with 
nako i i a  does not appear to be part of this problem , but is related to the 
special nature of the particular roots used in thi s  example . )  The above table 
is tentative . This matter needs to be investigated further .  
4 . 8 . 6. 5  Rul es for trans i t i ve verb s uffi xat i on 
The verb suffix in active sentences depends on the obj ect . When several obj ects 
are involved , the verb suffix depends on the number and person of the first 
obj ect mentioned , as in the following examples : 
A ka booa te b i t i  ma t a i an i  b u un . 
They bought a knife and some spoons . 
E kaboo i ta i an i  b uun ma te b i t i . 
He bought some spoons and a knife . 
T i  noo r i ko ma teuaa re i . 
We saw you and that man . 
T i  noo ra teuaa re i ma n g koe . 
We saw that man and you. 
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Ko t i r i n g i  i a  k i moa ma a roka . 
You ki l led rats and plants. 
Ko t i r i ng i  i a roka ' ma k i moa . 
You ki l led p lants and rats . 
( The form t i r i ng could replace t i r i n g i i in the last example . )  
4 . 8 . 6 . 6  The  pas s i ve 
The passive form i s  used in a direct and simple way , and follows the same tense 
pattern as the active forms : 
T i  noo rak i .  
We were seen; We are seen . 
T i  na noo rak i .  
We ' l l  be seen . 
T i  a noo rak i .  
We 're being seen; We were being seen . 
T i  a t i a  n noo rak i .  
We 've been seen; We were seen. 
T i  na t i a n noo rak i .  
We ' l l  have been seen . 
T i  n a  ak i noo rak i .  
We won ' t  be seen . 
The use of agent expressions will be deferred unti l  section 5 . 4 . 1 .  
4 . 8 . 7  Format i on of tran s i t i ve verbs 
Thi s  section considers the ways in which transitive verbs can be made out of 
other kinds of words . 
4 . 8 . 7 . 1  Tran s i t i v i sa t i on wi th ka-
The prefix ka- , which is perhaps the most productive in the Kiribatese language , 
can convert intransitive verbs into transitives . These will then typically have 
a causative meaning . The suffix a is generally added , as it is the universal 
marker for transitive verbs . Examples : 
n a ko to go ( v . i .  ) 
kanakoa to make go� to send away ( v . t . )  
wene  to Lie down ( v . i .  ) 
kawenea to lay down (v . t . ) 
am ' a rake to eat ( v . i .  ) 
kaam ' a rakea to feed ( v .  t . )  
te i to stand (v . i . )  
ka tea to stand up; to build (v . t . )  
k i ba to 
ka k i baa to 
b u t i to 
kab u t a  to 
r i k i rake to 
kar i k i ra kea to 
fly ( v . i . )  
make flY3 to �aunch ( v . t . ) 
progress; to trave �; to go 
prope �3 to drive (v . t . )  
grow3 to deve �op ( v .  i .  ) 
deve �op (v . t . )  
(v . i .  ) 
Thi s  process is quite universal and can be used to transitivise almost any 
intransitive verb in an analogous way . In thi s  and other cases where it is 
used , the prefix ka- can be translated loosely as make . 
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Adj ectives are converted into transitive verbs in the same way . The resulting 
verb has the meaning of ' to make (something) have the quality of the correspond­
ing adj ective ' .  Examples : 
u ra u ra 
ka u r a u raa 
kukure i 
ka kukure i a  
b u u b u ra 
kab u u b u raa 
anaanau 
kaa naanaua 
un  
kauna 
beebete 
kabeebetea 
i n  
ka i na 
on 
kaona 
nanokaawa k i  
kananokaawaka 
b a t i 
kab a t i aa ,  kaba ta 
ab ' aab ' a k i  
kaab ' aab ' aka 
ut i 
ka uta  
uk i 
ka uka 
tok i 
ka toka 
red ( adj . )  
to make red ( v . t . ) 
happy ( adj . )  
to make happy ( v . t . )  
big ( adj . )  
to en�arge ( v . t . )  
�ong ( adj . )  
to �engthen ( v . t . )  
angry ( adj . )  
to anger ( v .  t . ) 
light in weight ( adj . )  
to �ighten ( v . t . )  
c losed ( adj . )  
to close ( v . t . )  
fuZ Z  ( adj . )  
to fi Z Z  (v . t . )  
sad ( adj . )  
to sadden ( v .  t . )  
many; much; a lot ( adj . )  
to increase; to make a lot of; to ge t a lot of (v . t . )  
big ( adj . )  
to en�arge ( v . t . )  
awake ( adj . )  
to awaken ( v .  t .  ) 
open ( adj . )  
to open (v . t . )  
finished3 ended ( adj . )  
to stop (v . t . )  
Almost any adj ective can be converted into a transitive verb in this way . Note 
the somewhat irregular formation of the last six examples . 
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4 . 8 . 7 . 2  Trans i ti v i sat i on w i th - a k i n a  
This suffix can b e  added t o  an intransitive verb t o  make a transitive verb with 
the meaning of performing the indicated action ' toward ' ,  ' at ' , or ' to '  its 
obj e c t .  Examples :  
nga re ( v . i . )  
nga reak i na (v . t . )  
u i i r i k i r i k i  ( v . i . )  
u i i r i k i r i k i a k i na (v . t . )  
a nene ( v .  i . )  
aneneak i na ( v . t . )  
kaka rabaka u ( v . i . )  
kaka rabaka ua k i na ( v . t . )  
takaa r ua ( v .  i .  ) 
t a ka a r uaaeak i na ( v . t . )  
kaanga i ( v .  i . )  
kaanga i a k i na (v . t . )  
kaanganne ( v .  i . )  
kaanganneak i n a ( v . t . ) 
to laugh 
to laugh at 
to whisper; to gossip 
to whisper about (someone ) ;  
to gossip about (someone ) 
to sing 
to sing 
to talk� chatter� have a discussion 
to discuss 
to shout� scream� ye l l  
to shout (something) 
to do like this 
to do like this to 
to do like that 
to do like that to 
The same suffix converts adj ectives into transitive verbs with the meaning of 
' to have the indicated characteristic toward, at,  or for something ' .  Examples : 
b o t u  ( adj . )  
b o t ua k i na (v . t . )  
ngae ( adj . )  
ngaeak i na ( v . t . )  
r a u u  ( adj . )  
r a u uak i na (v . t . )  
ma taa i ( adj . )  
ma taa i ak i na ( v . t . )  
rao i ( adj . )  
rao i ak i na ( v . t . ) 
bored 
to be bored with 
satiated� satisfied 
to be satiated with 
jealous 
to be jealous of; to be jealous toward 
envious� interested� desirous 
to envy (something) 
peaceful� calm 
to calm down (someone) 
(This last example seems to impart a different meaning than usual . )  
nanouo ua ( adj . )  
nanououaaeak i na ( v . t . ) 
tabe , tabetabe ( adj . )  
t abeak i n a ,  tabetabeak i na ( v . t . ) 
tokabet i ( adj . )  
tokabe t i a k i na ( v . t . )  
n anoanga ( adj . )  
n anoangaaea k i na (v . t . )  
n i b ' a raa ( adj . )  
n i b ' a raaea k i na ( v . t . )  
douhtful 
to douht (something) 
busy 
to be busy with (something) 
proud 
to be proud of 
pitious� sympathetic 
to pity� have sympathy for (someone) 
wakeful� restless 
to miss (someone ) 
It i s  noted that some of the above examples have an extra e ,  inserted probably 
for phonetic reasons . All these - a k i na verbs are conj ugated according to group 
7 o f  the table in Appendix Al . 
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4 . 8 . 7 . 3  Tran s i t i v i sa t i on wi th - ra 
This suffix i s  used with some intransitive verbs indicating motion , or some 
action which results in motion ,  to form transitive verbs indicating collision 
with an obj ect . The resulting transitives are conj ugated according to group 5 
of the table in Appendix Al . 
b I a ka ( v .  i . )  
b ' aka ra ( v . t . )  
E b ' a ka r i a  te n i  i .  
t i mt i m  ( v . i . )  
t i mt i m ra (v . t . ) 
E a t i mt i mr i i ra te ka rau . 
mm ' amm ' a ( v .  i . )  
mm ' amm ' a ra (v . t . )  
toka (v . i . )  
toka ra (v . t . ) 
ok i ( v . i . )  
o k i ra (v . t . )  
k i ba ( v . i . )  
k i b a ra (v . t . ) 
E k i ba r i ko te keeke t i .  
tebe tebe ( v .  i . )  
tebe ra ( v . t . ) 
E tebe ra i te ran . 
to faU 
to faU onto 
A coconut tree fe l l  on i t .  
to drip 
to drip onto 
Rain is dripping on us . 
to crumb le� flake away 
to crumb le onto 
to climb up 
to board 
to return 
to return to 
to fly 
to fly into 
A dragonfly flew into you. 
to splash 
to splash 
The water splashed on me . 
(This last example illustrates that sometimes the reduplicated form may remain 
more popular for the intransitive form , the non-reduplicated form for the 
transitive . )  
beka ( v . i . )  
bekara ( v . t . ) 
E beka ra k i e u te be r u . 
to defecate 
to defecate upon 
A lizard defecated on my mat .  
4 . 8 . 7 . 4  Tran s i t i v i sati o n  wi th -na  
Thi s  suffix converts nouns into transitive verbs with various meanings . 
When the noun denotes a family relationship , the corresponding transitive verb 
means something like ' to treat ( s omeone ) as having that relationship with 
speaker ' .  Examples :  
n a t  i (n . )  
n a t i na ( v . t . )  
T i  kan n a t i n i ko .  
t i na (n . )  
t i nana ( v . t . )  
I a bon t i nana  Mee re . 
son; daughter 
to treat as a son or daughter; to adopt 
We want you as our chi ld; 
We want to adopt you 
mother 
to treat as one 's  mother 
I accept Meere as my mother. 
When the obj ect is not formally of the indicated relationship to the speaker , 
the idea is to sort of adopt the person into that relationship . When the obj ect 
does formally have the indicated relationship , the idea is  to be happy to have 
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him in that relationship . Thus , i f  a man hates hi s brother he might tel l  him 
I a k i kan t a r i n i ko .  
I don ' t  want you as my brother. 
This suffixation scheme can be used with all such nouns indicating family 
relationships : 
b u u  ( n . )  
b u u n a  (v . t . )  
m ' aane ( n . )  
m ' aanena (v . t . )  
e i  r i  k i  (n . )  
e i r i k i na ( v . t . ) 
tama ( n . )  
tamana ( v . t . )  
t i b u ( n . )  
t i b u na ( v . t . ) 
ka ro ( n . )  
ka rona (v . t . ) 
rao ( n . )  
raona (v . t . )  
ko ra k i  (n . )  
kora k i na ( v . t . )  
b u t i ka (n . )  
b u t i kana ( v . t . ) 
spouse 
to treat as a spouse 
sister; brother 
to treat as one 's sister (brother) 
sis ter-in- Zaw; brother-in- Zaw 
to treat as one 's sis ter-in- Zaw (brother-in- Zaw) 
father 
to treat as one 's father 
grandparent; grandchi Zd 
to treat as one 's grandparent (grandchi Zd) 
parent 
to treat as one 's parent 
friend; companion 
to be friends with; to have as a companion 
famiZy group; reZative 
to treat as one 's re Zative 
brother-in- Zaw; sis ter-in- Zaw 
to treat as one 's brother-in- Zaw (sister-in-Zaw) 
The suffix - n a  can be used with substance names to impart a meaning of to add 
the subs tance to something. Examples : 
m i r i k i ( n . )  mUk 
m i r i k i na ( v . t . ) to add mi Zk to 
I a t i a  n i  m i r i k i na am koobe . 
I 've added mi Zk to your coffee . 
b ' aa ( n . )  oiZ; gaso Zine; fue Z  
b ' aana  ( v . t . ) to oiZ; to fue Z 
E tua i n i  b ' aana k i  a u  kaa . 
My car has not ye t been fue Zed. 
t i oka ( n . )  sugar 
t i okana ( v . t . ) to add sugar to 
E r i a i  n a k i  t i okana k i  te i ka a n ne . 
That fish shouZd not be sugared. 
t aa r i  ( n . )  saU 
t aa r i na ( v . t . ) to add saZt to 
T i  n a  taa r i n na . 
Let 's saU i t .  
This same suffix is  used with various other nouns to impart meanings denoting 
various actions related to the corresponding nouns : 
maeka , mamaeka ( n . )  to live 
maekana  (v . t . )  to live in (something) 
E a k i  maekana k i  te a u t i a re i . 
That house is unoccupied. 
aba  (n . )  land 
abana  ( v . t . )  to use or ho ld as one 's own land 
E na a k i  manga abana ana tabo I ta i a .  
He wi l l  no longer use Itaia 's p lace as his own land. 
b ' a i  (n . )  thing 
b ' a i na ( v . t . ) to have� keep as one 's own 
Ko na b ' a i n a a u  aama ? 
Are you going to keep my hammer? 
ka rak i ( n . )  story 
ka rak i na ( v . t . )  to te l l  
Kam t ua i n i  karak i n a a m i  i rongo rongo n i kabane . 
You have no t yet to ld your comp lete story . 
moa ( n . )  beginning 
moa na ( v . t . ) to begin 
E n a  moan a k i te mm ' a ku r i  n n i n gaabong . 
The work wil l  be begun tomorrow. 
on i ma k i ( n . )  trus t 
on i ma k i na (v . t . )  to trust 
A r i a i  n a k i  on i ma k i n i ko .  
They shouldn ' t  trust you. 
taeka (n . )  word; statement 
t ae k i na ( v . t . )  to te l l  about (something) 
E a k i  tootok i n ta taek i n i ko .  
He talks about you a l l  the time . 
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(Note the irregularity in the formation of the last example . )  All the -na 
transitive verbs are conj ugated according to group 7 of the table in Appendix 
Al . 
4 . 8 . 7 . 5  Some processes  i nvol ved i n  tran s i ti vi s a t i on 
When the original root form ends in i ,  as in the following , 
b a t  i ( adj . )  
n a koa t i  (v . i . )  
tok i ( n . )  
ba k i  ( adj . )  
toob i b i  ( n . )  
b u ree t i (v . i . )  
many� much 
to go toward you 
end� finish 
hungry 
circuit� circumference 
to puhlish 
the addition of a suffix a can cause a slight difficulty , probably because the 
suffix - i a is usual ly reserved for the third person singular form with obj ect 
implicit . The problem seems to be resolved in one of three ways . 
( 1 ) The i is dropped as in the fol lowing examples : 
tok i ( n . )  
ka toka (v . t . )  
end� finish 
to end� to finish 
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nge r i  ( n . )  
kangera (v . t . )  
ba t i  ( adj . )  
kab a t a  (v . t . )  
curly 
to curl 
much, many 
to increase; to load on a lot 
( 2 )  The i i s  retained but then there i s  no distinction between the third 
person obj ect expressed an obj ect implicit forms , as in the following examples : 
n a ko a t  i ( v .  i .  ) 
kanakoa t i a  ( v . t . )  
kanakoa t i a  (v . t . )  
toob i b i (n . )  
ka toob i b i a (v . t . )  
ka toob i b i a  ( v . t . )  
b u ree t i ( v . i . )  
b u ree t i a  ( v . t . )  
b u ree t i a  ( v . t . )  
to go toward you 
to send (something) to you 
to send it to you 
circuit, circumference 
to go around (something) 
to go around it 
to publish 
to pub lish (something) 
to pub lish i t  
(The first transliterations of the English to pub lish ( v . i . )  were boo re t i ,  
used by the Protestant printery , and bwe ree t i ,  used by the Catholic printery . 
This incon sistency was resolved by the KLB , which adopted the compromise as 
indicated . ) 
( 3 ) A defective verb resul ts , which has no obj ect expressed form, as in the 
following examples : 
bak i ( adj . )  
kaba k i a  (v . t . )  
ka rewa t i ( v .  i .  ) 
ka rewa t i a  ( v . t . )  
hungry 
to make him hungry 
to throw toward you 
to throw it toward you 
In cases where such defective transitive verbs would otherwise be used , circum­
locutions are necessary . For example , to say It made Itaia hungry . ,  one might 
use E b a k i  i a i  I ta i a  Itaia was hungry thereby . To say He threw a coconut to 
you, one might use E ka re i ko n te  ben He threw a coconut to you ( instead of 
using a verb based on the root ka rewa t i ) . 
4 . 9  Adverbs 
The simple adverbs have the three degrees of proximity (or time ) that are 
analogous to the three persons of grammar . The first degree means ' now ' or 
' near the speaker ' ;  the second degree means ' later ' or ' near you ' ; and the 
third degree means ' in the past ' or ' far from both of us ' .  The following 
table summarises this pattern : 
l .  
2 .  
3 .  
Relative 
(Time ) 
ngka i ,  ngka e  
n g kana 
n g ke 
Demonstrative 
(Time) (Place) 
n g ka i 
n g kanne 
ngkeke i 
i ka i 
i kanne 
i keke i 
where the corresponding meanings are approximately : 
Relative 
(Time ) 
1 .  now that 
2 .  when ( future ) ; if 
3 .  when (past ) ;  if 
Demonstrative 
(Time ) (Place ) 
now 
then ( later) 
then (pas t) 
here 
there (near you) 
there (far from us ) 
There is another relative locative adverb , i ke ,  which does not seem to fit 
into the above scheme . Cowell ( 1951)  makes the interesting suggestion that 
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i ke where may have once been the third degree counterpart of such a scheme , 
from which the corresponding first and second degree forms (possibly i kae and 
i ka )  have been dropped .  For the first degree relative time adverb , apparently 
n g ka i and n g k ae can be used interchangeably . Its second and third degrees , 
n gkana and n g ke , which both can mean if, differ in the following respect . I f  
the truth of the ' if '  clause is  not known , ngkana  is used , i f  the ' i f '  clause 
is  known to be contrary to fact , n g ke is used : 
ngkana e roko 
n g ke t i  kaum ' ane  
i f  he comes 
if we were rich 
The following examples illustrate the use of these adverbs ; 
I mena i ka i . 
E na nako i ke ke i . 
A tekateka i kanne . 
T i  na n a ko ngka i 
ao n g ka n ne kam na i ra i  
A kukure i n g keke i 
n gka i e roko 
n g kae e roko 
n g kana kam noo r i a  
n g ke t i  n a ko Ta rawa 
n g ke ko wanawana 
te tabo i ke ko men a  i a i  
te a ut i i ke a ma t u u  i a i  
I am here . 
He wi l l  go there . 
They sat there (near you) . 
Let 's go now. 
and then you wi l l  go with me . 
They were happy then . 
now that he has come 
now that he has come 
when you see itj if you see it 
when we went to Tarawa : If we had gone 
to Tarawa 
if you were smart 
the p lace where you are 
the house where they s lept 
The modern tendency is to replace i ke by the corresponding relative pronoun 
appropriate for the given case : 
te t abo ane ko men a  i a i  
te  a u t i a re a ma t uu i a i  
4 . 9 . 1  T i me adverbs 
the p lace where you are 
the house where they s lept 
These wil l  be divided into three groups . The first group consists of those 
used syntactically as adverbs , with similar function as in English . The 
following are commonly used members of this group : 
ngka i 
n g kanne 
n g ke ke i 
ngkoanaoa 
n i ng ngabong , n i n gngaabong 
n g koa 
n g koan g koa 
now 
then ( later) 
then (some time ago) 
yesterday 
tomorrow 
some time ago 
a long time ago 
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r i moa 
r i mw i  i 
i mw i  i n a 
n g ke r  i moa 
n g ka i naba 
n g kannenaba 
n g keke i naba  
formerly 
later3 afterwards 
afterwards 
formerly 
immediate lY3 at once3 right now 
at the very time mentioned 
at that very time 
They are usually placed j ust after the explicit sub j ect , where present , but 
can also be placed otherwise . I f  placed at the beginning of the sentence it 
is  o ften followed by the word ao.  Examples : 
N na roko r i mw i  i . 
I ' l l  come later. 
A a t i a  n n a ko n g ka i . 
They have now gone . 
E kana te i ka te uaae i n g koananoa . 
This man ate fish yesterday . 
I mw i  i na ao t i  na am ' a ra ke . 
We ' l l  eat afterwards . 
T i  rang i n i  ka i nnano n gke ke i . 
We were very poor then. 
Ngkaa te m l a ne n g ka i naba . 
Give me the money right now. 
The second group function syntactical ly as auxiliary verbs . The following is  
a list o f  common examples : 
a t i b i a  ( t i a n )  
nang  i t i b I a ( t  i a n )  
kaman 
kaan , kan 
ku r i  
manga  
just 
just 
a long time ago 
a lmost (present or future) 
a lmost (past) 
again 
(The expressions in parenthesis in the left column are optional . )  Examples of 
use : 
A a t i b i a roko taan  akawa . 
The fishermen have just come . 
I a kaman am ' a rake .  
I ate a long time ago . 
Kam n a  manga ok i ra Ta rawa ? 
Are you going to return again to Tarawa ? 
E ku r i  n i  b ' aka I t a i a .  
Itaia almos t fe l l .  
E kaa n i b ' aka . 
It 's a lmost fal ling; It 's about to fal l  
T i  a kan i k i  i ta na k i  n te  b ' a t i . 
We 're a lmost missing the bus . 
The third group function syntactically as verbs , and there are very few such 
examples : 
maa n  ( v . i . )  
waekoa ( v .  i . )  
k i r i a r i a  ( v . i . ) 
Examples of use : 
Ko maan i Ame r i ka ?  
to b e  (somewhere ) a long time 
to do (something) fast 
to take a long time 
Were you in America a long time ? 
N na waekoa . 
I ' ll  be fast (about it) . 
E k i r i a r i a  rokon te t i a  re i re i . 
The teacher won 't be here for a long time . 
( lit . The arrival of the teacher wil l  take a long time . ) 
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The distinction between the last two groups is  not sharp , a s  o n  occasion some 
of either group can be used with or without a main verb : 
E kaman . 
(That happened) a long time ago . 
T i  r i a i  n i  waekoa n i  mm ' aku r i . 
We should work fast.  
E k i r i a r i a  n roko te t i a  re i re i . 
The teacher won ' t  be here for a long time . 
( lit . The teacher wi l l  take a long time to come . ) 
There are many adverbial expressions of time . Many of these are introduced by 
n ,  and have the same position in the sentence as simple adverbs . One is free 
to construct a great variety of such adverbial expressions , of which the 
following examples are typical : 
n taa i a i ka a b a t i 
n taa i a i ka a k a r a ko 
n taa i n a ko 
n a k i  tok i 
n te t a i ae e r i a i  
n tabe t a i 
n taa i tabe t a i 
n i  waekoa 
n i  b u ren i b ' a i  
n ta i n  te b uaka 
i mw i  i n  te ron go 
i m ' aa i n  tok i n  te r i r i k i 
n i  katoa t a i 
often ( lit . at many times ) 
seldom 
a lways 
a lways 
at the appropriate time 
sometimes 
sometimes 
soon 
se ldom 
during wartime 
after the drought 
before the end of the year 
a lways 
The following examples il lustrate usage : 
E roko n ta i n  te b ua ka ao e t i k u i ka i  n i  ka roa koa tok i n  te nam ' aka i na 
a re Bebe r ua r i . 
He came during the war and he stayed here unti l the end of February . 
Ia i te t i oka n te t i tooa n tabeta i ,  ma b u ren i b ' a i  n i a i  te b i i a .  
There is sometimes sugar in the store, but there is beer only se ldom. 
E na taa tan i nga ro t i n ak i tok i a ra t i a  mm ' a ku r i .  
Our worker wi l l  always be lazy . 
E kama teak i n te ta i naba  anne . 
He was ki l led at that very time . 
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4 . 9 . 2  Loca t i ve a n d  other  adverbs 
The following are some of the more common single-word adverbs : 
i ka i  
i kanne 
i ke ke i 
t i i 
ka i ,  kaka i 
n i  ka i ne t i  
here 
there (near you) 
there (far away ) 
only 
easily 
directly 
Their syntactic properties are different . The words t i i ,  ka i and kaka i are 
used somewhat like auxiliary verbs : 
E kaka i reke te i ka i ka i . 
Fish are easi ly caught here . 
N na t i i am ' a rake . 
I 'm just going to eat; I 'm only going to eat. 
A few adverbial expressions are constructed with n plus an adj ective : 
E roko n a tae i . 
She was a virgin. ( li t .  she came (to me ) as a child. ) 
E m 1 a re n i  ka ra ma I t a i a .  
She wasn 't a virgin when she married Itaia. ( li t .  she married 
Itaia as an o ld woman. ) 
Adverbial expressions can be formed with n te a ro ae + ( adj ective ) . Examples : 
E t amaa roa b ' a  ko n a  am ' a rake n te a ro ae e r i a l . 
It would be nice if you would eat courteously . 
Kam r i a i  n tae tae n te a ro ae e e t i .  
You should speak correctly . 
A very productive method of forming adverbial expressions of manner is with 
n te a ro ae in . . .  a manner .  The usual pattern i s  
n te a ro ae + ( sentence) + i a i  
Examples : 
Ta i katabet abea teuaa re i n te  a ro ae e n a  a kea ana  ta i n i  mot i rawa . 
Don ' t  make this man so busy that he won 't  have any time to rest. 
Teka teka n te a ro ae t i  n a  a k i  r i b ' a  i roum.  
Sit s o  that we won ' t  b e  crowded b y  you. 
E koonak i ro roana n te a ro ae e a k i  konaa n i ke i ke i a i . 
His neck was squeezed in such a manner that he couldn 't breath e .  
4 . 9 . 3 I nterrogat i ve a dverbs 
n i nga i ?  
i i a ? , i aa ?  
i aa ra ?  
when ? 
where ? 
where ? 
The spel ling n i n ga i is preferred,  although some may consider the correct 
pronunciation to be n n i nga i . This may be because n i nga i is preceded by n .  
Examples :  
E na roko n n i nga i ?  
E roko n n i nga i ?  
N n i nga i ae e na  roko?  
N n i nga i ae e roko? 
E mena i aa ?  
E mena i aa ra ?  
4 . 1 0  Conj unc t i o n s  
When wi l l  he come ? 
When did he come ? 
When wi l l  he come ? 
When did he come ? 
Where is i t ?  
Where i s  i t ?  
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A series of nouns can b e  j oined with ao and, o r  with rna and; with . Some times 
the particle a i  is used as an indicator of the last element in the series for 
emphasis . Examples : 
te i ka ao te  ben 
fish and coconuts 
te i ka ao a i  te ben 
fish and coconuts too 
A na roko I ta i a  ao U r i am ao Mee re . 
Itaia3 Uriam and Meere are going to come . 
T i  na ka rekea te t i oka ao te ra i t i  ao te b u raawa . 
Let 's get sugar3 rice and f1our. 
Verbs and adj ectives are usually j oined with man . 
E t i k i rao i man r i etaa ta a u  a u t i . 
My house is beautiful and high . 
T i  na uaua ma n a kawa 
Let 's go swimming and fish .  
A o ro i a  ma n i  ka b ' a kaa . 
They hit him and knocked him down . 
All elements can be linked by ke or : 
Ko na ma t u u  ke ko na a k i ?  
Are you going to s leep3 or aren ' t  you? 
l a i  te b u raawa ke te ra i t i ?  
Is there any f10ur or rice ? 
4 . 1 0 . 1  Subord i nati n g  conj unc t i on s  
These are phrases which can connect two sentences i n  such a way that one 
becomes subordinate to the other . The usual pattern i s  
(main sentence ) + ( subordinating conj unction) + ( subordinate sentence ) .  
The following is  a list of some of the common subordinating conj unction phrases 
in Kiribatese : 
b ' a  
e ( bon i )  n gae n g ke 
e ( bon i )  ngae ngkana 
tmt 
a lthough3 even though 
a lthough3 even though 
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buk i na b ' a because, since, as 
b ' a  buk i na ngke because, since, as 
k i o i na b ' a  because, since, as 
b ' a  k i o i na ngke because, since, as 
n g ke when (past) ; if 
n g kae , ngka i now that, 
n g kana if; when 
n te a ro ae so that, 
n i ka rokoa unti l 
t i i n g kana only if 
ma t i i ngkana  unless 
( b ' a ) e aonga n so that 
ma nga i a  ae therefore 
ma nga i a  a re therefore 
Examples : 
Tuanga  Mee re b ' a  e n a  roko . 
Te ll Meere to come . 
since, as 
( future) 
in such a way that 
( See section 4 . 4 . 6  for more examples using b ' a . )  
E ngae n g ke akea kan tokana ao e bon toka ra naba te raa n t i .  
He boarded the launch even though he didn ' t  have the fare . 
Ta i nako ma t i i n g kana ko we tea k i . 
Don ' t  go unless you 're called. 
E bon i ngae ngkana e a k i  kukure i i a i  t i na u  ao t i  na bon n a ko naba . 
We 're going to go even though my mother isn ' t  happy about i t .  
T i  ka t i kua i roun t i nana b ' a  b u k i na n g ke e a k i  ma r u rung  n n a konako . 
We left him with his mother because he wasn ' t  we l l  enough to walk.  
(The expressions b ' a  b u k i na n g ke and b uk i na b ' a can be used interchangeably . )  
Kam tangoa te m 1 ane k i o i na b ' a  e ak i t a u  a m i  i m 1 ane n t a n t a n i i ? 
Did you borrow the money because your savings were inadequate ? 
( The expressions k i o i na b ' a  and b ' a k i o i na ngke can be used interchangeably 
also . ) 
T i  noo r i a  n g ke e ot i nako . 
We saw him when he came out. 
T i  konaa n roo roko i roum i i n g ka i l a l  a ra rebwe rebwe . 
We can come visit you often now that we have a motorbike . 
A n a  ma i u  a roka ra n g kana  e b ' aab ' aka te ka ra u .  
Our p lants wi l l  grow we l l  if (when) i t  starts raining. 
T i  na kawenea te waa n te a ro ae e na tan i man te r i r i nga . 
Let 's  lay the canoe down so that it wi l l  be she l tered from the sun. 
A i tang i ta ng i r i i a  n i  ka rokoa a ma te . 
They loved each other unti l they died. 
A n a  kabooa te kaa t i  i n g kana e reke te m 1 ane ma i roun tama i a .  
They ' l l  buy the car only if they ge t money from their father. 
A na a k i  kabooa te kaa ma t i  i n g kana e reke te m 1 ane  ma i roun t ama i a .  
They won 't  buy the car unless they ge t money form their father. 
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Ko n a  bon o re a k i  b ' a ko aonga n u r i n ga a u  taeka . 
You 're going to get hit so that you ' ZZ remember my words . 
Kiribatese uses such subordinate clause constructions sparingly . Prepositional 
phrases ,  such as the following , are commonly used instead : 
T i  n a  ka booa te kaa i mw i i n  reken te m ' a n e  i ro u ra . 
We ' Z Z  buy the car after we ge t the money . 
( Lit . We ' Z Z  buy the car after the acquisition of the money by us . ) 
E tama a roa b ' a  t i  na ka i t i a ka te a u t i i m ' a a i n  roko i a .  
We 'd be tter c Zean up the house before they come . 
( Lit . We 'd be tter c Zean up the house before their arriva Z . ) 
4 . 1 1  Redupl i ca t i on 
This phenomenon is common in Kiribatese and many other Malayo-Polynesian 
languages ,  and it refers to the repetition of an entire word or part of a word 
to impart a modification of meaning . 
Certain nouns can be reduplicated in entirety to form adj ectives with the 
meaning of ' abounding in the things denoted by the corresponding noun ' . 
Examples : 
i no ( n . ) 
i no i no ( adj . )  
ma n ( n . ) 
man i ma n ( adj . )  
ran (n . )  
r a n  r a n  ( adj . )  
i ka (n . )  
i ka i ka (adj . )  
E i ka i ka t e  nama . 
b ' a a (n . )  
b ' aa b ' a a ( adj . )  
E b ' aa b ' aa kun i m .  
i n a ( n . ) 
i n a i na (adj . )  
n i i (n . )  
n i  i n i  i ( adj . )  
maggo t 
infested with maggots 
animaZ; insect 
infested with animaZs (bugs ) 
water 
watery� di Zute 
fish 
abounding in fish 
The Zagoon has many fish 
oil 
oily 
Your skin is oiZy . 
scale (of fish� e tc . ) 
scaly 
coconut tree 
abounding in coconut trees 
For certain longer nouns the same e ffect is  achieved by reduplicating part of 
the noun : 
ma u n g a  ( n . ) 
maungaunga ( adj . )  
b u rae ( n . ) 
b u rae rae ( adj . )  
t a no ( n . ) 
mountain 
mountainous 
hair 
hairy 
t a n t a no , tano tano ( adj . )  
A t a n tano waem . 
sand; soi l 
sandy 
Your fee t  are ful l  of sand. 
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Some nouns consist of reduplicated e lements which are rarely if at all used 
alone . It is  possibl e  that the original meaning of such reduplicated elements 
has been los t ,  modi fied , or fallen from popularity . Examples : 
bokaboka 
u t e u t e  
bwebwe 
r i b u r i b u 
mud 
grass 
butterfly 
mud 
Some words are reduplicated to form a kind of baby talk , used with talking to 
small children : 
k i  i 
k i  i k i  i 
b e ro 
be robe ro 
anus; crotch 
anus (baby talk) 
penis 
penis (baby talk) 
4 . 1 1 . 1  Forma t i o n  of con t i n uo u s  a spect 
Verbs have a con tinuous aspect ( see section 4 . 8 . 2 . 5 ) which denotes action con­
tinuously , habitually , customarily or intermittently carried out . This aspect 
is formed by the reduplication of part of the word used for the corresponding 
simple aspect . When the intransitive or root form of the simple aspect begins 
with a consonant or nasal , has two syllables or less and contains no long 
sounds or diphthongs the continuous aspect is formed by reduplicating the first 
syllable and lengthening its vowel the first time . Examples : 
Simple Aspect Continuous Aspect 
we n e  (v . i . )  weewe n e  to "lie� rec"line 
n g a re ( v . i .  ) n g a a n g a re to laugh 
t a n g  ( v . i . )  t a a t a n g  to cry 
m i m  ( v . i .  ) m i  i m i m  to urinate 
beka ( v . i .  ) beebeka to defecate 
roko ( v . i . )  roo roko to come� arrive 
ngongo ( v . i .  ) ngoongongo to itch 
ka re ( v . i . )  ka a ka re to throw ( things) 
b i r i  ( v . i .  ) b i i b i r i to run 
k i b a ( v . i .  ) k i  i k i ba to fly 
k i  ro (v . i . )  k i  i k i  ro to faint 
n i ma ( v .  t . )  n i i n  i ma to drink 
kana (v . t . )  kaakana to eat 
r i ne a  (v . t .  ) r i i r i n ea to choose 
n a ko (v . i . )  n a a n a ko to go 
to ro ( v . i . )  too to ro to squat 
t i k u ( v . i . )  t i i t  i ku to remain 
Some verbs not belonging to thi s  class nevertheless form their continuous 
aspects in the same way : 
S imple Aspect Continuous Aspect 
m ' a n i n g a  ( v . i . )  m ' a am ' a n i nga to forge t 
t a n g i ra ( v . t . )  t a a t a n g i r a to want ( i f  simple) ;  
to "like ( i f  continuous ) 
keewa t i (v . i . )  kee keewa t i to withdraw 
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Simple Aspect continuous Aspect 
kee r  i kaa k  i ( v . i . )  kee kee r i ka ak i to move back 
wae rake ( v . i . )  waawae rake to go eas t 
t am ' a ra ke ( v . i . )  taa tam ' a ra ke to climb 
kama tea ( v . t . )  kaakama tea to ki l l  
ka r i nea ( v . t . )  kaaka r i ne a  to honoUY' 
t a u t i ( v . i .  ) taa t a u t  i to be stingy 
buee (v . i . )  b u u b uee to be hot 
wa i r i o  ( v . i .  ) waawa i r i o  to go west 
Verbs not belonging to thi s  class form their continuous aspects in various 
other ways : 
Simple Aspect Continuous Aspect 
b ' a a t i ka ( v . i . )  b ' a b ' aa t i ka to ride a bicycle 
raaun ( v .  i .  ) ra raaun to ride around 
bo i r a a  ( adj . )  bobo i raa to sme l l  bad 
bo i a ra ra ( adj . )  bobo i a ra ra to sme l l  good 
o rea ( v . t .  ) o roo rea to hit 
moamoa ( adj . ) momoamoa to be generous 
k i i t a t a u t i ( adj . )  k i k i i t a t a u t i to be s tingy 
m ' a i to ro ( adj . )  m ' am ' a i t o ro to be co ld 
u t i ( v . i .  ) u t u u t i to awaken 
ongo (v.  i . )  ongoongo to hear 
tebotebo ( v . i .  ) t e tebo tebo or to bathe 
tee tebo tebo 
t a kaaka ro ( v . i . )  t a t a kaaka ro or to play 
t a a takaaka ro 
i an go ( v . i .  ) i a i a ngo to think 
i a n goa ( v .  t . )  i a i a n goa to think about 
u r i n g a  ( v .  t . )  u r u u r i n g a  to remember 
a n e n e  ( v .  i . )  aneenene to sing 
t a kaa r ua ( v . i . )  t a t a kaa r ua to shout 
ko robok i ( v .  i . )  kooko robok i or to write 
koko robok i 
am ' a rake ( v . i . )  am ' a am ' a ra ke to eat 
moo i ( v .  i . )  momoo i to drink 
teka teka (v . i . )  te teka t e ka to sit 
ma t u u  ( v . i .  ) mama t u u  or to s leep 
maama t u u  
k i ree ( v . i . )  k i k i re e  or to flirt 
k i i k i ree 
I t  is  recalled that most adj ective-like intransitive verbs have a reduplicated 
e lement, and thus usually correspond to the continuous aspect . There is often 
no corresponding simpl e  aspect .  
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5. SYNTAX OF S I MPLE  SENTENC ES 
Just as in other languages ,  Kiribatese has utterances which express a more-or­
less complete thought , and these are begun with a capital letter and ended with 
a period in written text . 
5 . 1  Equa t i onal  sentences 
The basic form of equational sentences is 
( nominal expression) + (nominal expression) 
There is almost complete symmetry between the two elements . Examples : 
Te be re t i t e n t i n ga i a .  
N g a i a  t e  b e r e t i t e n t i .  
Te t i a  tebo n g koe . 
N g koe te t i a  tebo . 
A ra t i a  mm ' a ku r i  t e u a a re i .  
Teuaa re i a ra t i a  mm ' a ku r i . 
Ka amta ro ronga a ke ke i . 
Ro ronga a ke ke i kaamt a . 
He is the president. 
He is the president.  
You are a diver. 
You are a diver. 
That man is our worker. 
That man is our worker. 
Those young men are carpenters . 
Those young men are carpenters . 
The particle bon can be used to give more emphas i s  to the nominal expression 
following it , as we ll as to make otherwise cumbersome sentences more understand­
able . The following replies would be used to answer the question "Who is the 
president ? " : 
Te b e re t i t en t i  bon i n g a i a .  
Bon i n ga i a  t e  b e r e t i te n t i .  
� is the president. 
� is the president. 
whereas the following would answer the question "What is  he? " :  
N ga i a  bon te be r e t i t e n t i .  
Bon te b e r e t i t e n t i n g a i a .  
He is the president. 
He is the president. 
An utterance consisting of a single nominal expression could be interpreted as 
an equational sentence : 
Te n i  i .  
N g a i a .  
Am kao . 
A coconut tree; It 's a coconut tree . 
He; It is he . 
Your ox; It was your ox. 
Or , with bon : 
Bon a roka ra .  
Bon a i a  b u re . 
Bon te waa . 
They are our p lants . 
It was their fauZ t .  
It was a canoe . 
Sometimes this construction is used to form sentences which in English would 
have a completely different structure : 
A u  kaan t a n i n g a  b ' a  ko na wae koa n roko . 
I hope that you wi l l  come soon. 
( lit . It is my hope that you wil l  come soon. ) 
A i a  baa i re t a a n i ma t i  b ' a e n a  ka b u rea k i  t e uaae i i n anon ten i ua te r i r i k i . 
The judges decided that he would be sentenced to three years . 
( lit . It was the judges decision that he would be sentenced to three years . ) 
Am t a eka n g koa b ' a  ko na angana i te m ' a ne n g ka i . 
You said that you would give me the money now. 
( lit . It Was your word that you would give me the money now. ) 
Au ka a n t a n i n ga b ' a ko na kawa r i a .  
I hope that you wil l  go see him. 
( li t .  It is my hope that you wi l l  go see him. ) 
A i a  baa i re naa keke i b ' a  e na ka t ea k i  a ra a u t i i ka i . 
Those people decided that our house would be bui l t  here . 
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( lit . It was the decision of those people that our house would be bui l t  
here . ) 
Am taeka n g koa b ' a  ko na roko i m ' a a i n  te aoa teuana . 
You said that you would come before one o 'c lock . 
( lit . It was your word tha t you would come before one o 'clock . ) 
5 . 1 . 1  Nega t i ve equa t i o nal  sentences 
To negativise an equational sentence , t i a k i  is placed before the element 
negated . Thus , t i a k i  sort of replaces bon , giving it a negative sense : 
Nga i a  t i a k i  te be ret i t e n t i . 
T i a k i  te be re t i t e n t i nga i a .  
T i a k i  nga i a  t e  b e re t i t e n t i .  
Te be re t i t e n t i t i a k i  nga i a .  
Or , with added emphasis : 
Nga i a  bon t i a k i  te b e r e t i t e n t i .  
Bo n t i a k i  t e  be r e t i t e n t i n ga i a . 
Bon t i a k i  nga i a  te b e r e t i t e n t i .  
Te be re t i t en t i  bon t i a k i  nga i a .  
He is not the president. 
He is no t the president. 
The president is no t he . 
The president is no t he . 
He is no t the president . 
He is no t the president . 
The president is not he . 
The president is not he . 
Also , with j ust one nominal expression : 
T i a k i  a u  b u re . 
Bon t i a k i  a u  b u re .  
T i a k i  n g koe . 
T i a k i  t a amne i ra .  
It wasn 't my fault.  
It was definitely no t my fault.  
It wasn ' t  you. 
It 's not a picture of us . 
5 . 1 . 2 Ten se i n d i ca t i on i n  equati ona l sentences 
The foregoing description of equational sentences illustrates the direct manner 
of formation , which indicates either present or pas t .  As in other types of 
sentences , Kiribatese does not emphasise the difference between present and 
pas t ,  which can usually be inferred from context . Other indicators are puspose­
ly inserted to emphasise present or past when necessary : 
Bon i nga i a  te be re t i t e n t i  r i moa . 
Bon i nga i a  te b e r e t i t e n t i  n g ka i . 
He was the president (before ) .  
He is the president (now) . 
To form the future tense there are two common types of utterance that are used . 
One makes use of the flexibility of function of words and essentially considers 
the noun as a verb . Names of occupations , for example , when used as verbs mean 
' to act in such an occupation ' .  Examples : 
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b e re t i te n t i ( n . )  
b e r e t i t e n t i ( v . i . )  
kaamta ( n . )  
kaamta ( v .  i . )  
t i a re i re i  (n . )  
t i a  r e i re i ( v . i . )  
president 
to serve as president 
carpenter 
to work as a carpenter 
teacher 
to act as a teacher 
Thus , the future can be constructed as in any intransitive sentence ( see 
section 5 . 3 . ) : 
E na b e r e t i t e n t i Te r u r u ngaa . 
A na t a a n  t i a  r e i r e i naaka i . 
N na t i a mot i . 
Terurungaa wi ll be the president. 
These people wi l l  be teachers . 
I shall be the judge . 
The other common way uses the circumlocution r i k i  b ' a to become : 
E na r i k i  Te r u r u ngaa b ' a  te b e r e t i t e n t i .  
Terurungaa wi l l  be the president .  
A na r i k i b ' a t a a n  t i a  re i re i n a a ka i . 
These people wi ll  be teachers . 
N na r i k i b ' a  t e  t i a  mo t i .  
I sha l l  be the judge . 
E na r i k i K i r i ba t i  b ' a te a ba ae e i na aoma t a . 
Kiribati wi l l  become an independent country .  
A n a  r i k i a u t i a i ka i  b ' a  mween g a i a .  
These houses wi l l  be their home . 
These same two methods can be used to form all the other tenses : 
I t ua i n i  kaamt a . 
I 've never been a carpenter. 
E a t i a n r i k i I t a i a  b ' a t ema n n a  ae e moa n  te ka ka n na to i aon i K i r i ba t i . 
Itaia has become one of the most important persons in Kiribati . 
5.2 Des c ri pt i ve sentences 
The simplest descriptive sentences consist of 
( subj ect pronoun) + ( adj ective) 
as in the fol lowing examples : 
E t i k i rao i . 
T i  b ' a t a b ' a t a . 
Kam b a ba . 
She (he� it) is pretty .  
We are dark (skinned) . 
You are stupid. 
The negative is formed by inserting a k i  (or a k i  i )  before the adj ective : 
E a k i  t i k i rao i .  
T i  a k i  b ' a ta b ' a t a . 
Kam a k i  baba . 
She is not pretty . 
We are not dark. 
You are no t stupid. 
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The addition of the particle a indicates a transitory state or a condition that 
might be different in past or future times : 
E a kabuebue . 
T i  a b a k i . 
It is hot (at the momen t) . 
We are hungry . 
Ko a aorak i . 
E a ka ra . 
A a ma t e . 
some negative examples : 
You are sick . 
He is o ld. 
They are dead. 
Ko a a k i n anokaawa k i .  
I a a k i  wanawa n a . 
You are no t sad. 
A a a k i ra rao i . 
I am no t inte l ligent (this time ) . 
They are no t good. 
The future tense is formed regularly , and indicates a transitory state : 
E na t i k i rao i . 
T i  na ba k i . 
She wi l l  be pretty . 
We ' l l  be hungry . 
E na a k i kab ue b ue . 
E n a  a k i  ma te . 
It won ' t  be hot .  
Ka m n a  a k i baba . 
He won ' t  be dead. 
You won ' t  be stupid. 
(With different intonation this last example could mean Don ' t  be s tupid! )  
I f  the sub j ect is to be expressed (not just by a subj ect pronoun) the pattern is 
( subj ect pronoun) + ( adj ective ) + ( subj ect) 
as in the following examples : 
E t i k i rao i Ne i Te i t i . 
T i  b ' a t a b ' a t a  n ga i ra .  
Kam baba ngka m i i t a a n  akawa . 
E a k i  t i k i rao i teuaa re i .  
A a k i  b ' a t a b ' a t a  kaa i n  T i o m ' a n e .  
E a kabueb ue t e  r a n . 
T i  a bak i n ga i ra a t ae i . 
E a ka r a  te koowan a . 
A ma t e  oon a ke ke i .  
E n a  t i k i r ao i Mee r i a .  
A n a  ba k i  t a a n i mm ' a k u r i .  
E n a  a k i kabuebue t e  ra i t i . 
The other tenses are formed regularly :  
Nei Teiti is pre tty . 
We are dark. 
You fishermen are stupid. 
That man is not handsome . 
Germans are no t dark . 
The water is hot .  
We chi ldren are hungry . 
The governor is o ld. 
Those turtles are dead. 
Meeria wi l l  be pre tty .  
The workers wi l l  be hungy . 
The rice won ' t  be hot .  
T i  t ua i men i b a k i . 
E t ua i n i  ma r u r u n g  T i oon . 
We are not hungry yet .  
Tioon i s  no t we l l  yet. 
But the perfect form (with a t i a n)  is usually not used with adj ectives . 
5 . 3 I n tran s i t i ve sentences 
We here consider sentences in which there is  no direct obj ect of the action . 
The pattern is identical to that of descriptive sentences as discussed above , 
except that the adj ective is replaced by the intransitive verb . Examples : 
I n a ko n a ko . 
A t a ra t a ra . 
T i n ga re . 
I wa lked. 
They were awake . 
We laughed. 
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Kam t e k a t e k a . 
Ko mm ' a k u r i  . 
A b ' a k a .  
A a t i a  n roko naakeke i .  
T i  a t i a  n am ' a r a ke . 
E na ma t u u .  
A n a  b ' a ka bee n .  
E t ua i n i  wae r ake . 
A n a  a k i  roko t a a n  a nene . 
E a k i  k i b a te moa . 
E a ma t a k u  I t a i a ·  
You sat down . 
You worked. 
They fel l .  
Those people have come . 
We 've eaten . 
He 's going to s leep . 
The coconuts wi l l  fal l .  
He hasn ' t  gone east yet.  
The singers are no t going to come . 
The chicken didn ' t  fly . 
Itaia 's watching. 
5 . 4  S i n g l y  tran s i t i ve sentences 
We are now considering sentences in which there is one direct obj ect and no 
indirect obj ect . The basic pattern is  
( subj ect pronoun) + ( transitive verb) + (direct obj ect) + ( subj ect) 
Eith er or both the direct obj ect and the sub j ect need not be expressed, but 
the form of the verb depends on whether or not the direct obj ect is  explicitly 
expressed ( see section 4 . 8 . 6 ) . 
E o ro i a . 
He hit it.  
E t e n a a  I t a i a  t e  k i r i i .  
The dog bit Itaia . 
A noo r a  te ka i b u ke n a a ke ke i .  
Those people saw the ship . 
A noo ra te ka i b u ke 
They saw the ship . 
A noor i a  n a a keke i .  
Those people saw i t .  
A noo r i a .  
They saw it.  
E a t i a  n anaa t e  ree r i o  te t i a  re i re i . 
The teacher has taken the radio.  
E a t i a  n a n a a  te ree r i o .  
He has taken the radio. 
E a t i a  n a n a i a  t e  t i a  re i re i . 
The teacher has taken i t .  
E a t i a  n a n a i a .  
He has taken it.  
E n a  we te i i a  t a a n i mm ' a k u r i a i a  ma t a n i u i i .  
Their boss wi l l  cal l  the workmen . 
E n a  we t e i i a  t a a n i mm ' a k u r i .  
He wil l  cal l  the workmen . 
E na we t e l l a  a i a  ma t a n i u i i .  
Their boss wi l l  cal l  them. 
E na we te i i a .  
He wi l l  cal l  them. 
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The verb forms are consistent with the rules described in sections 4 . 8 . 2  and 
4 . 8 . 6 .  
5 . 4 . 1 Pa s s i ve sentences 
Here the usual pattern is 
( subj ect pronoun) + (passive verb) + ( subj ect) + ( agent) 
where either or both of the last two elements may be omitted .  The agent is  
expressed with i roun by or appropriate forms of that word as described in 
section 4 . 6) . 
i ro u u  
i roum 
i ro u n  t e  be r e t e n t i  
by me 
by you 
by the president 
The following are typical examples of passive sentences :  
E noo r a k i t e  k i r i i a n n e  i rou i a  uaakeke i .  
That dog was seen by those men .  
E noo ra k i  t e  k i r i i a n n e  i ro u i a .  
That dog was seen by them 
E noo ra k i  t e  k i r i  i a n n e . 
That dog was seen . 
E noo rak i i ro u i a .  
It was seen by them 
E noo ra k i  i ro u i a  uaakeke i . 
It was seen by those men. 
E noo ra k i . 
It was seen . 
E na o r ea k i n a t i m  i roun te t i a  re i re i . 
Your chi ld wi l l  be hit by the teacher. 
E na o re a k i  n a t i m  i ro un a .  
Your chi ld wi l l  be hit by him. 
E na o re a k i  n a t i m .  
Your chi ld wi l l  be hit .  
E n a  o re a k i i roun t e  t i a  re i re i . 
He wi l l  be hit by the teacher. 
E na o rea k i  i ro un a . 
He wi l l  be hit by him. 
E na o re a k i . 
He wi l l  be hi t. 
The form of the verb is consistent with the rul es given in sections 4 . 8 . 2  and 
4 . 8 . 6 . 5 .  
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5 . 5  Do u b l y  tran s i t i ve sentences 
Only two verbs in Kiribatese are doubly transitive : angan to give and t ua n g a  
to te l l .  There i s  uncertainty as to the proper structure o f  a n g a n  as i t  seems 
different from other verbs . It is conj ugated irregularly as follows : 
a n g a n  
a n g a n a i 
a n g a n i ko 
a n g a n n a  
a n g a n i i ra 
a n g a n i n g kam i i 
a n g a n i i a  
a n g a n  
a n g a n a k i 
obj ect expressed 
first person singular 
second person singular 
third person singular 
first person plural 
second person plural 
third person plural animate 
third person plural non-animate 
passive 
The verb t ua n g a  is conj ugated according to group 8 of table in Appendix AI . 
When both obj ects are explicit the first corresponds to what in Engli sh would 
be called the indirect obj ect , and the second the direct obj ect . When obj ec­
tive suffixes are used they correspond to the indirect obj ect . Examples : 
E a n g a n a i te bok i 
He gave me the book. 
I a n g a n  te uaa re i t e  m ' a ne . 
I gave that man the money . 
T i  na t ua n g i i a  te rongo ron go . 
We ' l l  te l l  them the news . 
T i  t u a n g i i a t a a n  re i re i t ae ka n  te ka i b uke 
We to ld the teachers about the ship . 
When both objects and the sub j ect are all explicit the resulting stacking of 
nouns becomes somewhat cumbersome , but still understandable : 
A a n g a n  t i n a i a  te am ' a rake a t ae i akek e i . 
Those chi ldren gave food to their mother. 
(but A a n g a  te am ' a ra k e  a t ae i a ke k e i n a kon t i n a i a  is more commonly used . ) In 
the passive voice the indirect obj ect becomes sub j ec t ,  sub j ect becomes agent 
and direct obj ect j ust sort of remains , as in following examples : 
E a n g a n a k i te ben i roun te a t a e i . 
He was given a coconut by a chi ld. 
T i  t ua n g a k i te rongo rongo i roun te t i a  uae re t i .  
We were to ld the news by the wire less operator. 
A a n g a n a k i t a a n  re i re i te m ' a n e  i roun i mata n i u i i a .  
The teachers were given money by their boss . 
Other double transitive constructions must be , expressed in other ways . The 
most common is by use of prepositions ,  particularly n a kon and its derivatives ,  
to indicate the indirect object : 
E kana koa te r e t a  n a ko i u .  
He sent me a letter. 
T i  na uo t a  t e  a t ama n a ko i m i i .  
We ' l l bring you the grave l .  
In some other constructions involving two obj ects b ' a  as , like is use d :  
T i  i a ngoa t e  t i a  re i re i  a re i  b ' a  te rang i ra n g . 
We considered that teacher a crazy man . 
E r i n ea k i  t e uaae i b ' a  te t i a  mo t i .  
This man was elected judge . 
A r i nea te uaae i b ' a  te t i a  mo t i .  
They e l ected this man judge . 
Some transitive verbs take obj ects which in English would be thought of as 
indirect obj ects : 
Ta i ka rea te a t ae i . 
Don 't throw (things) at the chi ld. 
E kao t a a i n te ron g rongo . 
He explained the news to me . 
Ka b a t a i !  
Give me more (cards , for example , as in cardgame slang) . 
1 1 1  
Note that in these cases what in English would be considered the direct obj ect 
is  preceded by n .  
5 . 5 . 1 I n d i rect o bjects 
In the preceding section it was seen that only the verbs a n g a n  and t ua n g a  take 
indirect obj ects . For other verbs prepositional phrases are used to fill the 
need : 
E kanakoa te m ' a n e  n a ko i u .  
He sent me the money . 
N na wa r e ka te bok i a n n e  n a ko i m .  
I ' l l  read you that book. 
N n a  korea te reta a i o  n a ko i m . 
I ' l l  write you this letter. 
Ko ka k i oa te k i r i  i n a ko i n a .  
You chased the dog to him. 
Ka m kana koma i a  te i k a n a ko i ra .  
You sent us the fis h .  
5 . 6  Cond i t i onal  sen tences 
These bas ically have two elements - an i f  cla use and a consequence . The if 
clause can express some condition that either i s  unknown or is  known to be 
contrary to fact by the speaker . The following are examples of the ' unknown ' 
type : 
N g ka n a  ko noo r i a  ao t ua n g n ga b ' a  N n a  n a ko i n a .  
If you see him� te ll  him that I ' ll  go meet him. 
N g ka n a  e a t i a  n r oko ao e na bon t i a  n noo ra a n a  r e t a . 
If he has arrived then he has certain ly seen the letter. 
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N g ka n a  e b ' a ka t e  k a r a u  ao a na ma i u  rao i a roka ra . 
If i t  rains our p lants wi l l  do we l l .  
The following are examples o f  the ' contrary-to-fact ' type : 
N g ke l a l  a u  m ' ane ao N na ka booa te kaa . 
If I had the money I 'd buy a car. 
N g ke a rona b ' a  e na keke i a k i  n re i re i ao e na bon reke ana a n g a  n re i re i 
i t i na n i k u .  
If he would study we l l� he would get an opportunity to study abroad. 
N g ke a rona b ' a ko wanawa n a  ao ko na bon a k i  ok i r i a .  
If you were smart you wouldn ' t  go back to him. 
By no means would all native speakers agree with the above interpretations . 
Note that n g kana was used in the ' unknown ' type and n g ke in the ' contrary-to­
fact ' typ e .  This agrees with some , but not al l individuals ' speech . In any 
case if it were required to distinguish between the two types , this might be 
the easiest way to do it , and it i s  consistent with the speech of many indi­
viduals .  The general pattern is then as fol lows : 
N g ka n a  or N g ke + ( i f  clause)  + ao + ( consequence) 
or 
( consequence ) + n g ka n a  or n g ke + ( i f  clause ) 
Note that in the inverted order the ao is not used : 
Ko na bon a k i  ok i r i a  n g k e  a rona b ' a  ko wanawan a .  
You wouldn 't go back to him if you were smart. 
The words n g ka n a  and n g ke are used in non-conditional sentences also , and mean 
when ( conj unction) , with n g ka n a  used for the future , and n g ke for the past . 
Thus , there is a possible confusion of thi s context with conditional sentences . 
For example ,  the first of the above examples could be rendered also by 
N g ka n a  ko noo r i a  ao t ua n g n g a  b ' a  N na n a ko i na .  
When you see him� te l l  him that I ' l l  go meet him. 
and the third example could be rendered by 
N g ka n a  e b ' a ka te k a r a u  ao a na ma i u  rao i a roka r a . 
When it rains our p lants wi l l  do we l l .  
To avoid confusion the conditionality of the situation is  sometimes emphasised 
by using n g ka n a  tao or n g ka n a  a ro n a  b ' a or even n g kana tao a rona b ' a in place 
of n g ka n a , as follows : 
N g k a n a  tao ko noo r i a  ao t ua n g nga b ' a N na n a ko i na .  
If you see him� te l l  him that I ' l l  go mee t him. 
N g ka n a  a rona b ' a  ko noo r i a  ao t ua n g n ga b ' a N na n a ko i na .  
If you see him� te l l  him that I ' l l  go mee t him. 
N g ka n a  tao a rona b ' a ko noo r i a  ao t ua n g n g a  b ' a  N na n a ko i na .  
If you see him� te l l  him that I ' ll  go mee t him. 
In this way the ambiguity can be overcome , but 
with n g ka na alone a little ambiguous .  Careful 
use of n g ka n a  alone in conditional sentences . 
when n g ka na alone is used in past contexts , it 
conditional and never j ust ' when ' .  
it  still leaves the sentence 
speakers may tend to avoid the 
It can be said , however ,  that 
must always indicate the 
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I n  the examples with n g ke in which the conclusion is  in the future , there is  
no doubt that it is  conditional .  When the conclusion is  also in the past 
there may be no satis factory way to determine whether or not the sentence is  
conditional . Examples : 
N g ke i a i  a n a  m ' a n e  ao e ka booa t e  kaa . 
When he had the money he bought a car. or If he had the money 
he bought a car. 
N g ke a rona b ' a  i a i  a n a  m ' a n e  ao e ka booa te kaa . 
If he had the money he bought a car. or If he had had the money 
he would have bought a car. 
Both of these examples are sub j ect to ambiguous interpretation , in di fferent 
ways . In the first example it is not known whether the sentence is  conditional 
or not . In the second the sentence is obviously conditional but it is uncertain 
whether the type is unknown or contrary-to-fact . 
The problem apparently arises from the fact that the grammatical rules are not 
preserved in writing anywhere , and that the maj ority of speakers are not 
interested in preci se expression . 
5 . 7  I mpera t i ve s en tences 
The formation of positive and negative imperative forms of verbs has been 
discussed in section 4 . 8 . 3 .  These forms usually initiate the imperative 
sentence : 
Anaa am r a u r a u  
Take your p late . 
Ta i ma t u u  moa . 
Don ' t  go to s leep yet.  
A more pol ite form o f  imperative is  achieved by using t a i aoka please : 
Ta i aoka te ran . 
Please let me have some water. 
Ta i aoka n i  ka i t i a ka te a u t i . 
Please clean up the house . 
Ko na t a i aoka n a k i  n a ko . 
Please don 't go . 
5 . 8  Excl amatory sen tence s 
Adj ectives are exclamatised by a i  . . .  ra . Examples : 
A i  t a ma a roa ra t e  t a b o  ae i !  
How beautiful this p lace i s !  
A i  ua ree reke r a  a m i  i a u t i ! 
What a sma l l  house you have ! 
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APPEN D I X  Al : Paradi gm of  tran s i t i ve verbs 
Kiribatese verbs seem to be quite regular . The existence of different forms 
or manners of taking suffixes may be explainable in terms of phonetics , but no 
such explanation is attempted here . The different verb forms under discussion 
as obj ect pronouns . Thus , the appropriate verb froms depends on the nature 
(person and number) of the ob j ect . Neither the tense , nor the nature of the 
subject,  determines the choice of verb form . 
The similar table of S abatier ( 1954)  was a big help in the construction of this 
table . It was felt possible to simplify Sabatier ' s  table by reducing the number 
of conj ugations or groups from approximately seventeen to the present eleven . 
The authors believe that no important commonly-used form in present existence 
has been excluded thereby . Not all Kiribatese speakers will agree with this 
table , but the maj ority of speakers stick basically to this pattern . Some of 
the included forms have alternatives whi ch are also commonly used , and in such 
cases the form retained in the table was felt to be more common . 
The base form in the first column has no significance other than to provide 
something to stick the indicated suffixes onto . ( In some cases this base form 
is not pronounceable by itself. ) The infinitive form given in the second column 
is considered the basic form of the verb , and is  the form that the main entry 
in a dictionary will have . Thi s same infinitive form serves in cases where 
the direct obj ect is singular and explicitly expressed . Thus , it is as though 
the suffix contains no obj ect pronoun . The remaining forms are straightforward 
except when the obj ect i s  third person plural . The reader i s  referred to 
section 4 . 8 . 6 . 4  for a discussion of thi s case , and to section 4 . 8 . 6  in general . 
The forms shown on the same horizontal line as the group number are the suffixes 
to be added to the base form to get the desired resulting form . Following this 
first horizontal line are a number of example verbs which are typical of the 
corresponding group . 
The following should be noted . An asterisk indicates that the indicated form 
is not used . There are alternative forms for the second person plural and the 
third person plural inanimate for the verbs of group eight . In group six it 
is seen that every suffix begins wi th the letter e .  This e could have been 
considered part of the base instead of in the suffixes , but even if the table 
had been constructed accordingly no economy in the number of groups would have 
been achieved thereby . There are some verbs , such as u i i b ua kaa or u i i b u a ka a ea , 
which can be conj ugated in more than one acceptable way . 
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group base meaning 
1 ka b ' a ka to drop 
k a t e ke to poke 
taeb ' a i  to take (from someone) 
kame n a  to put 
ka reena to stretch 
2 u aa t i  to wash 
katoob i b i  to surround 
o to r i k i  to break in pieces 
kaman i n n a n t i  to happen upon 
u i i b u aka to speak badly of 
3 we te to cal l  
a t a  to know 
4 u i i b uaka to speak badly of 
t a r a r u a  to guard 
5 noo r to see 
n i m t  to stick to 
6 kamaamaa to shame 
taboraa to speak obscene ly to 
kabo i raa to make (some thing) stink 
ka t u uaa to punish 
t a e r a a  to speak badly of 
kakaa to search for 
7 kama a n  to prolong 
ka ren to flavor with curry 
k a r i n  to insert 
8 ka t a n g  to play (an ins trumen t) 
r i ng to touch 
t i r i n g to ki l l  
t ua n g  to te l l  
9 a r  i to bake 
been i to paint 
10 ka n i m  to stick 
1 1  n i m  to drink 
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group obj ect expres sed first person second person ( infinitive ) singular 
1 a a i  ko 
kab ' a ka a  kab ' a kaa i kab ' a ka ko 
ka te kea k a t e kea i ka teke ko 
taeb ' a i a  taeb ' a i a i  taeb ' a i ko 
kame n a a  kame n a a i kame n a ko 
ka reenaa ka reenaa i ka reenako 
2 a a i i ko 
ua a t i a  u a a t i a i  u a a t i i ko 
ka toob i b i a  ka toob i b i a i  ka toob i b i  i ko 
o t o r i k i a  o to r i k i a i  o t o r i k i  i ko 
kama n i n n a n t i a  kaman i n n a n t i a i  kama n i n n a n t i i ko 
u i  i b uakaa u i  i b uakaa i u i b ua ka i ko 
3 a a i  i ko 
we tea we tea i we te i ko 
a t aa a t aa i a t a i ko 
4 aea a i i ko 
u i i b uakaaea u i  i b ua kaa i u i  i b uaka i ko 
t a r a r uaaea t a r a r ua a i t a r a r u a i ko 
5 a a i  i ko 
noo ra noo ra i noo r i ko 
n i mt a  n i m ta i n i m t i ko 
6 e a  e a i eko 
kamaamaaea kamaamaaea i kama amaa e ko 
tabo raaea t a boraae a i t a bo raaeko 
kabo i raaea kabo i raaea i kabo i raaeko 
ka t u uaaea ka t u uaaea i ka t u uaaeko 
tae raaea tae raaea i tae raaeko 
kakaaea kakaaea i kakaaeko 
7 a a i i ko 
kama ana kama a n a i kama a n i ko 
ka rena ka rena i ka ren i ko 
ka r i n a ka r i n a i ka r i n i ko 
8 a a i ko 
ka t a n g a  k a t a n g a i ka t a n g ko 
r i n g a  r i ng a i r i n g ko 
t i r i n ga t i r i n ga i t i r i n g ko 
t ua n g a  t ua n g a i t ua n g ko 
9 i a  a i  i ko 
a r  i i a a r i a i  a r i  i ko 
been i i a been i a i  been i i ko 
10 ' a  ' a i  ko 
kan i m ' a  kan i m ' a i  kan i mko 
11 a a i  ko 
n i ma .'- .,-
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group third person 
first person 
singular plural 
1 a i i r a 
kab ' a ka a  kab ' a ka i i r a 
ka teke a  ka t e ke i i r a 
taeb ' a i a  t a e b ' a i i r a 
kame n a a  kame n a  i i r a 
ka reenaa ka reen a i i r a 
2 a i i r a 
ua a t  i a uaa t i i r a 
ka toob i b i a  ka toob i b i i ra 
o t o r i k i a  o t o r i k i  i r a 
kama n i n n a n t i a  kaman i n n a n t i  i r a 
u i i b ua ka a  u i  i b uaka i i r a 
3 i a i i ra 
we t e i a  we te i i r a 
a t a i a  a t a i i ra 
4 aea i i ra 
u i i b ua kaaea u i  i b uaka i i ra 
t a r a r uaaea t a r a r ua i i ra 
5 i a i i ra 
noor i a noo r i i ra 
n i m t i a  n i mt i i ra 
6 ea e i ra 
kamaamaaea kamaamaae i r a 
t a bo raaea t a bo raae i r a 
kabo i ra a ea kabo i raae i r a 
ka t u uaaea ka t u uaae i r a 
tae raaea tae raae i r a 
kakaaea kakaae i ra 
7 n a  i i ra 
kamaa n n a  kamaa n i  i r a 
ka renna ka ren i i r a 
ka r i n n a  k a  r i n i i r a 
8 n g a  i i ra 
ka t a n g n g a  ka t a n g i i r a 
r i n g n g a  r i n g i i ra 
t i r i n g n g a  t i r i n g i i r a 
t ua n g n g a  t u a ng i i ra 
9 i a  i r a 
a r  i i a a r i  i r a 
been i i a been i i r a 
10 m ' a  w i  i ra 
kan i mm ' a  kan i mw i i ra 
11 ma i i ra 
n i mma ... � 
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second person third person group plural plural animate 
1 i n g kam i i i i a 
kab ' a ka i n g kam i i kab ' a ka i i a  
kateke i n g kam i i ka teke i i a 
taeb ' a i  i n g kam i i t a eb ' a i  i a  
kame n a i n g ka m i  i kamena i i a 
ka reena i n g kam i i ka reena i i a 
2 i n g kam i i i i a 
ua a t i i n g k a m i  i u a a t i i a 
ka toob i b i i n g kam i i katoob i b i  i a  
o t o r i k i i n g ka m i  i o t o r i k i i a  
kaman i n n a n t i i ng kam i i kaman i n n a n t i  i a  
u i  i b uaka i n g ka m i  i u i  i b uaka i i a  
3 i n g kam i i i i a 
we te i n g kam i i we t e  i i a 
a t a i n g kam i i a t a i i a 
4 i n g kam i i i i a 
u i  i b u a ka i n g kam i i u i  i b uaka i i a  
t a ra r ua i n g kam i i t a ra r ua i i a  
5 i n g kam i i i i a 
noo r i n g ka m i  i noo r i  i a  
n i m t i n g kam i i n i mt i i a 
6 e i n g ka m i  i e i a  
kamaamaae i n g kam i i kamaa ma ae i a  
taboraae i n gkam i i t a boraae i a  
kabo i raae i ng kam i i kabo i raae i a  
kat uuaae i n g k a m i  i ka t u uaae i a  
t a e raae i n g kam i i tae raae i a  
kakaae i n g kam i i kakaae i a  
7 i n g ka m i  i i i a 
kamaan i n g kam i i kamaan i i a 
ka ren i n g kam i i karen i i a  
ka r i n i n g kam i i ka r i n i i a 
8 ka m i  i , i ng kam i i i i a 
k a t a n g kam i i , ka t a n g  i n g kam i i ka t a n g  i i a 
r i ng kam i i , r i n g i n g ka m i  i r i n g i i a 
t i  r i n g kam i i ,  t i r i ng i n g kam i i t i r i n g i i a 
t ua n g kam i i , t u a n g  i n g kam i i t ua n g i i a  
9 n g kam i i i a 
a r i n g kam i i a r i  i a 
been i n g kam i i been i i a 
10 w i n g kam i i w i  i a  
kan i mw i n g kam i i kan i mw i  i a  
11 i n g kam i i i i a 
..,', ..,1, 
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group third person plural passive inanimate 
1 i ak i 
kab ' a ka i kab ' a ka a k i  
ka t e ke i k a t e kea k i  
taeb ' a i i t aeb ' a i a k i  
kame n a i kame n a a k i  
ka reena i ka reen a a k i 
2 a k i  
u a a t  i i u a a t i a k i  
ka toob i b i i ka toob i b i a k i  
o t o r i k i  i o t o r i k i a k i  
kaman i n n a n t i i kaman i n n a n t i a k i  
u i  i b uaka i u i i b ua kaak i 
3 i a k i 
we t e i we t ea k i  
a t a i a ta a k i 
4 a e i aeak i 
u i i b uakaae i u i i b u akaaea k i  
t a r a ruaa e i t a ra r uaaea k i  
5 i i a k i 
noo r i  i noo r a k i  
n i mt i i n i mt a k i 
6 e i  e a k i 
kamaamaae i kamaamaaea k i  
t a bo raae i taboraae a k i 
kabo i raae i kabo i raaeak i 
ka t u uaae i ka t u uaaea k i  
t a e raae i tae raaeak i 
kakaae i kakaaeak i 
7 i i a k i 
kamaan i i kama a n a k i 
ka ren i i ka ren a k i 
ka r i n i i ka r i n a k  i 
8 i i a k i  
ka t a n g i i ,  k a t a n g  ka t a n g a k  i 
r i  n g  i i ,  r i n g r i n g a k i 
t i r i n g i i ,  t i r i n g t i r i n ga k i  
t ua n g i i ,  t ua n g  t ua n ga k i  
9 a k i  
a r i  i a r i a k i  
been i i been i a k i  
1 0  w i  i ' a k i  
kan i mw i  i kan i m ' a k i  
1 1  a k i 
n i m n i ma k i  
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APPEN D I X  A2 : Ki ri batese - Engl i sh 
aaba lands 
a ama n .  hammer 
a a n  under 
Aa ro religions 
aba n .  land 
A 
aba i a  their land ; land of 
a b ' a a b ' a k i  big ,  large 
a b ' a k i n  size of 
Aba i a a n g  p . n .  island in the 
Gilberts between Tarawa and 
Marakei 
a bam your land ; your country 
abam ' a ko ro island 
abam ' a ko ro n  islands of 
a bam i i your pl . islands ; your pl . 
countries 
a b a u  my island , my country 
a bea n .  bait 
a be a na its/his/her bai t ;  to use 
as bait 
Abemaama p . n . island in the 
Gilberts , east of Kuria and 
Aranuuka . 
A be r i ka p . n .  Afrika 
abong four days 
a e i this 
aeka sor t ;  kind 
aekan sort of , kind of 
aek i a  take from (as food 
a e r a  what . . .  doing? 
a i  n .  fire 
a i a  their;  n .  firewood 
a i oo thi s  
a i ka who ; which 
a i ka i  these 
from fire) 
a i  m ' a a n e u  cousin of oppos ite sex 
a i  n a t i u  nephew or niece 
a i ne n .  female 
a i  ta r i u  cousin 
a ka n n e  those 
a kawa v .  to fish ; n .  fishing 
akawam your fishing 
ake which were ; that are 
a kea none 
akeke i those ( far) 
ak i not 
am ' a rake v .  t o  eat ; n .  a food 
Ame r i ka p . n .  America 
am i i your pl . 
amo r i  n .  kind of fish 
a n a  his/her/its 
a n a a  v. tak e ;  n .  fish 
ana E ka a r ee t i a  t e  A t ua p . n . 
Church of God 
aneang n .  mast 
a n e n e  v. to sing ; n .  a singing 
or song 
a nene i to sing them 
a n i / a n  let 
a n i a n n .  onion 
a n i ma n .  bailer for bailing out 
water from the canoe 
aanne that 
ano n .  ball 
a n t a i who? 
a n g  n .  the wind 
a n g a  v .  
angaa t a i 
a n g a a t a i u  
a n g a n a i 
a n g a raa 
to 
n .  
my 
give 
n .  
give ; n .  a 
right hand 
right hand 
me 
long axe 
shoulder 
side 
a n g i i a  the majority of them 
a n g i n  wind o f ;  the maj ority of 
ao and ; n. line ( as for fishing) 
aoa n .  hour 
aob i t i  m. office 
aob i t i  n i  b u re i t i ma n  n .  police 
office 
aob i t i  n re ta n .  post office 
Aoka t i n .  August 
aoma t a  n .  people 
aon on 
aonga in order that 
aon i /aon on ( surface of)  
aonnaba n .  on land 
aonnaaba world 
aono n .  group (especially for 
islands) 
aono n i  K i r i b a t i  n .  Gilbert Group 
ao n t a no n .  earth , ground 
a o n t a a r i  n .  surface of sea 
a o r a k i n .  sick , sick person , 
i llness 
ao ran t i  n .  orange 
Ao t i te e r i a  p . n .  Australia 
a r a our ; the name 
a ra i a  their names 
a ram your sing. name 
a ra m i  i your pl . names 
a r a n  the name o f  
a r a n a  his/her/its name 
a ra na k i  named , cal led 
a ra n i i a  name or call them 
A r a n uuka p . n .  island in the 
Gilberts almost between Kuria 
and Abemaamaa 
a r a ra our names 
a r a u  my name 
a re who , which ; that (yonder ) 
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a re i yonder 
a r i  n .  spathe ( coconut) ; eyebrow 
a ro way , manner 
A ro religion 
a ro i a  their way , their manner 
a roka v. to smell ; n .  plant 
a ron way/manner o f ;  like 
a ron i way/manner of 
A ro n i Moomon n .  Mormon Church 
A ro rae p . n .  the last i sland 
the south of the Gilberts 
a ro ro four generations 
a rou my way/manner of 
in 
a t a n .  rope tied from mast to 
outrigger ( canoe) ; adj . wide or 
broad 
a t a a  v .  know 
a t ae i n .  children 
a t ae i n  children of 
a t ae i n i mm ' aane n .  boy 
a t a i know (pl . form) 
a t a i a  know him/her/it 
a t ama n .  gravel ( small stone s )  
a t i  i b u n .  stone 
a t i m ' akoro n .  islet 
a t u u  n .  head 
A t ua p . n .  God 
A t ua i a  their God 
a t u u n  head of 
a t u u n  t e  t a u t a e ka n .  Government 
Headquarter 
au my ; calk 
a u a  four 
a uee exclamation of intensive 
feeling 
a u t  i n .  house 
a u t i n i  i r uaa n .  house for guest ; 
guest-house , hotel 
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baa n .  midrib of coconut leaf ; 
leaf of plants 
b ' a a b ' a i a a n .  pawpaw 
b ' aa i  n .  things 
b ' aa i  n i  mm ' a k u r i  n .  things for 
working , tools 
b '  aa i n tae tae n .  things fo'r 
talking,  te lephon e ,  speaker 
baa i re n .  measurement ;  arrangement 
baa i re a  n .  to measure ; to make 
arrangement 
b a a ke e  n .  tobacco 
baa ke e n a  its tobacco 
b a a n  leaf of ( see b a a )  
b a a n a  its leaf ( see baa)  
b ' aa n a k i  fi lled with (oil , 
kerosene , benzine , etc . )  
b a a n i ka i na n .  pandanus leaf 
ba a n n i i n .  coconut leaf 
baa reka dirty 
b a a booboo yellow 
b ' ae n e  n .  basket 
ba i n .  hand 
b ' a i  n .  thing 
b ' a i  n ao rak i n .  thing for 
sickness , medicine 
b ' a i  n i  kab ' a ra t i ku r u u  n .  thing 
for unscrewing , screwdriver 
b ' a i  n i  ka tena n .  thing for 
holding tight , pliers 
b ' a i  n t a n g i ra n .  thing for love , 
gift , present 
B ' a i b ' a r a  n .  bible 
b ' a i b i  n .  pipe 
ba i i a their hands 
ba i ka these things 
ba i ka ra what things ? 
ba i m  your hand 
b ' a i m  your dress ( clothing) 
b ' a i n  thing of clothing 
b ' a i n a to wear ( sing. form) 
b ' a i n i  to wear (pl . form) 
b ' a i n a k i  worn , used 
b ' a i r i  n .  nose 
B ' a i r i k i  n .  Capital town on 
Tarawa where Government Head­
quarters are 
b ' a i t i  n .  smoking pipe 
b ' a i u  my dress 
ba i u  my hand 
b ' a ka v. fall 
b ' a ka n taa i v. afternoon 
baka t i b u v. ancestor 
b ' anaam your voice 
b ' a n a a n  voice of 
b ' anaanaa banana 
b ' a n aa i a  their voice 
B ' aanaba n .  name of 
(Ocean I sland) 
bane finished 
an island 
b ' an g a  v .  to hide in a hole ; 
mosquito net 
b ' a n g e  n .  chin 
b ' a n g ke n .  bank 
b ' aoua bend 
b ' a ra v. undone ; n .  hat 
b ' a ra n a ko see b ' a ra v .  
b ' a raka rabe paragraph 
ba r eka see baa reka ; dirty , filthy 
b ' a t a  black , blue 
b a t i many 
b ' a t i n .  bus 
b ' a a t i ka n .  bicycle 
b ' a u k i n  n .  pumpkin 
Bebe rua re n .  February 
beeba n .  paper 
beebe te eas y ,  light 
bee k i  n .  pig 
beem your lavalava 
been coconuts ; lavalava o f ;  pen 
bee ro bell 
bee t i n  basin 
bekobeko v. , n .  cough 
ben n .  coconut 
b en t i ra n .  pencil 
be re t i te n t i n .  pres ident 
Be r u u  n .  island we st of Nikunau 
Be tebeke n .  Pacific 
Bee t i o  n .  port town on Tarawa 
b i a  denoting a wish ; n .  fish 
ovarie s  
b i i a n .  beer 
b i i b i i n . throat 
b i i ua / b i wa fever 
b i ke n .  beach 
B i ken i be u  n .  town on Tarawa where 
Central Hospital is locate d .  
b i koukou pregnant 
b i na n .  last born child ; come 
last 
b i no n .  v .  sitting dancing ; to 
do sitting dance 
b i ra v. plait 
b i  r i  v .  run 
b i r i a r i  n .  ful l  stop 
b i r i m ' a aka run fast 
b i r i  mwe e r e  run slowly 
b i roto n .  s tomach 
b i rotou my stomach 
b i t a k  i changed 
b i t i  n .  knife 
B i i t i i n .  Fij i 
Booboo t i  n .  Cooperative 
booboo t a k i use to gather together 
bo i t i n  poison 
bok i n .  book 
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bok i n a n e n e  n .  song book , hymn 
book 
bo k i  n t a t a ro n .  prayer book 
bon truly 
bon g  n .  day ; night 
boo n g a n a  useful 
boo n g a n a n  use o f  
boo n g a n a n a  hi s/her/its use 
bong i n  day of 
bon i truly 
bono t a  v .  close , shut 
bono ta k i  closed , shut 
boo up (especially for 
hit , cost 
boob ' a i  n .  v .  shopping 
boobe t e  cheap 
time ) ; n .  
boo i a  strike i t ;  ring it ( the bell)  
book i n .  books 
boona price , cost of 
boo ra n .  bowl 
boo ro n .  ball 
boo t a k i  v .  n .  assemble 
boou new/my salary 
bo r a u  v .  sail 
bo t i  n .  marked places in the 
m ' a n eaba , etc . 
bo t u  weariness , fatigue 
bo t u ra our wearines s  
bo uan post o f  
bua lost 
b u a akaka bad 
buaka rough , no t calm 
B u ua r i k i  n .  a name of a vi llage 
on Tarawa 
b u b u  v .  n .  smoke ( as from fire , 
e tc . ) 
�--------�------
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b u b u a k a  bad ; use to battl e 
b u b u a  n i b a i n .  e lbow 
b u b ua n i wae n .  knee 
b u b u i a  to rub i t  
b u u b u ra big,  large 
b u k i back 
b u k i n  for ; back o f  
b u k i n a because 
b u n  n .  she l l  fish 
b u n g i a k i  born 
b u n g i n t aa i n .  sunset 
b uoka v .  help 
b uo ka i help me 
buoka k i helped (passive )  
b uo k i help ( in pl . form) 
buok i ko help you 
b u rae hair ; feather 
b u r a e  n i  man n .  feather 
B u r a n t i  n .  France 
b u r a k l boo t i  n .  blackboard 
b u ra t i v .  n .  brush 
b u ra a un brown 
b u raawa n .  flour 
b u re n .  wrong ; a mi stake ; a sin 
b u reen n .  plane 
b u re i t i ma n  n .  pol iceman 
b u r i k i  n .  brick 
B u r i t a n  n .  Britain 
b u ro boiling 
b u ro b u ro bubble 
b u roo hearts 
B u t a r i t a r i  n .  second i s land in 
north of Gilberts 
b u t e e t a  n .  potato 
b u t i run , as for vehic les and boats 
b u t i boo ro v. n .  football 
b u t i ko request you 
b u t i m ' a a i  we lcome 
b u t u  n .  foot ( measurement) ; v .  to 
push 
b u u  n .  wife or husband 
b u u n  wi fe of or husband o f  
b u u t a  t o  cal l out ( as t o  fight ) ; 
to withdraw 
bwe v .  n .  a paddle ;  a rudder 
bwe e n na r i na driven by means o f  
paddl e  o r  rudder 
bwee nna r i na n .  a paddle ; v .  to 
paddle 
bwena ua k i  divided , cut into 
bwe ree t i v. n .  pres s  
E 
Ebe r i  n .  April 
eea air 
E i t a p . n .  vil lage on Tarawa 
E ka re t i a  n .  Church 
e k ue toa n .  equator 
emb ' aea n .  empire 
eng yes 
e n g a a  where 
E n g i ran p . n .  England 
E re t i  p . n .  Ellice 
e ta up 
e t i right , correct , s traight 
ewan i n  n .  coconut husk 
I 
i a  blood ves se l ;  tide/hair 
i aa where 
i a a t i n .  yard 
i ab u t i n .  high tide 
i a i  thereby , there i s , there are 
i a ngoa n .  think o f  
i a n i maama n .  moonlit 
i aon on/over 
i aona on/over it 
i b u n .  shell of coconut 
i b u k i  i a  for them 
i b u k i n  for 
i b u k i n a for him/her/it , because ; 
at the back of him/her/it 
i b u n  shell 
i b u n a  its shell 
i b uobuok i helpful ; n .  helping 
i e  n .  sail 
i e i n  v .  marry ; n .  marriage 
i e ka v .  to flood ; n .  flood 
i en a  its sail 
i i ka n .  fishes 
i ka n .  fish 
i ka i  here 
i ka n  fish of 
i ka n n e  right there 
i ka raaba n .  v .  hide 
i ka r i i n .  bony fish 
i kawa i n .  grown-up 
i kawa i na hi s/her/its 
up 
i ke ke i over there 
and 
age ; 
I K i r i ba t i  n .  Kiribatese 
i koa k i  injured 
i koa k i  n .  wounded person 
seek 
growing 
i ko t a k i  v .  add to ; included 
i ko ta k i  n .  gathering 
i m ' aa i m  before you 
i m ' a a i n  before 
i m ' aa i u  before me 
i ma n a k i scaled 
I M a t a n g  n .  white people ; 
Europeans 
i mw i i m  after you 
i mw i i n after 
i mw i i na after him/her/it 
i n  close , shut 
i n aa i n .  mat ( coconut leaf) 
i n aaoma ta n .  independence ; 
i n t i  n .  inch 
i n gaabong n .  morning 
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i ra a n a k i  how ( a  thing , etc . )  is  
done 
i ra ke a  v. to hoist 
i rama n how many ( for animals )  
i ra n  how to do ( things ) ; braiding 
strands of 
i ra a n n a  how to do (a thing) 
i rao rao friendly 
i ra r i k i n  beside 
i ra ua how many? 
i re u i  i n .  tooth brushing ; v. to 
brush teeth 
i r i v. go with , fol low , attend 
i r i ko go with you ; n .  meat 
i r i kona its flesh 
i rou i a by them 
i roum by you 
i roun by , of 
i rouna by him/her 
i ro u ra by us 
i r uaa n .  guest 
i t a u u  n .  boxing 
i te ra n .  half 
i te r a n  half of 
i t e ra n a  half of it 
i te ra n  t e  kawa i n .  side fo the 
road 
i t i  n .  lightning 
i t i bo n g  n .  half moon 
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i t i b u i  seventy 
i t i i a  scoop it up 
i t i u a seven 
i to i n .  star 
K 
kaa n .  car 
kaab ' a  n .  corrugated 
Ka a bon g n .  Thursday 
kaa i n .  pl . timber ;  
trees 
iron , copper 
woods ; stick ; 
kaa i a  their timber ,  woods , s ticks 
kaa i b i b i t i  to exchange 
kaa i n  people o f ;  owner o f ;  
occupier o f  
kaa i na i t s  peop l e ;  owner ; occupier 
kaa i n n a b a u  my wife or husband 
kaa i n n a b a n a  his wi fe/her husband 
ka a i t i boo meet 
kaa i t a ra face to face 
kaa i t a ra a n  opposite o f  
kaakang keen to eat 
ka a k i  take away , to put 
ka a n  almo st ,  close to 
kaa n g a  seem 
ka a n g a a n g a  difficult hard 
ka a n t a n i n ga to hope for ; expect ; 
n .  hope ; expectation 
kaa t i n .  playing card 
kaawa n .  vi llage ; poor 
kabae n .  kno t ;  bandage 
kabaea k i  tied , bandaged 
ka baea n n a t u u  hair scarf 
kabae i pl . kabaea 
kab ' a ka a  to drop 
ka ba n e i to finish them all 
kabane all ,  together 
kabanea to finish 
kab ' a ngab ' angaa to make a hole ; 
to bore a hole 
kab ' a r aa undo , untie 
kab ' a ra a k i undone , untied 
kab ' a rab ' a r a  to preach 
kab ' a ra b ' a ra i to describe 
kab ' a roa pour out (water) 
kab ' a ro i  pour out (pl . form) 
kaaben taa carpenter 
ka b e t a  put on water to float 
kabe t a n  floater of 
kabooa k i  bought ; to get to meet 
at the ends , points 
kab i kee l 
ka boon ganaa to use 
kaboon g a n a a k i used 
kaboonganaan use o f  
kaboon g a n a i use (pl . form) 
kaboo farewell ; to complete 
ka booa buy 
kabooanako sell 
kaboo i buy (pl . form) 
kaboou i i to have a conference ; a 
conference 
ka b u a n i b ' a i  accident 
ka b u b u  blunt; a powdered food 
made from pandanus fruit 
ka b u a b u t a  to run several times 
kab uebue hot 
kab u roa k i  boiled 
kab u r u r u  wash one ' s  face 
ka b u t a  to drive ; to cause to move 
something 
kab u t i ka i  a kind of game played 
with playing cards 
kaea go for ; to chase 
kae i chase ; go for (pl . form) 
kae t a  v. straighten ; correct 
kae ta i  correct me ; straighten me 
kae t i a  correct him/her/it ; 
straighten him/her/i t 
kae t i ko correct you ; put you right 
ka i n .  stick 
ka i b u ke n .  ship 
ka i i a  their sticks ; stick for them ; 
points lost in game 
ka i ka v .  bail water out of 
ka i ka n  bailing of 
ka i ma toa stiff action , kind o f  
Ki ribates e  dancing movement 
ka i moa n .  crews of the ship 
ka i n  s ick o f ;  wood of 
ka i n a its s tick , i ts wood 
ka i n i kawa awaa n .  gutter 
ka i n i wene n .  bed 
ka i n n a ko t i n a n i ku n .  latrine 
ka i n te ka teka n .  chair 
ka i rabong what day? 
ka i ra i  lead me ; guide me ; direct 
ka i r i ko l ead you ;  guide you ; 
direct you 
kaa i r ua mis taken 
ka i t a r a i  give opposites 
ka i t i akan cleaning of 
ka i t i a k i a  clean it 
Ka i t i bo n g  n .  Seventh day 
ka kaaea v .  look for ; find 
kakaae i look for ;  find out 
form) 
kakaa k i  bo t u  v. pas s  time 
kaaka n a k i edible 
kaka n g  sharp 
ka kang i a  v .  sharpen 
out 
( pl . 
kakanoa having something inside 
ka k i b aa to cause to fly , j ump , 
leap 
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ka koa u a a  beli eve ; to say something 
or someone is true ; to prove 
ka kooa to fastern tightly 
kakua tiresome 
kakuku re i pleasan t ,  pleasing 
kam you (pl . )  
kam '  aa cook 
kamaama n a  its window 
kama a n a k i  kept longer 
kam ' a i m ' a i  molasses ( cooked toddy) 
ka m ' a i t o ro cold 
karna i u  l i fe giving , supper/ 
pleasant 
kama i ua k i  saved , rescued , healed 
kam ' a nea v. to trick ; betray 
kama n i previous ly , be fore 
kam ' a n uu i  to fold (pl . form) 
kama r i  r i  chilly 
kama teb ' a i  study 
kama toa i make them s trong 
kama t u u  Protestant 
kan want , wish 
kana v. e at 
kana i a  their food ; 
kana k i  eaten 
ka n a koa k i sent away 
Church 
kanako i take away ; sent away 
(pl . form) 
kanana his/her/its food 
ka n g  eat (pl . form) 
ka ngaa how 
ka a n g a i thus 
ka n g ka ng de lic ious 
kangka n g i n  deliciousness o f  
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kan i want ; wish 
kaa n i i a  to go closer 
ka n i i ma n  fi fth ; come fi fth 
kan i k i na n .  the mark or sign ; 
ka n i k i naaea v .  t o  mark o r  sign 
Ka n i ma bong n .  Friday 
ka noa a k i filled 
ka noa i a  fill it 
kanoan content of 
ka noana its content 
kaan t a n i n g a  to hope for , expect 
n .  the hope , expectation 
ka n toka the fare or freight 
kaoa k i orders ; invited 
kao i  pl . v. order ( things ) 
kaoko r o  different or difference 
kao n a  fill up 
kao n g o r aaea i inform me 
Kaonobong Saturday 
kao t i i show them ( things)  
ka ra a u re farewe ll 
ka r a b ' a ra b ' a  to say thankful words 
ka r a k i to te l l  a s tory ; to talk 
ka r a a n g a  n .  river ; n .  to flatte r ;  
s tick dancing , Kiribatese kind 
of dancing 
k a r aoa do , make 
ka raoa k i  made 
ka raoan the doing or making o f  
ka rao i do ; make them ( things ) 
ka rao i a do it or make i t  
k a  ra t i n n .  kerosene 
ka r a u  n . rain 
ka r a u n  n .  fishing net 
ka r a u  t a n g i nako n .  shower of rain 
ka r awa n .  sky , heaven 
ka re v. blow ; throw 
ka reke a  get ;  catch 
ka reke a k i caught 
ka rekean catching o f  
ka reke n ano love making 
ka rewe n .  a toddy ; sweet 
ka r i k i n .  bread ; descendant ; 
adj . to become pregnant 
ka r i k i rake n .  bus iness ; promotion 
ka r i moa n .  first born child 
k a r i mw i  i n a second child to him/her 
ka r i n  put them on ; divide ; put 
them in 
ka r i n a put it on ; divide ; put it 
in 
ka r i n a k i p . p .  put on ; divided ; 
put in 
ka r i n r i n  admitting 
ka ro n .  father 
ka rokoa to wai t  until the coming 
of ; the time of 
ka rongoaa to make noi se ; n .  noise 
ka r uoa to put down ; to get some-
thing/somebody down 
ka t aa k i  p . p .  tried ; tempted 
ka t a bea to make someone busy 
ka t a be t a be to be bothering 
ka t a i a  try 
ka t a i r i k i  n .  meal taken in the 
evening 
ka t a ke kind of Kiribatese song 
mostly sung in a talking manner ; 
chant 
ka t a m ' a  n .  cat 
ka t a n g i t a n g  play music on any 
mus ical instrument ; n .  instrument 
ka t a ra rakea to put someone or 
something face up 
ka t a r i n a k i being extracted from 
coconut ( kerne l )  
ka t a t i  knife for cutting toddy 
ka t a u a  v .  t o  try on a s  dre s s  e tc . , 
permit 
ka t a u rao i preparation 
ka t a u t a u  misuse ; an approximate 
calculation 
ka t awa nou n .  meal taken at noon 
katea v. to build ; to e s tabl ish 
ka te a k i p . p .  bui l t ,  establ ished 
ka tebe v .  spear fi shing 
ka t e i n .  cus tom 
k a te i te i  v. n .  construction 
k a t e n a a  make it crowded ; tied ;  
j oined 
Ka t e n i bo n g  n .  Wednesday 
ka t e rea v .  to show 
ka toaa v .  to make a pair 
ka t oka v .  to stop , halt ; 
ka tokaa v .  put something 
something or somebody 
ka tok i pl . v. stop ; cure 
ka t oom i m i a  v. surround 
cure 
on 
ka toom i m i a k i  p . p .  surrounded 
Ka a to r i ka n .  Catholic Church 
ka to rob ubua to kneel 
ka u pair of shoe s 
kauaa k i  n .  trawl fishing ; v .  to 
trawl a fishing line 
Ka uabong n .  Tuesday 
kaua r i n a n  s econdary ; n .  s econd 
l ine/class 
ka un a i make me angry 
kaun i ko make you angry 
kaun i wae n .  shoe 
ka u n rab ' a t a  v. n .  wres tling 
ka u t ua a  v .  to grate ( as coconut) 
kawa i n aa i make me feel light , 
comfortable after eating too 
much 
kawae koa v. to hurry ; n .  haste 
1 2 9  
kawae r a ke n.  pant 
k awa i n .  path , lane , road , s treet 
kaawak i n i  i a  keep them , look after 
them 
kawa ra v .  to visit 
ka u i i remweko to eat/drink ; talk 
s lowly 
ka u i i t a t a ko to eat/drink ; talk 
fast 
ke or 
kena v .  dig 
kewe v .  tell a lie ; n .  lie 
k i a ro n. outrigger of a canoe 
k i b a v .  j ump , fly 
k i bee v. n .  torch fishing 
k i b u n .  verse o f  a song o r  poetry 
k i b u n taeka n .  sentence 
k i e  n .  mat made of pandanus 
leaves 
k i  i e  n .  plural of k i e  
k i i ka n .  octopus 
k i i t a n i to leave ; to abandon ; to 
go from 
k i na a i v. recognise them (plural 
verb form of k i n a a )  
k i n a a  v .  recognise 
k i naka n .  sore 
k i moa v. to steal ; n .  a rat 
k i mo to t o  short ; not long 
k i r i a r i a  later on 
K i r i b a t i n .  Kiribatese 
k i r i i n  green 
k i r i k i t i  v. n .  cricket ( game ) 
k i rom i i t a n .  ki lometer 
koa ua n .  truth ; adj . true , real 
ko i ko i  kind of she l lfish ; to grate 
using she ll 
kokookoo used to be j ealous 
konaa can , to be abl e  to 
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kon a n a  his/her/its catch 
koo tight 
koo t i coat ( animal or dressing) 
koobe co ffee 
koo t i uee i causeway 
koowa n a  governor 
ko ra string , cord 
ko ra k i  class ( in school ) ; relative 
ko rako ra strong ; big 
ko r a n  s tring of ; colon 
ko rea cut 
ko rea k i p . p .  been cut 
ko re i a  cut it 
ko ro i a  cut it 
ko ro cut ; husking stick 
ko robo k i  v. write 
ko ro i v. cut them; write them 
(pl . verb form of ko rea ) 
ko roka rewe v .  n .  cut toddy 
ko ron e n .  colony 
ko ronen colony of 
koum ' a ra n .  small shel l  fish 
kua tired ; n .  a whale 
kua t a  quarter 
k u k u re i happy glad 
kun n .  skin 
kunan song o f  
k u n n i ka i  cloth 
k u n n i ka i m  your cloth 
k u n n i ka i u  my cloth 
kuo ( t a )  to skin 
kuo t a k i p . p .  skinned 
kuo t i pl . verb form of kuo t a  
ku r i  almos t ;  to get something 
hastily or greedily 
Ku r i a  n .  island in the central 
Gilberts 
k u u ka n .  a cook ; a cooker 
M 
ma a n .  fish trap 
m '  aa i n before 
m ' a a ka fas t ;  powerful ; n .  power 
ma a n  long ; pl . of man ( animal)  
m ' a a nem your sister/brother ( opp . 
sex sibling) 
m ' aaneu my sister/brother ( opp . 
sex sibl ing) 
m ' aangan branch o f  
maa n r a how long? 
Ma a t i n .  March 
maa t i a t i  matches 
ma a t i mt i m  dripping 
m ' ae lace 
maeao i a  west of them 
maeaon we st of 
maeka l ive , stay ; n .  the 
mae k i a  to cut it tenderly 
m ' aen ro roa n .  necklace 
ma i from 
ma i a k i  n .  south 
ma i a k i n  south o f  
ma i a k i n a south o f  i t  
horne 
M ' a i a n a  p . n .  island south of 
Tarawa 
ma i b i  i b i  broken into tiny pieces ; 
n .  tiny pieces 
m ' a i ee n .  Kiribate se dancing 
ma i i  pale white 
m ' a i m ' a i  wet 
ma i n a i n a white 
ma i n g i m  your left-hand s ide 
ma i n i ku n .  east 
ma i n i k u n  east of 
ma i re n .  mile 
m ' a i t i  many 
m ' a i t i  i a  their number 
m ' a i toro cold 
ma i u  n .  life ; alive 
ma i u i a  their l i fe 
ma i um your life 
m ' a ka n .  scar ; decay ; sore 
m ' a ke i i a  the ir thorns ( on a 
pandanus leaf) 
M ' a k i n  n .  the very last island 
in the north of the Gilberts 
m ' a ko ro n .  part 
m ' a ko ron part o f  
m ' akorona its part 
ma maa ra weak , feeble 
m 1 am 1 a n a n g a  v .  travel ing ( used 
to) ; n .  the trave ling 
mama r a k i keep aching ( used to) 
man animal ; from 
m ' a n a i n .  crab ( land) 
m 1 a n a n g a  v. travel 
ma ne n .  old 
m 1 a n e  n .  money 
m ' aneaba n .  a big assembly 
building 
m ' a n e ka n .  footstep 
ma n e n a  useful ; use of it 
ma n g a  again 
ma n g i n g sour ; drunk 
n .  intoxicating drink 
m ' a n g ko n .  mug , cup 
ma n i /man from 
m ' a n i b ' a  n .  we ll 
ma n i n  animal/birds of 
man i n n a ra n. mosquito 
m ' a n i n ga forget 
ma n n i k i ba n .  bird 
mao bitter ; healed ; n .  a bush 
m 1 aoto break ( a s  stick , pencil , 
etc . ) ; n .  fracture 
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ma ra soft ( after soaking) ; wet ; 
bald 
ma rae n .  field 
ma ra i n .  the kernel o f  a green 
coconut 
m ' a ra i r a i  long ( e sp .  when some­
thing is hanging down) 
Ma rake i n .  island between 
Abaiaang and Butaritari 
ma ra k i  n .  pain , ache 
ma ra k i  n a t u u  n .  headache 
ma r a k i n i  b i roto n .  stomach-ache 
ma ra k i  n i  u i i n .  toothache 
ma r a u  somewhat soft 
ma ra u ra u  quite soft 
marawa n .  ocean 
m 1 a re v . n .  to wed ,  to marry 
ma rena i a  between them 
ma renan between 
marenaua n .  countrys ide 
ma roo roo n .  v. engage in 
conversation 
ma r u r un g  healthy 
ma t a  n .  eye 
ma t a i a  the ir eyes 
ma t a n  the eyes of 
ma t a n a  hi s/her/its eyes 
ma t a n i u i i n .  v .  bos s , director 
chief ; borde r ;  edge 
ma t an i u i i n a its border 
ma t a u  n .  my eyes 
ma t a u n i n ga not courteous 
ma te n .  die 
ma t e n t e n  thick 
ma toa stuff ; hard , strong 
ma t u u  n .  v. sleep 
m 1 a u ,  m 1 a u u  dry 
ma u n g a t a b u  n .  v .  general as sembly 
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ma u r i  good health 
maawa awa blue 
mea a n g  n .  north 
me a an g i n  north o f  
Mee i n .  May 
mee r i  n .  mail ; ferry 
me n a  s tay , to be at a certain 
place 
m i  i t a n .  meter 
m i n i t a n .  minister 
m i n i t i  n .  minutes 
m i no v .  go round , spin ; n .  
m i  r i  k i  n .  milk 
file 
m i t i n a re n .  mis s ionary , pastor 
mm ' aane n .  man 
mm ' a k u r i v.  n .  work 
mm ' a a n a ko v.  fall away , fall out 
mma n i i thin 
moa firs t ;  front ; n .  chicken 
moa a  v .  call at 
mo a n  very ; front part o f ;  first 
moa n a  cal l at 
moa n a k i  called at ; started ; hit by 
moa n i first 
Moa n i bong n .  Monday 
moa n i n g aa b o n g  n .  early morning 
moa n r i n a n  n .  first clas s/l ine/ 
row ; primary 
moa n t a a i early ( al so n . )  
moa n t a i r i k i  n .  evening 
mo i mo t o  n .  green coconut 
moko v. n .  smoke (pipe , cigar , 
etc . ) 
mokon smoke of 
moko te r a u a ra n .  smoke made of 
chipped tobacco and pandanus 
leaf 
Moomon n .  Mormon religion , church 
moo i v. drink 
moone n .  he l l  
mo r i ko i  n.  name o f  a fish 
mo t i rawa v. to leave , re s t ;  
n .  a holiday 
mumu t a  v .  n .  vomit 
mwee re slow , late 
mwee n g a u  my home 
mw i  i n  after , result o f  
N 
na will 
naa n .  group o f  s tones on the 
ree f ;  col lection of 
n a a i b i  knife 
naaka word for cal l ing the 
attention of more than one 
person 
naaka i these people 
naakanne those people 
n a a ke ke i those people there 
naano down 
n a a n go flies ( insect) (pl . )  
n aao waves 
naba too , also ; again 
n a kea where to 
n a ko to go to 
n a ko i i a  to them 
n a ko i m  to you 
n a ko i n a to him/her/its 
n a koma i come here 
n a kon to 
nakona hi s/her/its departure 
n a ko n a ko walk 
Nam person article for male s  
nama n .  lagoon 
n am ' a ka i n a n .  moon 
N a n  person ; article for males 
(N . Gi lb . )  
N a n g  person ; article for males 
n a n g  we ll 
nanga n .  fly 
nano deep ; heart or mind 
nano i a  the ir minds/heart/thought 
nanoka awa k i  sad , unhappy 
n a non mind o f ;  depth o f ;  meaning 
o f  
n a n o u  my mind 
n a nona his/her mind ; its meaning 
nanona to mean something 
Nao word to call a man ' s  or boy ' s  
attention ; n .  
nao n .  wave 
naon waves of 
n a t i n .  a child 
na t i i a their chi ld 
n a t i n a hi s/her child 
n a t i ra our child 
n a t  i u my child 
N a u r u  n .  name o f  a country 
( i s land) 
n e e r a  nail 
nee t i n .  nurse 
Ne i person article for females 
Ne i ko word used to call a female ' s  
attention 
n e i e  thi s woman/gir l ( usually 
followed by name ) 
n e i e i  this woman/girl 
ne i e n n e  that woman/girl 
n e i e re i that woman/girl there 
ne i ne i  having water ins ide ; swampy 
newe n .  tongue ; lodged up in a 
tree , etc . 
n g a a  where ? ; thousand 
ngae enough 
ngnga i me 
n g a i a  him/her/its 
nga i n a daylight 
n g ka i now 
n g kam I don ' t  know 
n g kam i i you (pl . )  
n g ka n a  when , i f  
n g ka n n e  then 
n g ke when 
n g koa long ago 
n g koana noa yesterday 
n g koe you ( sing. ) 
ngongo itching 
1 3 3  
n i  i coconut tree ; bi tter 
n i i ma n  five persons/animals/ 
small fish , etc . 
n i  i r i to roll them up 
n i  i r a k i  rolled up 
n i i ra k i n a its rol l ing 
n i i ra n a  i ts rolling cord ( coconut 
spathe rolling s tring) 
n i i r i v .  plural form o f  n i i r i a  
n i i r i a  to rol l  it up 
n i k i ra n .  remainder ;  v .  deliver 
N i k u n a u  n .  third i s l and from the 
south 
n i m  v .  pl . to drink ; 
n i ma i a  their drink 
n i ma k i  v. drunk 
n i ma ua five ( general)  
n i n g n g aabong tomorrow 
n n i n g a i when? 
Nobemb ' a  n .  November 
a dj . s tuck 
Nonou t i  n .  i s lands in the Gilberts 
between Tabiteuea and Abemaama 
noora n .  see 
noo ra k i seen 
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noo r i  see (pl . form o f  noo r a )  
noor i a  see him/her/i t  
noo r i ko s e e  you 
n u u ka i a  middle of them 
n u uka n .  middle ; cente r ;  back 
n u ukan back/center/middle of 
n u u ka n i bong n .  midnight 
n u u t i beeba n .  newspaper 
o 
o i  n .  torch light made by roll ing 
dry coconut leaves 
o i  n i  k i bee n .  torch for torch­
fishing ( on ree f )  
o i  n t a ta e  n.  torch for torch-
fi shing ( for flying f i sh)  
o k i v .  come back ; n .  return 
o k i r a  return to ; come back to 
Ok i t oob ' a  n .  October 
o k i u  my return 
oko ro n .  di fference 
o ko ro different 
on full up ; turtle 
on a u t i flying fish 
onean replacement of 
ongo v. hear 
ongoraa listen to 
onob u i  sixty 
Onoo t oa p . n .  is land in the 
Gilberts between Tabite uea and 
Tamana 
onoua six 
00 n .  wall 
oon wal l of 
oonnao r a k i hospital 
oota bright , clear ; n .  l ight 
o r a  n .  low tide 
o rean beat o f  
o reana n .  ball bat ( kind o f  game 
where one group bats the ball 
and the other group trie s  to 
catch) 
o t a b ' a n i n i a k i  surrounded 
o t i v. rise ; show ; appear 
o t i n t aa i n .  sunrise 
R 
raama outrigger s ide of a canoe 
ra a m i  i n .  playing card game 
raa n t i n .  launch 
rab ' a  n .  thanks ; car or motor­
bike tire 
rababa wide , broad 
rabakau cleve r ,  ski llful 
rabaka u u  my skil l ,  my knowledge 
rab ' a ta n .  body ; to hold to one ' s  
body 
rab ' a t a u  my body 
rabono eel 
rae ua i a  tear it; break it ( as a 
glas s )  
ra i withered ;  layers o f  canoe 
planks 
ra i r a k i turn 
ra i ran translation of 
ra i t i  n. rice 
rake lucky ; up , upward 
rama n .  canoe float ( outri gger) 
ram 1 a  n .  forehead ; gable o f  house 
ran n .  water 
ranga n .  capsize , overturn 
rang i very 
r a n n a  its water 
ra n n i ben n .  coconut cream 
r a n n i mo i mo to n .  green co conut 
water 
rao i exactly , properl y ; calm ( as 
calm sea) ; fine , peaceful ; peace 
rao i ro i  good , nice 
rao n n a  be friends with ; to 
accompany 
raoraona be friends with 
raou my friend 
ra raa bleeding ; blood 
ra ranga v. weave ; n .  weaving 
ra r a n g a a k i p . p .  woven 
ra rangaan the weaving of 
ra r i k i n  beside , near , s ide o f  
r a roa far , distant 
ra roa i a  the ir di stances 
ra roa ra how far? 
r a ua ra cigarette paper made 
pandanus leaf 
r a u a r a n a  its rauara ( see r a u a r a )  
r a u i a  the ir thatches ( house ) 
r a u n a  its thatch 
r a u r a u  plate ; record ( for record 
player) 
r a u r a u  n i  wae top part of the foot 
r a u re v. separate 
r a u re n a ko separate , apart 
r awa refuse , dislike 
rawa awa t a  heavy ; 
rebwe rebwe motorbike ; succes s ive 
crashing around sounding like 
thunder 
ree r i o  radio 
re i re i school 
re i re i i b u k i n i  mm ' a ku r i  technical 
institute 
re i re i n i  ka i moa marine training 
school 
re i re i n nee t i  school o f  nurs ing 
re i re i n t i a  re i re i teachers ' 
col lege 
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re i re i t i  j o in together ( as short 
pieces of string) 
re rea k i  mixed ( drink/food) 
re t a  n .  letter 
r i a  appear 
r i a i  prope r ,  better 
r i bana cultivate 
r i k i happen , become ; else ; s tart 
to grow ( as a plant) 
r i k i tema n n a  only child 
r i moa pas t ;  go before or go ahead 
of 
r i mw i  i late ; come late , come after 
r i n  get in , enter 
r i n a n  n .  row 
r i ne a k i  chosen , e lected 
r i ne r i n e election 
r i n i i a  their entrance , the ir 
admittance 
r i r i k i  n .  year 
r u rungaa rumbling 
R i i temb ' a  n .  December 
roa roa rodfishing 
roka a lock ; a game played with 
playing cards 
rok i  blind ( as window blind) 
roko come , arrive , pre sent 
roko i a  the ir arrival , their 
presence 
rokona hi s/her presence or arrival 
rongo rongo news 
rongo ron gon i news o f  
roo anchor ;  rope ; dark , darknes s  
roob u  rope 
roo k i  plural of roki 
roo ro ages ( pl . of age ) 
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roo r o o  at anchor 
roo roko vi sit at regular times 
roo tong i to n g  very dark 
roroa neck 
ro roo black 
r u a b u i ninety 
r ua i ua nine 
r u u  room 
ruo i a  Kiribatese dancing 
T 
t a a b a  a long and broad knife 
t a a b i a  earring 
t a a bo n .  places 
t a a i n .  times 
taa i n a ko all the time , every time 
t a a n g a  couples ;  army 
t a a ra towel 
t a a r a a  dollar 
t a a r i  sea ; seawater 
t a a r i a k i  salted 
t a a r i n  salt o f ;  sea o f  
taa t a n g  cry 
t a a t a n g i r a fond o f  
t a b a  cheek 
Taaba t i n .  Sunday 
t a b e  busy 
t a bea i some sticks , etc . 
tabeka l i ft 
t a be k i a  l i ft it 
t a bema n somebody 
t a b e r a n  top of ( tree , plants and 
mast)  
t a b e t a be busy 
t a be t a i sometimes 
tabeua some ( things ) 
Tab i teuea the bigge st i s land in 
the Gilberts 
t a bo place ; point or end 
tabo i a  their ends or points 
tabon end o f ;  point o f  
tabona i t s  end , point 
t abon i b a i  finger 
t a b u  holy ; forbidden ; sacred 
t a e ka word ; 
taekan word o f ;  news of 
t a e ka n a  words or news about him/ 
her/it 
t ae k i n  v. speak about ( pl . o f  
t a e k  i n a )  
t ae k i n n a  speak about it 
tae t ae speak 
tae tae n i  kawa i old language ; 
conversation ; to speak 
t a i don ' t ;  time ; clock or watch 
t a i a n those ( things , people , etc . )  
t a i a n i  those ( things , people , etc . )  
t a i aoka please 
ta i bo r a  table 
t a i n  time of ; season 
t a i r i k i  evening 
t a i r i k i n  evening o f  
t a ka thirsty 
t a kaaka ro to play ; n .  the game 
t a ka a ka ro i a  the ir play 
t a ka t a k a  copra 
t a a k i na k i  spread out as with mat , 
etc . 
t a k u  say 
t ama father 
tam ' a ka n  climbing o f  
Tama n a  the second island from the 
south of the Gilberts 
t am ' a rakea climb up , ascend 
tama u  my father 
t a amne i picture 
t a amne i n  picture of 
t a n a i axe ( small )  
t a n g i n a ko faint sound 
t a n g i r a wan t ;  like ; love 
t a n g i r a i  want me ; like me ; love me 
t a n g i r i a  like him/ her/ it;  love 
him/her/it 
t a n g i r i ko like you ; love you 
t a n g i m  your cry 
t a n i maeon t a a i afternoon 
t a n i ma i n i ku eastern side 
t a n i n g a  wai t ;  ear 
t a n i nga i a  wait for him/her/it ; 
their ears 
t a non i soil o f ;  sand o f ;  earth of 
t a n  rake ocean side or eas tern side 
t a n ra ken ocean side o f ,  eastern 
side of 
t a n r i on lagoon side o f ;  western 
side of 
tao about; perhaps 
taobo n g i i a  every other day 
taok i t a doctor 
taonna press down ; stand or s i t  on ; 
postpone 
t aoo v. n .  saw ( tool) 
taotaona pressing down ; to be 
patient 
t a ra a n  the look of something/ 
someone 
Ta rawa capital island of 
Kiribati 
ta r i m  your sibling of same sex 
1 3 7 
t a r i n  hi s/her/its sibling of same 
sex 
t a r i u  my sibling of same sex 
t a ro taro ( vegetable ) 
t a roma u r i  pray 
ta tae torch fishing for flying fish 
t a t a n e i a i  used to , accustomed 
t a t a n i n g a  wait ; keep waiting 
t a t a ro to pray or a prayer 
t a u  enough ; fit 
t a u a  hold 
ta uak i p . p .  held 
t a ua k i n  hold of 
tau ma n i n  t a n i n ga singing with 
hand covering the ear 
t a uma t e  funnel 
t a u  on turtle chase 
t a u r a  lamp ; something that gives 
out light at night 
t a u rao i ready 
t a u t ae ka n .  government ; v .  rule , 
govern 
t a u u  hold,  plural verb form of 
t a u a 
tawanou noon 
tea i n a one stick 
Teaorae r e ke vil lage on Tarawa 
Te be t emb ' a  n .  September 
te boo same 
tebo tebo n .  bath ; v .  bathe 
t e b u b u a  one hundred 
t e b u i  ten followed by unit 
t eb u i m a  a u a  fourteen 
t e b u i  ma i t i u a seventeen 
t eb u i ma n i ma u a  fifteen 
t e b u i  i n a ten 
tee i baby , child,  kid; keep 
standing 
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t e i stand 
te i n n a i n e girl 
te i r a ke to stand up 
te i t e i  standing 
t e k a t e ka sit 
t e k e  pricked beaten , ( as in a 
competition ) 
t e ke n a  to beat ( as in a competition) 
t e ma n n a  one person/animal/small 
fi sh/insect 
t e n a  bite 
t e n a i ko bite you 
t e n amoko smok e ,  e . g . from tobacco 
tenga u n  ten peopl e ,  animals etc . 
t e n i b u i  ma n i ma ua thirty five 
t e n i ma n  three persons/animals , etc . 
t e n i ua three ( articles) 
te r a a  what? 
t e uaae thi s man who ( fol lowed by 
name or des cription) 
t e u a a n e  that man 
t e u a a re that man who ( fol lowed by 
name or description) 
teuaa re i that man there 
t e uaae i this man 
t e u a n a  one ( articl e)  
t e u t a n a  some 
tewa a n a  one canoe/ship/boat 
t i a  have/has/had 
t i a a bo ra shovel 
t i a k i  not 
t i a n a k i something l ike food , etc . 
prepared for a j ourney 
t i an t i cent (money) 
T i a n ua r i n .  January 
t i aoka chalk (blackboard penci l )  
t i b ' a  j us t  
t i b ' a ake lighter 
t i bee r a n n a  spe ll i t  
t i b u  swe l l ; grandpa o r  grandma 
t i b u te mm ' a ane grandfather 
t i e n tem i i t a centimeter 
t i i shoot out , gust out 
t i  i b ' a a t i teapot 
t i i b u t a  mini dre ss for women , 
l ike blouse 
t i  i ree ree Kiribatese kind o f  
dancing using short skirts 
t i ka re t i cigarette 
t i k i rao i beauti ful , pretty , nice 
looking 
t i k u stay , stay away 
t i k u r u u  screws 
t i na n  mother of 
t i na n i ku outside 
t i na n i ku n  outside o f  
t i na u  my mother 
t i r i wae panty 
t i t aok i n  stockings 
t i t eboo same 
t i t i ra k i  to ask , to ques tion ; 
n .  a question 
t i t i ra k i na i  to ask me , to question 
me 
t i t i ra k i n na to ask him/her ,  to 
que stion him/her 
t i t ooa a store 
toa n .  a giant ; church feast ;  
even 
toabuaka odd , not even 
toa rao i equal in number 
t oka v. ride 
tok i stop , hal t ,  pause 
t oma i j oin 
tono tonon te ba i soft part of 
palm o f  hand 
t oob u n .  soap 
t oob u n i  i re u i i toothpaste 
Too romon n .  Solomon 
to tooa very big in size 
t o ua hit with a foo t ;  step on 
t ua e  n .  pandanus dried pulp 
t ua i not yet 
t ua n g a i tell me 
T u u r a i n .  July 
T u u t a  n i  kawa i j unction 
T u u t i a  n .  Mass 
T u u n  n .  June 
T u va l u  n .  group of i s lands 
formerly named Ellice I s lands 
u 
uaa n .  fruit ; v .  bearing fruit 
uaa i a  their fruits 
uaaka i these men 
u a a ka n n e  those men 
uaakeke i those men there 
u a a n a  its fruit 
uaan i ka i  frui t 
u a a t i wash 
uabaa two l eaves 
ua b u i twenty 
u a i a  both ; n .  racing 
ua ra how i t  i s ?  
u a ree reke smal l ,  tiny 
u a t a i two time s ; twice 
u i  i n .  tooth ; mouth 
u i  i b ' a ra n .  whee l  barrow 
u i  i k i n .  week 
u i i k i n  week o f  
u i i n  mouth of ; peak o f ;  blade 
( razo r ,  knife , axe , etc . )  
ukeuke v .  examine , to test ; 
n .  examination 
uk i n i  ba i fingernail 
u k i n i  ba i m  your fingernail 
um ' a  n .  house 
um ' a n re i re i n .  house o f  
schooling , classroom 
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um ' a n t a b u  n .  house of holine s s ; 
church 
um ' a n tebotebo n .  house of bath , 
bathroom 
umun a k i  baked 
un i ka v .  n .  plant 
u n i ka k i planted 
un i k i  v. plant ( pl . form o f  
un i k a )  
u n i mm ' a a n e  n .  o l d  man 
u n u un i k i  n .  agriculture ; v .  to 
plant 
uoman two people/animals or birds 
uot i v. plural of uo ta : to carry 
uoua two ( general) 
u ra u ra red 
u r i n g a  v. remember 
u r i n g n ga v .  remember it 
u r ua k i  broken 
u to n .  young coconut tree 
u t u u  n .  fami ly , relative 
u u  n .  eel trap 
waa n .  canoe 
w 
waa i a  their canoe 
wa a k i  gone on ; progres s  
wa a n  canoe o f  
waan i k i ba n .  airplane 
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wa a n i b ' anga n .  Kiribatese dance 
( for men )  
w a e  n .  leg , foot 
wae b ua n .  thumb 
waekoa walk fast ; fast 
wae remwe walk s lowly ; slow 
wae t a t a  fast 
wa n i b u i  e ighty 
wan i ma n  eight ( men , women , e tc . )  
( animate ) 
APPEN D I X  A3 : Engl i s h  - Ki ri batese 
a ( an)  te 
able kon a a  
about tao 
above i e t a n  
A 
accept v .  b u t i m ' a aea 
across r i aon 
add v .  i ko t a  
after i mw i  i n  
afternoon t a n i maeaon taa i 
afraid ma a k u  
again r i k i ; ma n g a  
against kaa i ta raa ; eekaanako 
age t e  ro ro ; te r i r i k i  
ago n a ko ;  te t a i ae e n a ko 
agree v .  nanoteuana 
air te eea 
airplane t e  waan i k i ba 
all n i  ka bane 
all right ( OK) e rao i ro i  
almost k u r i 
alone t i i n g n g a i ;  n g koe 
wan i u a eight ( stone , books , e tc . )  
( inanimate )  
wa reka v.  read ; count 
wa rek i a  read i t ;  count it 
wa rem ' a n e  v. n .  counting money 
wa rewa re reading 
we ne lie down 
we tea v .  call 
along i ra ana u n a  
already n t i a  
also naba 
al though e n gae 
always n t a a i n a ko ; n a k i  tok i 
among i b ua kon 
and ao , rna 
animal te man 
another teuana r i k i  
answer kaeka 
anything te b ' a i  t e u a n a  
arm ba i 
army te t a a n g a  n i  b u aka 
around n i  ka tab a n i na 
arrive v .  roko 
art te ko rot aamne i 
as n a i  a ron 
ask v.  t i t i r a k i 
aspirin te b ' a t i n  
at n ,  
anyway e a o r  i a 
B 
baby te tee i 
back a k u u  
bad b ua a kaka 
bag t e  b u u a ; t e  bae k i  
baggage te ba t i a 
ball te boo ro 
bank t e  b a n g ke 
barber t e  t i a  ko ro i r a 
basket te b ' aene 
bathing sui t b ' a i  n tebo tebo 
bathroom te rok i n tebotebo 
bathtub t e  t a a b u  n tebotebo 
battery t e  baete re 
beach te b i ke 
beat v .  ba t i booa , o ro 
beauti ful t i k i rao i 
become v .  r i k i  
because b u k i n a b ' a 
bed ka i n i we n e  
bedroom r u u  n i  ma t u u  
beer te b i i a 
before i m ' aa i n  
begin v.  waak i ;  moana 
behind a k u u n  
believe v .  ka koauaa ; om i ma k i n a  
below a a n  
beside i ra r i k i n  
best rang i n t ama roa 
better tama roa r i k i  
between i ma renan 
beyond t i n a n i k u n ; ma i koa n 
big b u u b u ra 
bill ( account) b i  i ra 
bird te mann i k i b a 
bi rthday bong i n i b u n g  
black ro roo 
blackboard b u ra k i boo t i 
blade ( razor ) t e  u i i n i  m ' a r i ro 
blanket b u ra n g ke t i 
blood t e  ra raa 
blue mawaawa 
boat te boo t i 
body t e  rab ' a ta 
book te bok i  
bone te r i i 
born b u n g i a k i  
borrow v .  t a n goa 
both u a i a ;  kaka uoman 
box te b ' ao k i  
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boy te roronga ; te te i n i mm ' a a n e  
bread te ka r i k i  ( n i b u raawa ) 
break u r ua , o t e a , i bea 
breakfast te am ' a ra k e  n te 
i n gaabong 
bridge te b u r i i t i  
bring v .  uota 
brother t a r i ; mm ' a a n e  
brown b u r a a un 
brush te b u ra t i  
bui ld v .  ka raoa , ka tea 
building te a u t i ; ka t e i te i  
burn v .  kab uoka v .  t .  
bus t e  b ' a t i 
busines s  t e  mm ' a ku r i  n i  ka r i k i r a ke 
busy tabe tabe 
but rna 
button ( t e b a t o )  I te b ' a t i n  
buy v .  ka booa 
by i roun , i r a r i k i n  
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c 
cab ( taxi )  te t a e k  i t  i i 
cable ( te legram) 
cake te kee ke 
te uaere t i  
call v .  we tea 
can ( abl e )  konaa 
can ( tin) te kaen ; t i i n  
can opener te ka i n i kaukuuk i 
car ( auto ) t e  kaa 
care ka r a ua , m ' a n n a noa 
careful ka r a u ra u ;  m ' a n n anoa 
carry v .  uota 
cash te m ' ane 
catch v. rawea 
cause v. ka r i ka 
centre n uu ka 
certain et i ; koa u a  
chain te t i e i n  
chair te ka i n t e ka teka 
chalk t e  t i aoka 
change v. b i t a 
change ka a i b i b i t i , n i k i ra ( te m ' a n e )  
cheese te t i  i t i 
chief ma t a n i u i  i ,  a t u u  
child t e  tee i 
choose v .  r i n ea 
church te um ' a n t a b u  
cigarette t e  t i ka re t i 
circle t e  m ron ron 
city t e  kaawa a e  e b u ub u ra 
class te ko r a k i ,  te r i n a n  
classroom te r� re i re i ; 
um ' a n re i re i  
clean i t i a k i  
clear oo ta 
cl imb v. tam ' a ra k e  
clock t e  t a i  
close kaan ; ka i n a (v. t . )  
clothes kunn i ka i  
cloud te n a n g  
coat te koo t i 
coffee te koobe 
coin te ma i b  i i b  i ( m ' a n e )  
cold m ' a i toro 
college te re i re i ae r i e t a a t a  
color te ma t a  
comb te koom 
come v. roko 
comfortable kamwee n g a rao i 
common ka b u t a  
company ( busine s s )  te kamb ' a n a  
complete ka t i a a ,  t i a ,  bobo n g a  
condition te a ro 
continue wa ak i 
cook k u u ka 
cool m ' a i t o ro 
copy ka too toon ga , kaewea 
corner te n i ng i n i n g ,  man i n g a n i nga 
cost t e  boo ( boon t e  b ' a i )  
could konaa 
count v .  wa reka 
country t e  aba ; te ma ren a u a  
course te koo t i 
court te kaboo u i  i 
cousin a i  t a r i ; a i  mm ' aane 
cover rabuna 
cross ka i b a n g a k i 
crowd te ko rak i n aoma t a  
cry v .  t a n g  
cup m ' a n g ko 
cut v .  ko rea 
dance b ' a a t e re 
dark roo 
o 
date bong i n  n am ' a ka i n a 
daughter te n a t i te a i i ne 
day t e  bon g 
dead ma te 
decide v .  mo t i ka t e  i an go ; baa i re 
deep nanD 
dentist t e  t i a  ka rao u i  i 
desk te t ee t i ke 
diarrhea t e  beka n a ko 
die v .  ma t e  
di fferent kaokoro 
difficult kaangaanga 
dining room ruu n am ' a ra ke 
dinner te am ' a r a ke n te t a i r i k i  
dirty baa reka 
discover v. kunea 
dish t e  am ' a rake ( food) ; 
t e  r a u r a u  (plate ) 
di stance te r a roa 
do v .  ka raoa 
doctor t e  t ao k i t a  
dog t e  k i r i i ,  t e  ka mea 
dol l ar t e  taa raa 
door te ma t a roa 
doubt n a n o koko ra k i , n a no uoua 
down naano 
draw v .  koro taamn e i 
dry m ' a u u  
dream m i  i 
dress ka r uo 
drink moo i 
drive v.  ka b u t a  
drop v .  kab ' a ka a  
during n t a i n  
dust te b u b u  
each t a tabeua 
ear te t a n i n g a  
early moan t a a i 
earth aonnaaba 
east ma i n i k u 
easy b eebe t e  
eat v .  kana 
egg t e  b u n n i moa 
eight wan i ua 
E 
either teuana ma i b ua kon 
el ectric te i t i  
else r i k i  
end tok i 
enemy ka i r i r i ba i  
engine i n t i n  
enjoy v .  ka k u k u re i a  
enough t a u  
enter v .  r i i n  
erase v. kama u n a a  
even boo rao i , toa rao i 
evening t a i r i k i  
ever n a k  i t o k i  
every n i  ka toa 
everything b ' a a i  n a ko 
except t i i 
exciting kakuku re i 
expect ka a n ta n i n ga 
experience a t a t a i 
1 4 3  
explain v .  kaot a a , kab ' a rab ' a r a a  
extra te t a t a ra 
eye te ma t a  
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F 
face t e  ma t a , t e  moamoa 
fact t e  koa ua 
fair boo rao i 
faith t e  on i ma k i  
fal l v .  b ' a ka 
family te u t u u 
famous a t aak i 
far r a roa 
fast wae t a t a  
fat ma r i ka 
rao i 
father t e  ka ro , t e  t ama 
favorite t a a t an g i ra k i  r i k i  
fear maaku 
feel v .  n a ma k i n a 
feet wae 
fence te 00 
fever b i i ua , ma r i r i 
few t a b e ua 
fifty n i ma b u i 
fight u n  
fill v .  kanoaa 
film t e  b i r i m  
finally ka b a n ea n a , mo t i ka n a  
find v.  kunea 
fine (wel l )  rao i 
finger t a bon i ba i  
finish b a n e  
fire t e  a i  
first moa n  
fish t e  i ka 
five n i ma ua 
floor t e  b u i a ,  b u i a  
flower te uee 
fly v.  k i ba 
follow v. i r a ,  ka t oo t oon ga 
food te am ' a ra ke 
foot te b u u t i ; b u t u (measure ) i 
wae (body ) 
for i b u k i n  
foreign i r uwaa 
forget v .  m ' a n i n g a  
fork t e  wa i t e ke 
forward n a ko mooa 
four a ua 
free i n aaoma t a  
fresh me n a a i ,  boou 
friend te rao 
from man 
front i m ' a a i n  
fruit te uaan i ka i  
fun t e  ka nga re 
funny kakanga re 
ful l on 
future te t a i ae e n a  roko 
G 
game te t a kaaka ro 
gasoline b ' aa n  te i n t i n  
garden te n n e n a roka ; oon n a roka 
gate te ma t a roa n te 00 
gather v . boo t a  
general a e  e ka b u t a  
get v .  ka rekea 
ghost te a n t i 
gift t e  b ' a i n t a n g i ra 
girl te te i n n a i i ne 
give v .  a n g a  
glad k u k u re i 
glass te k i ra a t i  
glass (drinking) m ' a n g ko te 
k i ra a t i 
glas ses ( eye)  te ma t a  te k i ra a t i 
go v. n a ko 
god t e  a t ua 
gold t e  koo ra 
good rao i ro i 
government t e  t a u t ae ka 
grand-daughter te t i b u ae t e  n a t i 
te a i i ne 
grandfather te t i b u t e  mm 1 a ane 
grandmother te t i b u t e  a i i ne 
grandson t e  t i b u ae t e  n a t i  t e  
mm 1 aa n e  
grass te u t e u te 
great ko rako ra , kaka n n a to 
green k i r i i n 
grey maawa n i  ma i i  
grocery t e  t a bo n i  kaboo 
u a a n i ka i  
ground aon t a n o  
group te b ' a r i ko 
grow v. r i  k i  
guard v. t a n t a n i i  
gues s  kee t i , ka t a u t a u  
guide ka i ra 
gun ka t i  i 
H 
hair te i ra 
haircut ko ro i ra 
hal f i te ra ,  m 1 a n a n g  
hand ba i 
hang v .  t i ne ;  ka t i nea 
happen v .  r i k i  
happy k u k u re i 
hard ma toa toa ; kaangaanga 
hat t e  b ' a ra 
have v .  i a i  i ro u u  
head a t u u 
headache ma ra k i n  a t u u  
health te ma u r i , ma r u r u n  
hear v .  ongo 
heart t e  b u roo 
heat kabuebue 
heavy t i ne b u , rawa awa ta 
height t e  r i e t a a t a  
help b uoka 
here i ka i  
high r i e t a a t a  
hire b u u t a  ( kaboa k i  n t e  
history ka r a k i n i  kawa i 
hold t a ua 
hole t e  b ' a n g a b ' a n g a  
home t e  mwee n g a  
hope kaan t a n i n g a  
hot kabueb ue 
hour t e  aoa 
house te a u t i 
how kan gaa j i ra a n a  
however e ngae n g ke 
human t e  aoma t a  
humid aom ' a i m ' a i  
hundred t e  b u b u a  
hungry b a k i 
hunt v. kaema n  
hunter te t i a  kaeman 
hurry kawae t a t a  
hurt kamma r a ka 
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9 
m 1 an e )  
husband t e  b u u  t e  mm 1 a a n e  
I 
ice t e  a i t i  
idea t e  i a ngo 
i f  n g ka n a  a rona b ' a 
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ill a o r a k i 
important ka kaawak i ,  kaka n n a to 
in i n a non 
insect t e  man ae e ua ree reke 
ins tead n o n eamw i  i n  
instruction r e i re i , kae t i e t i  
intere st ka kannoo , ka kaon goraa 
into n a ko nanon 
iron t e  b i t i  
island t e  abam ' a ko ro 
J 
j ob te mm ' a k u r i 
j oin v .  raon a , tomaa 
j oke k a n g a re ; ma n i ka n g a r e  
j oy t e  k i m ' a a re i re i  
j uice r a n i n  u a a n  t e  ka i 
K 
keep v. kawa k i n a 
key te k i  i n g 
kill v. t i r i n g a , kama tea 
kind t e  aeka ; a a ko i  
king t e  k i i n g ;  uea 
kiss kaboo r i a ;  k i  i t i , mb ' a a 
kitchen te um ' a n i k u u ka r u u  n i  
ku uka 
knee b u b ua n i  wae 
knife b i t i  
know v .  a t a a  
labor mm ' a k u  r i 
L 
lake te n e i ae e a b ' aab ' a k i  
land t e  a b a  
language t e  t a e t a e  
large b u u b u ra 
last kabane 
late r i mw i  i 
laugh ng a re 
laundry t e  tabo n i 
law t e  t u a  
ua a t i 
lay v.  b u n g i a ;  kawenea 
lead v.  ka i ra 
learn v .  ke ke i a k i  
least te kabane 
leave v.  k i i t a n a  
left a n g ama i n g 
leg te wae 
length te a n a a n a u  
l e s s  k a r a ko 
le sson te re i re i 
let v .  ka i ra 
letter te re t a  
lie v .  wen e ; kewe 
l ife te ma i u  
l i ft v .  ta beka 
light beebe t e ; oo t a  ( ke t e  oo t a )  
like t a n g i ra ;  t i i te boo 
line te ao ; te r a i n  
lip te r i a  
listen v.  ongo raa 
little ua ree reke 
live v. ma eka 
long a n a a n a u  
look v .  t a raa 
loose m ' a awa , ma t a n a  
love v .  t a n g i ra 
lover te t i a  t a n g i r a 
low r i nano 
lower r i n a n o  r i k i  
M 
machine t e  m i t i  i n  
magazine t e  n u u t i beeba 
make v .  ka raoa 
man te mm 1 aa n e  
many ba t i 
map t e  m ' abe 
market te m ' a a ke t e  
marry v .  m 1 a re ,  i e i n  
material t e  k u n n i ka i  
matter t e  b ' a i  ae e r i k i  
may kon a a  
m e  n g ng a i 
mean i owaawa 
measure v. baa i r ea 
meat t e  i r i ko 
medicine t e  b ' a i  n aor a k i  
meet v .  kaa i t i boo 
meeting t e  boo t a k i 
member kaa i n  t e  boo t a k i 
men mm 1 a a n e  
middle n u uka 
mi l e  t e  ma i re 
milk t e m i r i k i 
mil l ion t e  m i r i on 
mind t e  n a n D  
mine a u  b ' a i  
minute t e  m i n i t i  
Mis s  Ne i 
Mr ( Mi ster ) Ten , Ten g ,  Te , Tem 
Mrs Ms . ( Mi stres s )  Ne i 
modern boo u 
moment te t a i 
money t e  m 1 ane 
month te nam ' aka i n a 
moon nam ' a ka i n a 
more r i k i  
morning t e  i n g a abong 
mosquito t e  man i n n a ra 
most rang i ( a n g i i n ) 
mother t e  t i n a 
mountain t e  ma u n g a  
mouth t e  u i  i 
move v .  b u t i 
movie t e  kao t i taamn e i 
much m ' a i t i  
mus ic te ka t a n g i t a n g 
must r i a  i 
N 
name t e  a r a 
nation te boo t a n n aoma t a  
natural a e  bon a rona 
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nature a ron t e  b ' a i ; aoma t a ; etc . 
near ka a n ;  i r a r i k i n  
nearly n i  kaan ; k u r i  
neces sary r i a i  
neck te roroa 
need v .  ka i n n a noa 
neighbour te i t abon ; i t abon 
neither t i a k i  t e u a n a  ma i b ua kon 
nephew a i  te n a t i te mm 1 a a n e  
never t u a i me n 
new boou 
news ron gorongo 
newspaper t e  n u u t i beeba 
next i mw i  i n a 
nice r ao i ro i , t amaa roa 
niece a i  te n a t i te a i i n e ( n a t i )  
night t e  t a i r i k i , bon g 
nine r u a i ua 
no t i a k i , a kea 
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none a k ea 
north mea a n g  
nos e  
not 
te b ' a i r i 
a k i , t i a k i  
nothing a ke a  
notice kae t i e t i 
now n g ka i 
number te namb ' a , te wa re 
ocean ma rawa 
of i ,  n ( i )  
off man 
o 
offer 
o ffice 
a n g a ; a n g a a n g a  
t e  aob i t i  
o fficer te aob i t i a  
often m ' a i t i n  te ta i 
o i l  te b ' a a 
old ka ra , mm ' aane 
on aon 
once n t e  t a i n a 
one t e u a n a  
only t i i 
open v .  ka u ka 
opinion te i a ngo 
or ( nor)  ke 
order oo t a n a ; kaooa ; 
other t a b e u a  
ought r i a i  
our a ra 
out n a ako 
outside t i n a n i k u 
over r i aon 
own b ' a i n a 
kaoa 
pack v. b a t  i i 
pack 
page 
b a t i a  
i te ra n i baa 
pain te ma rak i 
paint te been 
pair kaka uou a  
pants kawa e rake 
paper te beeba 
part m ' a ko ro 
p 
party te boo t a k i ,  te b ' a a t i i 
pas s ka t i banakoa 
past n g koa 
pay v. kab ' a ka a  boona 
peace te rao i 
pen te ka i n i  korobo k i  
pencil te b e n t i ra 
period te ta i 
people aoma ta 
perhaps tao 
person te aoma t a  
pick v .  r i nea 
pick up v .  tabek i a  
picture te taamne i 
pi ece te m ' a ko ro 
pillow te u n i nga 
place te tabo 
plan te baa i re 
plant te a roka 
plate t e  ra u ra u  
play v.  takaaka ro 
pl easant kakuku re i 
pl eased kuku re i 
pleasure te ka kuku re i 
point koto ; tabon 
poor kaawa , ka i n n a no 
position te tabo 
possible kona a k i  
post office te aob i t i  n r e t a  
practice t e  ka t a n e i a i  
prepare v .  ka t a u raoa 
present n g ka i ; b ' a i n ta ng i ra 
president b e r e t i ten t i  
pretty t i k i rao i 
price te boo 
priest t e  tama 
probably konaa 
problem t e  kaa n g a a n g a  
promise be r i ta 
prove v .  kakoa ua 
provide v. ka rekea 
public t e  boo t a n naoma t a  
pull v .  ka t i ka 
purpose b uk i n  
put v .  ka t u ka , ka ak i 
put down v. ka t u ka 
Q 
quarter kaam ' a ko ro , k u a t a  
queen t e  u e a  n a i i ne 
question te t i t i ra k i  
quickly n i  wae koa 
quiet r a u ; kaa b u i n go i n go ; r a u  
m a n  t e  ka rongoaa , rao i 
quite rang i n ,  ka a n g a  
R 
radio ree r i o  
rain te ka r a u  
raise v .  mwemwe k i a ,  t a be ka 
rather v .  t a n g i r i a  r i k i 
razor te m I a r i ro 
reach v .  roo t a  
read v .  wa reka 
ready t a u rao i 
real koa ua 
realise v .  a t aa 
really n i  koa ua 
reason o i n  r i k i n  b u k i n  te b ' a i  
receive v .  reke ; b u t i m ' a aea 
red u ra u ra 
refuse v .  r awa 
religion te a ro 
remain v .  t i ku 
remember v .  u r i ng a  
rent boon te maeka 
reply v .  ka eka 
report t u a  taek i n a 
rest v .  mo t i rawa 
result mw i  i n a ;  mw i i n  
resume v .  moa n n a  
return v .  o k i , kaoka 
rich kaub ' a i  
ride toka 
right ( correct) et i 
right (direction) a t a i 
river t e  ka raanga 
road te kawa i 
rock t e  b ' a a 
room t e  r u u  
rope t e  roobu 
round m ron ron 
rub v .  b u b u a  
run v .  b i r i  
rush kawae t a ta 
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S 
safe mano ; m ' a n eaua rao i 
sail te i e ;  bo r a u  
salt te t a a r i , tao ro 
same t i  i teboo 
sand te t a no 
save v .  n i  kama i u  
say v .  t a k u , a tonga 
schedule babaa i r ean te ta i 
school te re i re i 
sea t a a r i 
season taa i i n a non te r i r i k i , 
e . g . kama r i r i , kabue bue , 
seat te ka i n teka teka 
second kauoua , ka uoman 
see v .  noo ra 
seem kaanga e ta raa 
sell v. ka booa n a ko 
send v .  ka n a koa 
serve v .  mm ' a ku r i  b u k i n  tema n n a  
service te mm ' a k u r i ;  te ta roma u r i 
seven i t i u a 
several tabeua 
share t i b ' aa 
sharp ka kang 
shave v .  i rna i ma ( ko robua i )  
sheet te kabu ; r a b u n a n  te ka i n i wene 
ship te ka i b u ke 
shirt te kaba raa k i  
shoe t e  taam ' a ka ; kau n i  wae 
shop te t i tooa ( t i tooa n i  b ' a i )  
shore ma t a n i u i i n  te a ba 
short ko r o ro , k i mototo 
should r i a  i 
shoulder te a n g a  
show v .  kao t a  
shower t i a awa 
sick aora k i  
s ide ra r i k i n  
sign v .  t i a a i n a 
si lver t i rewa 
s imple beebete 
since man te t a i 
sing v .  a nene 
single t i  i tema n na ; tema n n a  
si ster mm ' aane ; t a r i  
six onoua 
si ze a b ' a ab ' a k i na ,  b u u b u r a n a  
skin te kun 
skirt te kamumun 
sky ka rawa 
slacks kawae rake 
s leep v .  ma t u u  
slip v .  ma r a n n a ko 
s low wae remwe , ka ra u ra u  
s lowly t e  a ro n i  ka ra u ra u  
small ua ree reke 
smell v .  a roka ; bo i 
smi le v .  ma t a ng a re 
smoke moko 
so ma nga i a  a re 
soap te toob u 
sock n a n goan te wae man te ka u ;  
t i taok i n g 
soft ma r a u r a u  
so i l  te t a no 
soldier te t a u t i a  
some t e u t a n a ; tabeua 
something te b ' a i  teuana 
sometimes tabe t a i 
son te n a t  i te mm ' a ane 
song te anene 
soon te ta i ae a k i ma a n  
sort kaoko ro , r i nea ; te ae ka 
soul t e  t a amne i 
sound te b ' a n a a  
south ma i ak i 
space te aakea ; te ma rena 
speak v .  t a e t a e  
special ae e kaoko ro 
spend v. kab a n ea 
spirit te t a amne i 
spoon te b u un 
spot t e  t a bo 
spring t e  kob u r a ke n r a n ; t i b u r i n g 
square t e  t i kuea 
stamp t e  t i tamb ' a  
stand v .  t ee i ; te i 
star te i to i  
start v .  moa n n a  
state te aba 
station te tabo 
stay v .  t i ku 
s tep v .  m ' a neka 
step t e  u t a 
s tick t e  ka i 
still tabe 
stomach-ache ma rak i n i  b i roto 
stone te a t i i b u 
stop too k i ; tok i  
store t e  t i tooa 
s torm t e  buaka , t e  
e tc . 
story te ka ra k i  
straight e t  i 
strange kam i i m i  i 
stream t e  ka raanga 
a n g , t e  ka r a u , 
street t e  kawa i ae e raababa 
s trength t e  ko rako r a  
strong ko rakora 
s tudy v .  ke ke i a k i ; kama teb ' a i  
sudden ae e ka kuba ; ka r i n a 
sugar te t i oka 
suit t a u  
suitcase t e  b ' a u t i ; t u u t i ke e t i 
summer ta i n  t e  kabuebue 
sun t a a i 
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supper te am ' a ra ke n te t a i r i k i 
suppose v .  t a k u , i a ngo 
sure koa u a  
surprise v .  kam i i m i  i ;  k a k u b a  
swee t  ka rewe rewe ; t i k i rao i 
table t e  t a i bo r a 
take v .  a n a a  
talk v .  t a e t a e  
T 
tal l a n a a na u , r i e t a a t a  
tape recorder t e  b ' a i  n rawe 
b ' a n a a  
taste ka toomam ; noo ra te kangkang 
teach v .  re i re i 
tea te i i 
tear v .  raeuaa 
telegram t e  u a e re t i 
telephone te t a r eboon 
te ll v. t a e k i n a ,  t ua , a tonga 
ten t e b u  i i n a 
than n a kon 
thank kaa i t a u  
thank you ko r a b ' a  
the t e  
then n g ka n n e  
there i ke ke i 
therefore ma nga i a a re 
thin ka i r a r  i k i , mma n i i 
thing t e  b ' a i  
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think v .  i a ngo 
third te ka ten i ua ,  k a t e n i ma n , e tc . 
thirsty 
thirty 
though 
thought 
t a ka 
ten i b u i  
n g a e  n a ron a a n n e  
n t e  i a n go 
thousand t e  ngaa 
three t e n i ua 
through r i n a non 
thus n a ron ae i 
ticket t i i ke t i 
tie v .  kabaea 
time te ta i 
tire te rab ' a  
tired ae e kua 
to n a kon 
together n i  bane 
tooth t e  u i  i 
toothache te ma ra k i  n i  u i  i 
toothbrush t e  b u r a t i n i  i re u i i 
toothpaste t e  toob u n i  i re u i  i 
tobacco te baakee 
today t e  bon g  ae i 
toe t e  tabon i wae 
toi let te ka i n na ko t a a r i  
toilet paper t e  t i raa 
tomorrow n i n g n ga a bon g 
too n a b a  
top te t a u b u k i ;  e e t a  
touch v .  r i  i n ga 
toward n i  kae t a  
towel te kaoa , te taa ra 
town te kaawa 
toy te b ' a i  n t a kaaka ro 
trade i oo k i n i b ' a i  
translate v .  ra i ra na non 
travel v.  m ' a n a n g a  
tree te ka i 
trip te m ' a n a n g a  
trouble v .  ka rawaawa ta 
troubl e  te ka angaanga 
truck te t u r a k i 
true koa ua 
trust v .  on i ma k i na 
truth te koa ua 
try v .  ka taa 
turn v .  r a i r  a 
twelve t eb u i  ma uoua 
twenty uabu i 
two uoua 
typewriter t a i b ' a ra i t a  
u 
uncl e  a i  te ka ro 
under i aa n  
underpants te a a n i kawa e r a ke 
unders tand v .  oo t a ; a ta a  ongo 
na non 
until n i  ka rokoa 
up e e t a  
upon aon 
use v. kaboonga naa 
usually ta tane i a i  
v 
value boonganan t e  b ' a i  teuana 
very rang i 
view t a ra a n ; noo ran 
vi llage te ka awa 
visit v .  kawa ra 
voice te b ' a n a a  
W 
wagon te kaa 
wait v. t a t a n i n ga 
wake up v. u t i 
walk v .  n a konako 
wal l  t e  00 
wallet te b ' a u t i n i 
want v .  t a n g i ra 
war te b u a ka 
warm b uee 
wash v. uaa t i 
watch v.  t a ra t a ra 
m ' ane 
watch (wri st) te t a i n i b a i  
water t e  ran 
wave v .  ka t i oa 
wave te nao 
way te kawa i 
wear v .  kama nenaa ; b ' a i n a 
weather a n g i n  te bon g  
week t e  w i  i k i  
weight te rawaawa t a  
we ll ma r u r u n g  
well (water) te ma n i b ' a  
west maeao 
wet m ' a i m ' a i  
whether b ' a  tao 
while ngke 
white ma i n a i n a 
whole ae b ' a n i n  
wide raababa 
wife te b u u  t e  a i  i n e  
wi l l  n a  
wind te a n g  
window te kamaama 
wine te wa i n  
winter t a i n  t e  m ' a i t o ro 
wish b i a ;  t a n g i ra 
with ma 
without n a kea 
woman t e  a i i ne 
wonder m i i m i i 
wonderful kam i i m i  i 
woods te b u a kon i ka i  
word te taeka 
work mm ' a ku r i  
world te aonnaaba 
worse b ua a ka ka r i k i 
worth ma nenan ; boo n g a n a n  
wrong b u re 
y 
year te r i r i k i  
ye l low baa booboo 
yes eeng 
yet n g ka i naba 
young a t ae i 
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Note : The fol lowing Kiribatese/English and English/Kiribate se lexicons have 
been adapted from Trus sel ( 1979) . 
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